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PREFACE

This volume consists of a certain number of Essays

and Addresses Avhich have been delivered or written

during the last eleven years. None of them have

any relation to party politics except perhaps, to a

very slight extent, the review of Mr. Morley's

Cobden. But even in this case it seems to me that

the changes that have come over current political

theories since Mr. Cobden's death are so great that

an estimate of certain particular aspects of his puljlic

career may he attempted without unduly raising

controversies in which modern politicians are im-

mediately concerned.

There is no bond of connection uniting the various

Essays which find a place in this collection into

anything of the nature of an organic whole. The

second and third, indeed, are so far related that they

deal with the life and work of two fn-ent men of
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the eighteenth century who Avere almost exactly

contemporaries. But the Essay on Berkeley is a

biographical study : that on Handel in the main

a critical and resthetic one. The fourth and fifth

Essays may both be said, though in different ways, to

touch on the questions which have been, and are

being, raised by the application of economic theories

to political practice. While the sixth and seventh

differ from the rest in being altogether removed from

the sphere of ordinary practical interest. Though

they were Avritten at different periods, and for dif-

ferent audiences, they probably gain by being read

together, and in the order in which they appear in

this volume.

My thanks are due to the Editors of the various

journals in which any of these Essays may have

originally appeared for permission to repul)lish

them.

4 Carlton Gardens,

1st March 1893.
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I

THE PLEASURES OF EEADIXGi

It has probably not been the lot of many of my
predecessors in the distinguished post to which

you have elected me, to deliver a Eectorial Address

under circumstances more adverse to the deliberate

reflection and the careful preparation which such a

performance requires. So strongly do I feel the

extreme difficulty of saying anything worthy of this

place and of this audience at a time when the daily

and even houi'ly calls upon me are incessant, that I

should have been disposed to defer to a more con-

venient season my first public appearance amongst you.

From this, however, I was deterred by one dominant

consideration ; namely, that if the Eectorial mstalla-

tion were deferred till next year, or the year after,

^ Lord Kector's Address, delivered at St. Andrews University,

lOth December 1887.
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I should have no opportunity of meeting those who

interested themselves in the last Rectorial election.

In University life, generation succeeds generation

with such rapidity, that the leaders among the

students of one year are the departed heroes of the

next. And I prefer, therefore, even under the some-

what adverse circumstances which I have indicated,

to meet those who took a principal part in the

contest of last November, whether for or against me,

to all the advantages which my audience might be

expected to derive from a postponement of my

Address.

I will confess to you at the outset that I have

been much embarrassed in the^selection of a subject.

Not a few of my predecessors have found themselves,

I should imagine, in a similar difficulty. A Rectorial

Address might, so I was informed, be about anything.

But this " anything " is too apt upon further investiga-

tion to resolve itself into " nothing." Some topics are

too dull. Some are too controversial. Some interest

only the few. Some are too great a strain upon the

speaker who has to prepare them. Some too severely

tax the patience of the audience which has to listen

to them. And I confess to have been much perplexed
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in my search for a toi)ic on which I could say some-

thing to Avhich you Avould have patience to listen, or

on -which I might find it profitable to speak.

One theme, however, there is, not inappropriate to

the i^lace in which I stand, nor, I hope, unwelcome

to the audience which I address. The youngest of

you have left behind that period of youth during

which it seems inconceivable that any book should

afford recreation except a story-book. ]\Iany of you

are just reaching the period when, at the end of your

prescribed curriculum, the whole field and compass

of literature lies outspread before you ; when, with

faculties trained and disciplined, and the edge of

curiosity not dulled ot worn with use, you may enter

at your leisure into the intellectual heritage of the

centuries.

Now the question of how to read and what to

read has of late filled much space in the Daily Papers,

if it cannot strictly speaking be said to have pro-

foundly occupied the public mind. But you need be

under no alarm. I am not going to supply you with

a new list of the hundred books most worth reading,

nor am I about to take the world into my confidence

in respect of my "favourite passages from the best
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authors." Nor again do I address myself to the pro-

fessed student, to the fortunate individual with whom

literature or science is the business as Avell as the

pleasure of life. I have not the qualifications which

Avould enable me to undertake such a task with the

smallest hope of success. My theme is humble though

the audience to whom I desire to speak is large ; for

I speak to the ordinary reader with ordinary capacities

and ordinary leisure, to whom reading is, or ought

to be, not a business but a pleasure ; and my theme

is the enjoyment, not, mark you, the improvement,

nor the glorj^, nor the profit, but the enjoyment, which

may be derived by such an one from books.

It is perhaps due to the controversial habits

engendered by my unfortunate profession, that I find

no easier method of making my own view clear than

that of contrasting with it what I regard as an errone-

ous view held by somebody else : and in the present

case the doctrine which I shall choose as a foil to my

OAvn, is one which has been stated with the utmost

force and directness by that brilliant and distin-

guished writer, Mr. Frederic Harrison.^ He has,

as many of you know, recently given us in a series

1 Cf. The CJtoice of Buofcs.
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of excellent essays his opinion on the principles

which should guide us in the choice of books.

Against that part of his treatise which is occupied

with specific recommendations of certain authors

I have not a word to say. He has resisted all

the temptations to eccentricity which so easily beset

the modern critic. Every book which he praises

deserves his praise, and has long been praised by the

world at large. I do not, indeed, hold that the

verdict of the world is necessarily binding on the

individual conscience. I admit to the full that there

is an enormous cpiantity of hollow devotion, of

^vithered orthodoxy divorced from living faith, in

the eternal chorus of praise which goes up from

every literary altar to the memory of the immortal

dead. Nevertheless, every critic is bound to recognise,

as Llr. Harrison recognises, that he must put down

to individual peculiarity any difference he may have

with the general verdict of the ages ; he must feel

that mankind are not likely to be in a consj^iracy of

error as to the kind of literary work which conveys

to them the highest literary enjoyment, and that in

such cases at least securus jiulkat orbis terrarum.

But it is quite possible to hold that any work
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recommended by Mr. Harrison is worth repeated

reading, and yet to reject utterly the theory of study

by which these recommendations are prefaced. For

Mr. Harrison is a ruthless censor. His index expurga-

thriits includes, so far as I can discover, the whole

catalogue of the British Museum, with the exception

of a small remnant which might easily be contained

in about thirty or forty volumes. The vast remainder

he contemplates with feelings apparently not merely

of indifference but of active aversion. He surveys

the boimdless and ever-increasing waste of books

with emotions compounded of disgust and dismay.

He is almost tempted to say in his haste that the in-

vention of printing has been an evil one for humanity.

In the habits of miscellaneous reading, born of a

too easy access to libraries, circulating and other, he

sees many soul-destroying tendencies ; and his ideal

reader would appear to be a gentleman who rejects

with a lofty scorn all in history that does not pass for

being first rate in importance, and all in literature

that is not admitted to be first rate in cpiality.

NoAV I am far from denying that this theory is

plausible. Of all that has been written it is cer-

tain that the professed student can master but an
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infinitesimal fraction. Of that fraction the ordinary

reader can master Ixxt a very small part. What"

advice then can be better than to select for study the

few masterpieces that have come down to ns, and to

treat as non-existent the huge but undistinguished

remainder? We are like travellers passing hastily

through some ancient city filled with memorials of

many generations and more than one great civilisation.

Our time is short. Of what may be seen we can

only see at best but a trifling fragment. Let us then

take care that we Avaste none of our precious moments

upon that which is less than the most excellent. So

preaches Mr. Frederic Harrison : and when a doctrine

which put thus may seem not only wise but obvious,

is further supported by such assertions as that habits

of miscellaneous reading "close the mind to Avhat is

spiritually sustaining " by "stuffing it Avith what is

simply curious," or that such methods of study are

worse than no habits of study at all because they

" gorge and enfeeble " the mind by " excess in that

Avhich cannot nourish," I almost feel that in venturing

to dissent from it I may be attacking not merely the

teaching of common sense but the inspirations of a

high morality.
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Yet I am convinced that, for most persons, the

views thus laid down by Mr. Harrison are wrong, and

that Avhat he describes, with characteristic vigour, as

" an impotent voracity for desultorj' information " is in

reality a most desirable, and a not too common form,

of mental appetite. I have no sympathy whatever

with the horror he expresses at the " incessant accumu-

lation of fresh books." 1 am never tempted to regret

that Gutenberg was born into the world. I care not

at all though the " cataract of printed stuff," as Mr.

Harrison calls it, should flow and still flow on until

the catalogues of our libraries should make libraries

themselves. I am prepared indeed, to express sym-

pathy almost amounting to approbation for any one

who would check all writing which Avas not intended

for the printer. I pay no tribute of grateful

admiration to those Avho have ojipressed mankind

with the dubious blessing of the penny post. But

the ground of the distinction is plain. We are always

obliged to read our letters, and are sometimes obliged

to answer them. But who obliges us to wade through

the piled-up lumber of an ancient library, or to skim

more than we like olT the frothy foolishness poured

forth in ceaseless streams by our circulating libraries 1
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Dead dunces do not importune us ; Giul) Street does

not ask for a reply by return of post. Even their

living successors need hurt no one who possesses the

very moderate degree of social courage required to

make the admission that he has not read the last new

novel or the current number of a fashionable magazine.

But this is not the view of Mr. Harrison. To him

the position of any one having free access to a large

library is fraught with issues so tremendous that, in

order adequately to describe it, he has to seek for

parallels in two of the most highly-wrought episodes

in fiction—the Ancient Mariner, becalmed and thirst-

ing on the tropic ocean : Bunyan's Christian in the

crisis of spiritual conflict. But there is here, surely,

some error and some exaggeration. Has miscel-

laneous reading all the dreadful consequences which

Mr. Harrison depicts 1 Has it any of them 1 His

declarations about the intellect being " gorged and

enfeebled " by the absorption of too much informa-

tion, expresses no doubt Avith great vigour an analogy,

for which there is high authority, between the human

mind and the human stomach; but surely it is an

analogy which may be pressed too far. I have often

heard of the individual whose excellent natural gifts
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have been so overloaded with huge masses of undi-

gested and indigestible learning that they have had

no chance of healthy development. But though I

have often heard of this personage, I have never met

him, and I believe him to be mythical. It is true,

no doubt, that many learned people are dull : but

there is no indication whatever that they are dull

because they are learned. True dulness is seldom

acquired ; it is a natural grace, the manifestations of

which, however modified by education, remain in

substance the same. Fill a dull man to the brim

with knowledge, and he will not become less dull, as

the enthusiasts for education vainly imagine ; but

neither will he become duller, as Mr. Harrison appears

to suppose. He will remain in essence what he always

has been and always must have been. But whereas

his dulness would, if left to itself, have been merely

vacuous, it may have become, under careful cultiva-

tion, pretentious and pedantic.

I would further point out to you that, while there

is no ground in experience for supposing that a keen

interest in those facts which Mr. Harrison describes

as "merely curious," has any stupefying effect upon

the mind, or has any tendency to render it insensible
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to the higher things of literature and art, there is

positive evidence that many of those who have most

deeply felt the charm of these higher things have

been consumed by that omnivorous appetite for

knowledge which excites Mr. Harrison's especial

indignation. Dr. Johnson, for instance, though deaf

to some of the most delicate harmonies of verse, was,

without question, a very great critic. Yet, in Dr.

Johnson's opinion, literary history, which is for the

most part composed of facts Avhich Mr. Harrison

would regard as insignificant, about authors whom

he would regard as pernicious, was the most delight-

ful of studies. Again, consider the case of Lord

Macaulay. Lord Macaulay did everything Mr.

Harrison says he ought not to have done. From

youth to age he was continuously occupied in

"gorging and enfeebling" his intellect, by the

unlimited consumption of every species of literature,

from the masterpieces of the age of Pericles, to the

latest rubbish from the circulating lilirary. It is not

told of him that his intellect suflered by the process

;

and, though it Avill hardly be claimed for him that he

was a great critic, none will deny that he possessed

the keenest susceptibilities for literary excellence in
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many languages and in every form. If Englishmen

and Scotchmen do not satisfy you, I will take a

Frenchman. The most accomplished critic whom

France has produced is, by general admission, St.

Beuve. His capacity for appreciating supreme

perfection in literature will be disputed by none
;

yet the great bulk of his vast literary industry was

expended upon the lives and Avritings of authors

whose lives Mr. Harrison would desire us to for-

get, and whose writings almost wring from him

the wish that the art of printing had never been

discovered.

I am even bold enough to hazard the conjecture

(I trust he will forgive me) that Mr. Harrison's life

may be quoted against Mr. Harrison's theory. I

entirely decline to believe Avithout further evidence

that the writings whose vigour of style and of

thought have been the delight of us all, are the pro-

duct of his own system. I hope I do him no wrong,

but I cannot help thinking that, if we knew the truth,

we should find that he followed the practice of those

worthy physicians who, after prescribing the most

abstemious diet to their patients, may be seen par-

taking freely and, to all appearances, safely of the
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most succulent and the most unwholesome of the

forbidden dishes.

It has to he noted that Mr. Harrison's list of the

books which deserve perusal would seem to indicate

that, in his opinion, the pleasures to be derived from

literature are chiefly pleasures of the imagination.

Poets, dramatists, and novelists form the chief portion

of the somewhat meagre fare which is specifically

permitted to his disciples. Now, though I have

already stated that the list is not one of Avhich any

person is likely to assert that it contains books which

ought to be excluded, yet, even from the point of

view of what may be termed aesthetic enjoyment, the

field in which we are allowed to take our pleasures

seems to me unduly restricted.

Contemporary poetry, for instance, on Avhich Mr.

Harrison bestows a good deal of hard language, has,

and must have, for the generation which produces it

certain qualities not likely to be possessed by any

other. Charles Lamb has somewhere declared that

a pun loses all its virtue as soon as the momentary

quality of the intellectual and social atmosphere in

which it was born has changed its character. What

is true of this, the humblest effort of verbal art, is
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true, in ;i different measure und degree, of all, even

of the highest, forms of literature. To some extent

every work requires interpretation to generations

who are separated by differences of thought or

education from the age in which it was originally

produced. That this is so with every book Avhich

depends for its interest upon feelings and fashions

which have utterly vanished, no one will be disposed,

I imagine, to deny. Butler's Hudibras, for instance,

which Avas the delight of a gay and witty society, is to

me, at least, not unfrequently dull. Of some works,

no doubt, which made a noise in their day it seems

impossible to detect the slightest trace of charm.

But this is not the case with Hudibras. Its merits

are obvious. That they should have appealed to a

generation sick of the reign of the " Saints " is pre-

cisely what we should have expected. But to us,

who are not sick of the reign of the Saints, they

appeal but imperfectly. The attempt to reproduce

artificially the frame of mind of those who first read

the poem is not only an effort, but is to most people,

at all events, an unsuccessful effort. What is true of

Hudibras is true also, though in an inconceivably

smaller degree, of those great works of imagination
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which deal with the elemental facts of human char-

acter and human passion. Yet even on these, time

does, though lightly, lay his hand. Wherever what

may be called " historic sympathy " is required there

will be some diminution of the enjoyment which

those must have felt who were the poet's contempor-

aries. "We look, so to speak, at the same splendid

landscape as they, but distance has made it necessary

for us to aid our natural vision Avith glasses, and

some loss of light will thus inevitably be produced,

and some inconvenience from the difficulty of truly

adjusting the focus. Of all authors. Homer Avould, I

suppose, be thought to sufier least from such draw-

backs. But yet in order to listen to Homer's accents

with the ears of an ancient Greek, we must be able,

among other things, to enter into a view about the

gods which is as far removed from Avhat we should

describe as religious sentiment as it is from the frigid

ingenuity of those later poets who regarded the

deities of Greek mythology as so many wheels in the

supernatural machinery with which it pleased them

to carry on the action of their pieces. If we are to

accept Mr. Herbert Spencer's views as to the progress

of our species, changes of sentiment are likely to
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occur which will even more seriously interfere with

the world's delight in the Homeric poems. "When

human beings become so nicely "adjusted to their

environment," that courage and dexterity in battle will

have become as useless among civic virtues as an old

helmet is among weapons of war ; when fighting gets

to be looked upon with the sort of disgust excited in

lis by cannibalism • and when public opinion shall

regard a warrior much in the same light that we

regard a hangman, I do not see how any fragment of

that vast and splendid literature Avhich depends for

its interest upon deeds of heroism and the joy of

battle, is to retain its ancient charm. About these

remote contingencies, however, I am glad to think

that neither you nor I need trouble our heads ; and

if I parenthetically allude to them now, it is merely

as an illustration of a truth not always sufficiently

remembered, and as an excuse for those who find in

the genuine, though possibly second-rate, productions

of their own age a charm for which they search in

vain among the mighty monuments of the past.

But I leave this train of thought, Avhich has

perhaps already taken me too far, in order to point

out a more fundamental error, as I think it, which
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arises from regarding literature solely from this high

aesthetic standpoint. The pleasures of imagination

derived from the best literary models, form without

doubt the most exquisite portion of the enjoyment

which we may extract from books ; but they do not

in my opinion form the largest portion if we take

into account mass as well as quality in our calculation.

There is the literature which appeals to the imagina-

tion or the fancy, some stray specimens of Avhich Mr.

Harrison will permit vis to peruse ; but is there not

also the literature which satisfies the curiosity 1 Is

this vast storehouse of pleasure to be thrown hastily

aside because many of the facts which it contains

are alleged to be insignificant, because the appetite to

which they minister is said to be morbid ? Consider a

little. We are here dealing with one of the strongest

intellectual impulses of rational beings. Animals,

as a rule, trouble themselves but little about anything

unless they want either to eat it or to run away from

it. Interest in, and wonder at, the works of nature

and the doings of man are products of civilisation,

and excite emotions which do not diminish, but in-

crease with increasing knowledge and cultivation.

Feed them and they grow ; minister to them and

c
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they will greatly multiply. We hear much indeed

of what is called "idle curiosity," but I am loth to

brand any form of curiosity as necessarily idle. Take,

for example, one of the most singular, but, in this

age, one of the most universal, forms in which it is

accustomed to manifest itself : I mean that of an ex-

haustive study of the contents of the morning and

evening papers. It is certainly remarkable that any

person who has nothing to get by it should destroy

his eyesight and confuse his brain by a conscientious

attemjDt to master the dull and doubtful details of

the European diary daily transmitted to us by " Our

Special Correspondent." But it must be remembered

that this is only a somewhat unprofitable exercise of

that disinterested love of knowledge which moves

men to penetrate the Polar snows, to build up systems

of philosophy, or to explore the secrets of the remotest

heavens. It has in it the rudiments of infinite and

varied delights. It can be turned, and it should be

turned, into a curiosity for which nothing that has

been done, or thought, or suffered, or believed, no

law which governs the world of matter or the world

of mind, can be wholly alien or uninteresting.

Truly it is a subject for astonishment that, instead
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of expanding to the utmost the employment of this

pleasure-giving faculty, so many persons should set

themselves to Avork to limit its exercise by all kinds

of arbitrary regulations. Some there are, for example,

who tell us that the acquisition of knowledge is all very

well, but that it must be useful knowledge, meaning

usually thereby that it must enable a man to get on

in a profession, pass an examination, shine in conver-

sation, or obtain a reputation for learning. But even

if they mean something higher than this, even if they

mean that knowledge to be worth anything must

subserve ultimately if not immediately the material

or spiritual interests of mankind, the doctrine is one

which should be energetically repudiated. I admit,

of course, at once, that discoveries the most apparently

remote from human concerns have often proved them-

selves of the utmost commercial or manufacturing

value. But they require no such justification for

their existence, nor were they striven for with any

such object. Navigation is not the final cause of

astronomy, nor telegraphy of electro-dynamics, nor

dye-works of chemistry. And if it be true that the

desire of knowledge for the sake of knowledge was

the animating motive of the great men who first
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wTested her secrets from nature, why should it not

also be enough for us, to whom it is not given to dis-

cover, but only to learn as best we may what has been

discovered by others ?

Another maxim, more plausible but equally per-

nicious, is that superficial knowledge is worse than

no knowledge at all. That " a little knowledge is a

dangerous thing" is a saying which has now got

currency as a proverb stamped in the mint of Pope's

versification ; of Pope, who with the most imperfect

knowledge of Greek translated Homer, with the most

imperfect knowledge of the Elizabethan drama edited

Shakespeare, and with the most imperfect knowledge

of philosophy wrote the Essay on Man. But what is

this " little knowledge " which is supposed to be so

dangerous ? What is it " little " in relation to 1

If in relation to what there is to know, then all

human knowledge is little. If in relation to what

actually is known by somebody, then Ave must con-

demn as "dangerous"the knowledge which Archimedes

possessed of Mechanics, or Copernicus of Astronomy

;

for a shilling primer and a few weeks' study will

enable any student to outstrip in mere information

some of the greatest teachers of the past. No doubt.
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that little knowledge which thinks itself to be great,

may possibly be a dangerous, as it certainly is a most

ridiculous, thing. We have all suffered under that

eminently absurd individual who on the strength of

one or two volumes, imperfectly apprehended by

himself, and long discredited in the estimation of

every one else, is prepared to supply you on the

shortest notice with a dogmatic solution of every

problem suggested by this " unintelligible world "

;

or the political variety of the same pernicious genus,

whose statecraft consists in the ready application to

the most complex question of national interest of some

high-sounding commonplace which has done weary

duty on a thousand platforms, and which even in its

palmiest days was never fit for anything better than

a peroration. But in our dislike of the individual

do not let us mistake the diagnosis of his disease. He

suffers not from ignorance but from stupidity. Give

him learning and you make him not -wise, but only

more pretentious in his folly.

I say then that so far from a little knowledge

being undesirable, a little knowledge is all that on

most subjects any of us can hope to attain, and that,

as a source not of worldly profit but of personal
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pleasure, it may be of incalculable value to its pos-

sessor. But it will naturally be asked, " How are Ave

to select from among the infinite number of things

which may be known those which it is best worth

while for us to know 1
" We are constantly being

told to concern ourselves with learning what is im-

portant, and not to waste our energies upon what is

insignificant. But what are the marks by which we

shall recognise the important, and how is it to be

distinguished from the insignificant ? A precise and

complete answer to this question which shall be true

for all men cannot be given. I am considering

knowledge, recollect, as it ministers to enjoyment,

and from this point of view each unit of information

is obviously of importance in proportion as it in-

creases the general sum of enjoyment which we

obtain, or expect to obtain, from knowledge. This,

of course, makes it impossible to lay down precise

rules which shall be an equally sure guide to all sorts

and conditions of men ; for in this, as in other matters,

tastes must differ, and against real difference of taste

there is no appeal.

There is, however, one caution which it may be

worth your while to keep in view,—Do not be per-
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suaded into applying any general proposition on this

subject with a foolish impartiality to every kind of

knowledge. There are those who tell you that it is

the broad generalities and the far-reaching principles

which govern the world, which are alone worthy of

your attention. A fact which is not an illustration

of a law in the opinion of these persons appears to

lose all its value. Incidents which do not fit into

some great generalisation ; events which are merely

picturesque; details which are merely curious—they

dismiss as unworthy the interest of a reasoning being.

Now even in science this doctrine in its extreme

form does not hold good. The most scientific of

men have taken profound interest in the investigation

of facts from the determination of which they do not

anticipate any material addition to our knowledge of

the laws which regulate the Universe. In these

matters, I need hardly say that I speak wholly

without authority. But I have always been under

the impression that an investigation which has cost

hundreds of thousands of pounds ; which has stirred

on three occasions the whole scientific community

throughout the civilised world ; on which has been

expended the utmost skill in the construction of
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instruments and their application to purposes of

research (I refer to the attempts made to determine

the distance of the sun by observations of the transit

of Venus) would, even if they had been Ijrought to a

successful issue, have furnished mankind with the

knowledge of no new astronomical principle.^ The

laws which govern the motions of the solar system,

the proportions which the various elements in that

system bear to one another, have long been known.

The distance of the sun itself is known within limits

of error relatively speaking not very considerable.

Were the measuring rod we apply to the heavens

based on an estimate of the sun's distance from the

earth, which was wrong by (say) 3 per cent, it

would not to the lay mind seem to affect very

materially our view either of the distribution of the

heavenly bodies or of their motions. And yet this

information, this piece of celestial gossip, would seem

to have been the chief astronomical result expected

from the successful jDrosecution of an investigation

^ The accurate determination of the velocity of light would

doubtless be of the greatest importauce in Physics. But as regards

astronomical research, in reference to which the Transit of Venus

has been principally observed, the illustration in the text seems

accurate. The amount of possible error is much less than 3

per cent.
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in which whole nations have interested them-

selves.

But though no one can, I think, pretend that

science does not concern itself, and properly concern

itself, with facts which are not to all ajDpearance

illustrations of law, it is undoubtedly true that for

those who desire to extract the greatest pleasure

from science, a knowledge, however elementary, of

the leading principles of investigation and the larger

laws of nature, is the acquisition most to be desired.

To him who is not a specialist, a comprehension of

the broad outlines of the universe as it presents itself

to the scientific imagination is the thing most worth

striving to attain. But Avhen we turn from science

to what is rather vaguely called history, the same

principles of study do not, I think, altogether apply,

and mainly for this reason ;—that while the recogni-

tion of the reign of law is the chief amongst the

pleasures imparted by Science, our inevitable ignorance

makes it the least among the pleasures imparted by

History.

It is no doubt true that we are surrounded by

advisers who tell us that all study of the past is

barren except in so far as it enables us to determine
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the principles by which the evolution of human

societies is governed. How far such an investigation

has been up to the present time fruitful in results it

Avould be unkind to inquire. That it will ever enable

us to trace with accuracy the course which states and

nations are destined to pursue in the future, or to

account in detail for their history in the past, I do not

in the least believe. We are borne along like travellers

on some unexplored stream. We may know enough of

the general configuration of the globe to be sure that

we are making our way towards the ocean. We may

know enough, by experience or theory, of the laws

regulating the flow of liquids, to conjecture how the

river will behave under the varying influences to

which it may be subject. More than this we cannot

know. It will depend largely upon causes which, in

relation to any laws which we are ever likely to dis-

cover may properly be called accidental, whether we

are destined sluggishly to drift among fever-stricken

swamps, to hurry down perilous rapids, or to glide

gently through fair scenes of peaceful cultivation.

But leaving on one side ambitious sociological

speculations, and even those more modest but hitherto

more successful investigations into the causes which
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have in particular cases been pinncipally operative in

producing great political changes, there are still two

modes in which we can derive what I may call

" spectacular " enjoyment from the study of history.

There is first the pleasure which arises from the

contemplation of some great historic drama, or some

broad and well-marked phase of social development.

The story of the rise, greatness, and decay of a nation

is like some vast epic Avhich contains as subsidiary

episodes the varied stories of the rise, greatness, and

decay of creeds, of parties and of statesmen. The

imagination is moved by the slow unrolling of this

great picture of human mutability, as it is moved by

the contrasted permanence of the abiding stars. The

ceaseless conflict, the strange echoes of long-forgotten

controversies, the confusion of purpose, the successes

in which lay deep the seeds of future evils, the failures

that ultimately divert the otherwise inevitable danger,

the heroism which struggles to the last for a cause

foredoomed to defeat, the wickedness which sides

with right, and the wisdom which huzzas at the

triumph of folly—fate, meanwhile, amidst this tur-

moil and perplexity, working silently towards the

predestined end—all these form together a subject
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the coutemplation of which need surely never

weary.

But there is yet another and very different species

of enjoyment to be derived from the records of the

past, which requires a somewhat difTerent method of

study in order that it may be fully tasted. Instead

of contemplating as it were from a distance the larger

aspects of the human drama, we may elect to move

in familiar fellowship amid the scenes and actors of

special periods. We may add to the interest we

derive from the contemplation of contemporary

politics, a similar interest derived from a not less

minute, and probably more accurate, knowledge of

some comparatively brief passage in the political

history of the past. We may extend the social circle

in which we move, a circle perhaps narrowed and

restricted through circumstances beyond our control,

by making intimate acquaintances, perhaps even close

friends, among a society long departed, but which,

when we have once learnt the trick of it, we may,

if it so pleases us, revive.

It is this kind of historical reading Avhich is

usually branded as frivolous and useless, and persons

who indulge in it often delude themselves into
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thinking that the real motive of their investigation

into bygone scenes and ancient scandals, is philosophic

interest in an important historical episode, whereas

in truth it is not the Philosophy Avhich glorifies the

details, but the details which make tolerable the

Philosophy. Consider, for example, the case of the

French Revolution. The period from the taking of

the Bastille to the fall of Robespierre is about the

same as that which very commonly intervenes between

two of our general elections. On these comparatively

few months, libraries have been written. The inci-

dents of every week are matters of familiar knowledge.

The character and the biography of every actor in the

drama has been made the subject of minute study

;

and by common admission there is no more fascinating

page in the history of the world. But the interest is

not what is commonly called philosophic, it is

personal. Because the Revolution is the dominant

fact in Modern History, therefore people suppose

that the doings of this or that provincial lawyer,

tossed into temporary eminence and eternal infamy

by some freak of the revolutionary wave, or the

atrocities committed by this or that mob, half drunk

wdth blood, rhetoric, and alcohol, are of transcendent
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importance. In truth their interest is great, but

their importance is small. AVhat we are concerned to

know as students of the philosophy of History is, not

the character of each turn and eddy in the great

social cataract, but the manner in which the currents

of the upper stream drew surely in towards the final

plunge, and slowly collected themselves after the

catastrophe again to pursue, at a different level, their

renewed and comparatively tranquil course.

Now, if so much of the interest of the French

Revolution depends upon our minute knowledge of

each passing incident, how much more necessary is

such knowledge when we are dealing with the quiet

nooks and corners of history ; when we are seeking

an introduction, let us say, into the literary society

of Johnson, or the fashionable society of Walpole.

Society, dead or alive, can have no charm without

intimacy, and no intimacy without interest in trifles

which I fear Mr. Harrison would describe as " merely

curious." If Ave would feel at our ease in any company,

if we wish to find humour in its jokes, and point in its

repartees, we must know something of the beliefs and

the prejudices of its various members, their loves and

their hates, their hopes and their fears, their maladies,
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their marriages, and their flirtations. If these things

are beneath our notice, we shall not be the less quali-

fied to serve our queen and country, but need make

no attempt to extract pleasure from one of the most

delightful departments of literature.

That there is such a thing as trifling information

1 do not of course question ; but the frame of mind

in which the reader is constantly weighing the exact

importance to the universe at large of each circum-

stance which the author presents to his notice is not

one conducive to the true enjoyment of a picture

whose effect depends upon a multitude of slight and

seemingly insignificant touches, which impress the

mind often Avithout remaining in the memory. The

best method of guarding against the danger of reading

what is useless is to read only what is interesting. A

truth which will seem a paradox to a whole class of

readers, fitting objects of our commiseration, who

may be often recognised by their habit of asking

some adviser for a list of books, and then marking

out a scheme of study in the course of which all are

to be conscientiously perused. These unfortunate

persons apparently read a book, principally with the

object of getting to the end of it. They reach the
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word ^' Finis" with the same sensation of triumph as

an Indian feels who strings a fresh scalp to his girdle.

They are not happy unless they mark by some definite

performance each step in the weary path of self-

improvement. To begin a volume and not to finish

it would be to deprive themselves of this satisfaction
;

it would be to lose all the reward of their earlier self-

denial by a lapse from virtue at the end. To skip,

according to their literary code, is a species of cheat-

ing ; it is a mode of obtaining credit for erudition on

false pretences ; a plan by which the advantages of

learning are surreptitiously obtained by those who

have not won them by honest toil. But all this is

quite wrong. In matters literary, works have no

saving efficacy. He has only half learnt the art of

reading who has not added to it the even more

refined accomplishments of skipping and of skim-

ming ; and the first step has hardly been taken in the

direction of making literature a pleasure until interest

in the subject, and not a desire to spare (so to speak)

the author's feelings, or to accomplish an appointed

task, is the prevailing motive of the reader.

I have now reached, not indeed the end of my

subject, which I have scarcely begun, but the limits
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inexorably set by the circumstances under which it is

treated. Yet I am unwilling to conclude Avithout

meeting an objection to my method of dealing with

it, which has I am sure been present to the minds of

not a few who have been good enough to listen to

me with patience. It will be said that I have ignored

the higher functions of literature, that I have degraded

it from its rightful place, by discussing only certain

ways in which it may minister to the entertainment

of an idle hour : lea\dng wholly out of sight its con-

tributions to what Mr. Harrison calls our " spiritual

sustenance." Now this is partly because the first of

these topics and not the second was the avoAved

subject of my address ; but it is partly because I am

deliberately of opinion that it is the pleasures and

not the profits, spiritual or temporal, of literature

which most require to be preached in the ear of the

ordinary reader. I hold, indeed, the faith that all

such pleasures minister to the development of much

that is best in man— mental and moral; but the

charm is broken and the object lost if the remote

consequence is consciously pursued to the exclusion

of the immediate end. It will not, I suppose, be

denied that the beauties of nature are at least as

u
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well ([ualified to minister to our higher needs as are

the beauties of literature. Yet we do not say we

are going to walk to the top of such and such a hill

in order to drink in "spiritual sustenance." We say

we are going to look at the view. And I am con-

vinced that this, which is the natural and simple way

of considering literature as well as nature, is also the

true way. The habit of always requiring some re-

ward for knowledge beyond the knowledge itself, be

that reward some material prize or be it what is

vaguely called self-improvement, is one with which I

confess I have little sympathy, fostered though it is

by the whole scheme of our modern education. Do

not suppose that I desire the impossible. I would

not if I could destroy the examination system. But

there are times, I confess, when I feel tempted some-

what to vary the prayer of the poet, and to ask

whether Heaven has not reserved in pity to this

much educating generation some peaceful desert of

literature as yet unclaimed by the crammer or the

coach ; where it might be possible for the student to

wander, even perhaps to stray, at his own pleasure

;

without finding every beauty labelled, every difficulty

engineered, every nook surveyed, and a professional
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cicerone standing at every corner to guide each suc-

ceeding traveller along the same well-worn round. If

such a wish were granted I would further ask that the

domain of knowledge thus " neutralised " should be

the literature of our own countr3\ I grant to the

full that the systematic study of iome literature must

be a principal element in the education of youth.

But Avhy should that literatm^e be our own 1 Why

should we brush off the bloom and freshness from

the works to which Englishmen and Scotchmen most

naturally turn for refreshment, namely, those Avritten

in their own language? Why should we associate

them with the memory of hours spent in weary study
;

in the effort to remember for purposes of examination

what no human being would wish to remember for

any other; in the struggle to learn something, not

because the learner desires to know it, because he

desires some one else to know that he knows it?

This is the dark side of the examination system—

a

system necessary and therefore excellent, but one

which does, through the very efficiency and thorough-

ness of the drill by which it imparts knowledge, to

some extent impair the most delicate pleasures by

which the acquisition of knowledge should be attended.
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How great those pleasures may be I trust there

are many here who can testify. When I compare

the position of the reader of to-day with that of his

predecessor of the sixteenth century, I am amazed at

the ingratitude of those who are tempted even for a

moment to regret the invention of printing and the

multiplication of books. There is now no mood of

mind to which a man may not administer the appro-

priate nutriment or medicine at the cost of reaching

down a volume from his bookshelf. In every de-

partment of knowledge infinitely more is known, and

what is known is incomparably more accessible than

it was to our ancestors. The lighter forms of litera-

ture, good, bad, and indifferent, which have added so

vastly to the happiness of mankind, have increased

beyond powers of computation, nor do I believe that

there is any reason to think that they have elbowed

out their more serious and important brethren. It is

perfectly possible for a man, not a professed student,

and who only gives to reading the leisure hours of a

business life, to acquire such a general knowledge of

the laws of nature and the facts of history that every

great advance made in either department shall be to

him both intelligible and interesting; and he may
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besides have among his familiar friends many a de-

parted worthy whose memory is embalmed in the

pages of memoir or biography. All this is ours for

the asking. All this we shall ask for if only it be

our happy fortune to love for its own sake the beauty

and the knowledge to be gathered from books. And

if this be our fortune, the world may be kind or un-

kind, it may seem to us to be hastening on the wings

of enlightenment and progress to an imminent

millennium, or it may weigh us down with the sense

of insoluble difficulty and irremediable wrong; but

whatever else it be, so long as we have good health

and a good library, it can hardly be dull.





II

BISHOP BERKELEY'S LIFE AND LETTERS ^

I

Berkeley's chief title to fame must always rest on

his philosophy. It is as a descendant in the trae

line of succession from Locke to the modern schools

of thought, which are either a development of Locke's

principles or a reaction against that development, that

he is, and that he deserves to be, chiefly remembered.

Yet his life and character had for his contemporaries,

and may have for us, an interest quite apart from the

details of metaphysical discussion. We may look at

him, as they looked at him, not principally as the

successor of Locke and the predecessor of Hume, as

the almost impersonal author of a subtle philosophical

theory, but as the worthy associate of the men who

rendered the first fifty years of the eighteenth century

1 National Review, March and April 1883.
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illustrious in English literature, as an Irish patriot,

as an American philanthropist, as a religious contro-

versialist, as a man of delightful character and con-

verse, simple, devoted, and unworldly. Though it

be true, therefore, that—philosophy apart—Berkeley

effected little; though he did not write enough to

rank in the first class among men of letters, nor

perform enough to be counted a successful man of

action ; though he was neither a great social i)ower,

nor a great missionary, nor a great ecclesiastic, it is

also true that scarce any man of his generation

touched contemporary life at so many jjoints. In

reading his not very voluminous Avorks we find

ourselves not only in the thick of every great contro-

versy—theological, mathematical, and philosophical

—

which raged in England during the first half of the

eighteenth century, but we get glimpses of life in the

most diverse conditions : in the seclusion of Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin, in the best literary and fashionable society

in London, among the prosperous colonists of Rhode

Island, among the very far from prosperous peasants

and squireens of Cork. And all this in the company

of a man endowed with the subtlest of intellects, lit

up with a humour the most delicate and ur])ane.
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It is not creditable to the piety with which we

cherish the memory of our literary ancestors, that no

serious effort should have been made till 120 years

after Berkeley's death to collect his scattered writings,

and to place on record all that can be discovered of

his life. But we may perhaps console ourselves for

the fact that some valuable material has thus been

lost beyond recall, by reflecting that the work, though

begun too late, has at last been admirably carried out.

Professor Fraser, in his recent edition of Berkeley's

collected works, has not only provided the philosophic

student with all the assistance he can possibly require,

but (which is more to my present purpose) has

enriched it with a most excellent life of his author.

Our obligations to him, however, do not end there.

Since the publication of the life and letters, some neAv

biographical details of much interest have come to

light. Professor Fraser has taken the opportunity,

afforded him by the issue of the series of "Philo-

sophic Classics," to insert them in the volume devoted

to Berkeley, and has thereby earned a new title to

the gratitude of Berkeley's admirers. In this little

work Professor Fi-aser has, with remarkable skill,

woven into an or2;anic whole much of the material he
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formerly divided (in the complete edition) between

the works and the life : so that the reader may now

obtain an adequate account of the opinions of the

philosopher, illustrated by the circumstances under

which those opinions were formed and given to the

world. This is, without doubt, the proper way to

obtain a true view of the life and writings of any

author, and not least of Berkeley. But it unfortun-

ately presupposes a wider knowledge of philosophical

subjects than most readers possess or care to acquire :

and I may, therefore, be doing a service if, by a free

use of the materials which Professor Fraser has

supplied, I can succeed, Avithout lapsing into meta-

physics, in giving an interesting portrait of one of

the most interesting figures in our literary history.

For few purposes but those of the almanack-maker

does the period we call the " eighteenth century

"

begin with the year 1701. The precise limits of it

can, indeed, be hardly determined ; and the terms

which we fix for it must not only be to some extent

arbitrary, but must vary according to the point of

view from which we happen to be considering it.

Yet, we may say roughly, that for the purposes

respectively of science, philosophy, and theology, it
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began (in England at least) with Newton's Principia,

published in 1687 ; Locke's Essay, published in 1690

;

and (let not the reader be shocked at the descent)

Toland's deistical work, Christianity not Mysterious,

published in 1696. Trinity College, Dublin, then

just beginning to recover from the civil wars which

in Ireland accompanied the Revolution, was pro-

foundly affected by all three works. With a readi-

ness to accept new doctrine which has not always

been shown by academic societies, the Principia and

the Essay became at once part of the studies of the

place, and though I do not know whether the

ponderous " Logics " of Burgersdicius and Smigiecius,

on which it is alleged that Swift's university career

so nearly made shipwreck a feAv years before,^ were

discarded from the "curriculum," there can be no

doubt that the whole current of opinion ran violently

against scholastic methods, and in favour of Newton's

physics and Locke's philosophy. As for Toland, the

effect of his work in Dublin was more violent and, for

our present purpose, nearly as important. Christianity

not Mysterious Avas burnt by the common hangman,

censured by the Irish Parliament, denounced from

^ Swift took his degree in 1685, the year of Berkeley's birth.
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every pulpit in the city, whilst its author, much

delighted at the turmoil he had raised, found it

expedient to leave the country. "A sermon against

his errors was as much expected," says Mr. Hunt,^

"as if it had been prescribed in the rubric : and an

Irish peer gave it as a reason why he had ceased to

attend church, that once he heard something there

about his Saviour, Jesus Christ, l3ut now all the dis-

course was about one John Toland." This took place

in 1697. In 1700, Berkeley, at the age of fifteen,

matriculated at Trinity College.

At the most receptive period of his precocious

youth he thus found himself plunged in the middle

stream of eighteenth century thought, already running

with a full tide though still so near its source. For

more than thirty years the character of his speculative

writings turned on questions in debate during the

period in which he began his first residence at Trinity

College. His philosophical batteries are always

directed so as to present a threefold opposition to the

metaphysics of Locke, certain mathematico-physical

assumptions which he ascribed to Newton, and the

theological inferences of the Deists and Free-thinkers.

1 Relirjimis Thovght in England, vol. ii. j). 244.
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But it must never be forgotten that, in his opposition

to the new ideas, he did not represent the age that

was going out, but (though in a peculiar manner) the

age that was coming in. He was not engaged in the

last desperate stand made along the old lines, with

the old argumentative weapons, against invading

innovations. In so far as he opposed the new con-

clusions, it was in the spirit of the neAv premises.

If he attacked Locke, it was not as a disciple of the

schoolmen. If he criticised Newton, it was not as a

disciple of Descartes. And, though his orthodoxy-

was beyond suspicion, we may look through his

theological writings in vain for that learned discussion

of dogmatic subtleties which was dear to the seven-

teenth century, of which his own contemporaries

produced more than one admirable example, but

which was on the whole alien to the taste of the

eighteenth centiuy, whether believing or sceptical,

whether lay or clerical. It would be a more natural,

but not a less important error, to suppose that

Berkeley's habits of thought ^ anticipated something

of the spirit of the nineteenth century. He is, as

^ From all these remarks I exclude the Siris, the work of his last

years, of which I shall have to speak later.
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every one knows, an "idealist": and it might be

concluded that his speculations had something of

the imaginative vagueness Avhich characterised the

idealistic reaction against the shallow rationalism of

the pre-revolutionary period. But it is not so.

Berkeley emphatically belonged to his age. The

same impatience of authority in matters of specula-

tion, the same passion for clearness and simplicity,

the same dislike of what was either pedantic on the

one side or rhetorical on the other, the same desire

to clothe his thoughts in an agreeable literary dress,

is found in him as in any French philosopher who

undertook to acquaint admiring salons Avith the latest

phases in the emancipation of reason. His creed,

indeed, was different, as were his aims, but he

Ijelonged to the same century, intellectually as well

as chronologically.

On these and on other points connected with the

development of Berkeley's modes of thought, we

have most interesting evidence in his Commonploxe

Booh, first published by Professor Fraser in 1870
;

consisting of miscellaneous notes and memoranda

entirely connected with his philosophical studies,

and jotted down, apparently, between the years
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1705-1707, i.e. when Berkeley whs little more than

twenty. That a collection of this kind, never in-

tended to meet any eyes but those of its author,

should contam much that is crude and even absurd,

that there should be frequent repetition and no

method, is, of course, inevitable. A soliloquy

from which these characteristics are absent is most

siu'ely intended to l)e overheard. To my taste,

therefore, these defects, if defects they be, only

add to the vividness, and, therefore, to the interest,

of the fragment of intellectual autobiography so

fortunately preserved. We have here, in casual and

detached utterances, almost the whole substance of

the philosophy which, in a form exquisitely polished

and developed, Berkeley afterwards gave to the

world. But we have much more than this. We are

allowed to watch all the emotions which, in the mind

of its author, accompanied the birth of the new Idea. ^

His hopes, his fears, his good resolutions, his con-

fidence in the value of his discovery, his misgivings

as to its reception, are put before us in the liveliest

way in notes of almost ejaculatory brevity, or

fragments of dialogue with imaginary opponents.

^ i.e. The nou-existence of iudeiieiident matter.
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" I wonder not," he tells us/ " at my sagacity in dis-

covering the obvious tho' amazing truth ; I rather wonder

at my stupid inadvertency in not finding it out before

—

'tis no witchcraft to see."

And again

—

Mem.—That I was distrustful at eight years old, and

consequently by nature disposed to these new doctrines.-

All things in the Scripture which side with the vulgar

against the learned, side with me also. I side in all

things with the mob. I know there is a mighty sect of

men will oppose me, but yet I may exjiect to be supported

by those whose minds are not overgrown with madness.-^

Mem.—To be eternally banishing Metaphysics, etc.,

and recalling men to common sense*

My end is not to deliver Metaphysics in a genei'al

scholastic way, but in some way to accommodate them to

the sciences, etc.^

I abstain from all flourish and powers of words and

figures, using a great plainness and simjilicity of simile,

having oft found it diflicult to understand those that use

the lofty and Platonic or subtil and scholastic strain.*^

There are some of the notes which might be

quoted as being pertinent to the foregoing account of

Berkeley's frame of mind while at Trinity College.

Let me add to them a maxim which, fortunately for

the world, Berkeley only very imjierfectly observed,

viz. :

—

1 Life and Letters, p. 489. - Ibid. p. 488. ^ Ibid. p. 420.

* Ibid. p. 445. '-' Ibid. p. 482. « Ibid. p. 492.
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N.B.—To rein in ye satyrical nature.^

And another for which it is strange he should even

have thought he had any occasion :

—

N.B.—To use utmost caution not to give least oflfence

to the Church or Churchmen.-

Possibly, Avhen he penned the last of these

admonitions to himself, he was thinking of the

wearisome controversy which arose out of the offence

given to the too sensitive orthodoxy of Bishop

Stillingfleet by Locke's doctrine of substance.

However this may be, Berkeley had no hesitation

in openly ranging himself with "the Cliiu"ch and

Churchmen " ; for within a very short time of his

penning the words, namely, in 1709, he took orders,

and in the same year, at the age of twenty-fom-, he

gave to the world his first philosophical book—the

New Theory of Vision. This dealt with but a small

number of the problems on Avhich, as the Common^

place Book shows, he had for some time arrived at

novel and interesting conclusions ; but it was rapidly

followed by the Principles of Human Knowledge (1710),

which contain what Ave are in the habit of calling

^ Life and Letters, jj. 433.

^ Ihid. p. 451.

E
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the " Berkeleian Philosophy," in a tolerably complete

form ; while in the next two years were written the

dialogue between Hylas and Philonous, which pre-

sented his eai^y speculations in their final and most

elaborate shape.

Before he was twenty-eight, therefore, Berkeley

had finished the Avork on which his position in the

history of philosophy chiefly depends. His life was

not half run out, and the part which still remained

to him was not only far more full of incident and

interest than the few quiet years spent in excogitating

his new " Principle " in the studious retirement of

Trinity College, but must have seemed to his con-

temporaries far more reasonably employed. We, on

the other hand, shall, perhaps, be rather inclined to

wonder that a man who had done so much before he

was thirty, had not done much more by the time he

was sixty. The precocity of his genius and its com-

parative barrenness may seem to us almost equal

matters of surprise. The strangeness of both, how-

ever, diminishes on reflexion. Philosophy is nearly

as likely to be done well in early as in later life. It

needs neither profound knowledge of human nature,

nor that superficial acquaintance with the ways of
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mankind which goes by the name of " knowledge of

the world." It is wholly independent of experience,

and nearly independent even of book learning. It

scarcely requires, therefore, for its successful cultiva-

tion any of the accomplishments, for the full develop-

ment of which Time is a necessary condition. What

it demands from its successfid votaries is the instinct

which tells them where, along the line of contemporary

speculation, that point is to be found from which the

next advance may best be made, and that speculative

faculty which is as much a natural gift as an aptitude

for mathematics or a genius for poetry. Should they

lack the first of these requisites, they sv'ill be left,

whatever their ability, like Berkeley's contemporaries,

Clarke and Malebranch, out of the main current of

thought in a kind of philosophical back-water ; should

they lack the second, they have made a mistake as to

their true calling, which neither industry nor learning

will do anything to remedy. Berkeley possessed

both gifts. "We need not wonder, therefore, that

like many other philosophers—like Hume, Fichte,

Schelling, and Schopenhauer—he produced valuable

original work at an early age. That he produced so

little in his maturer years is doubtless due in part to
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temperament, and to the distractions of an unsettled

and wandering life, but it must also be largely

attributed to the almost total absence of intelligent

criticism, either from friends or foes, under which

Berkeley sufiered throughout the whole period

during which such criticism might have roused him

to make some serious effort to develop or to defend

the work of his youth. Professor Fraser has given

us, from unpublished sources, an account of one

ineffectual effort which Berkeley made to get his

views discussed by a competent critic. In 1711 his

friend Sir John Percival, to whom Berkeley had

applied for information as to the reception of the

Principles, reported that the book had fallen into Dr.

Clarke's hands. Clarke, it appears, read it, disagreed

with it, but refused to give his reasons; and was,

moreover, alleged to have expressed an opinion that

Berkeley's labours were " of little use on account of

tneir abstruseness." Poor Berkeley, who flattered

himself that his treatise did away with the "chief

causes of error and difficulty in the sciences," and

destroyed the "grounds of scepticism, atheism, and

irreligion," was naturally distressed at a criticism

which, it must be confessed, came with rather an ill
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grace from the author of the metaphysical " Demon-

stration of the Being and Attributes of God." The

rest of the world has so long and so unanimously said

of philosophers that their labours are "useless to

mankind on account of their abstruseness," that

philosophers should in common decency refrain from

saying it of each other.

Berkeley, however, was now to be in a position

to judge for himself, and at first hand, what the

world thought of his system. Early in January 1713

he gave up his academic life in Dublin, and, with the

manuscript of his unpublished Dialogues in his pocket,

started for London. He was there only seven months.

He had the assistance neither of wealth nor of family

connection, and did not even carry with him, so far

as we knoAV, any powerful recommendations from his

native country ; for the reputation of having written

a book which those who had read it thought useless,

and those who had not, thought mad, can hardly be

so esteemed.^ Yet we find him almost immediately

received into the intimate society of the Whig men of

letters, like Steele and Addison, and of the Tory men

1 It is true, however, that Berkeley alleges that Steele was

interested in his account of the Principles of Human Knoivledge,

and that Arbuthnot was a convert to the Dialogues.
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of letters, like Swift and Arbuthnot. He was engaged

to write in the Guardian. Pope presented him with

a copy of a " very ingenious new poem," Windsor

Forest. He went to Court, he was introduced to

ministers and statesmen, and finally obtained an

appointment as chaplain to a special embassy of Lord

Peterborough.

The foundation of this rapid success was doubtless

due to Berkeley's extraordinary charm of manner.

The effect of this on all who met him seems to have

been instantaneous and lasting. The words in which

Atterbury recorded his first impression of him are

almost as well known as the line in which Pope

attributes to him "every virtue under heaven." Less

well known, Imt equally characteristic, is the anecdote

Avhich records that he had to escape by stratagem

from the hospitality of Wilton, so unwilling was

Lord Pembroke to be deprived of the pleasures of his

society. But it may be doubted whether any charm

of character or manner Avould, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, have so soon produced its natural fruits,

even though its possessor had enjoyed in addition

the reputation of having written a book which nobody

could understand. The explanation is rather to be
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sought in the fact that while his nationality gained

Berkeley an introduction through his countrymen,

Steele and Swift, into the best literary society of the

day, the best literary society had, in relation to the

best society of other kinds, a position in Queen Anne's

time which it has never exactly occupied either before

or since. Lord Macaulay would have us believe
^

that this was due to the fact that after the Eevolu-

tion statesmen felt the growing necessity of appealing

to public opinion outside the walls of Parliament, and,

at a time when debates were conducted with closed

doors, could only do so by means of the press : so

that, as a natural consequence, men of letters ceased

to be merely the objects of their patronage, and

became their allies and their associates. That this

explanation partly accounts for the facts I am far

from denying, but that it does so only in part is clear

from the circumstance that the alleged cause existed

long after the alleged consequence had disappeared.

In the time of Walpole, who valued this kind of

assistance so highly that he is said to have spent

£50,000 in ten years to secure it, there was no

privileged literary circle of any consequence, and no

^ Essay on Addison.
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men of letters received high political appointments.

Moreover, while in the preceding period a writer so

useful to ministers, as, for example, Defoe, was paid

for his services in hard cash, and not either in posts

of distinction or in social consideration, it would 1)e

hard, I think, to show that there was more than a

very general connection between the political writings

and the politico-social successes of such men as Prior,

Addison, or even Swift. Prior began the diplomatic

career, in which he finally became ambassador and

plenipotentiary, in 1690; but I am not aware that

he contributed anything but verses to party contro-

versy, except some numbers of the Examiner in 1710.

Addison's political writings are a mere fraction of his

works ; and if the places and pensions which he at

various times obtained are to be considered as a

payment for them, it must at all events be admitted

that they were a payment conducted on very strange

principles. He had received a pension and had been

made under-secretary before writing anything political

at all. A single pamphlet in defence of the war was

followed by his appointment to the Irish Chief

Secretaryship. From the time the Whigs went out

in 1710, till they came in again on the death of
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the Queen, he -wrote, I believe, but one political

pamphlet besides the Whig Examiner ; and the Whig

Examiner he discontinued just when the Tory

.Examiner, in Swift's hands, became most formidable.

There never was a time when his party was more in

need of a powerful pen than during this season of

their adversity ; Init Addison devoted almost all his

energies during it to purely literary work, and did

his best to dissuade Steele from taking a different

course. Yet so far were his friends from thinking

that they had reason to complain of his remissness,

that on their return to office, they immediately re-

appointed him to the Irish Chief Secretaryship. The

services which Swift's pen did to his party, it would,

indeed, be difficult to overrate. But no one can

doubt that, from whatever motives the Tory Ministers

began to receive him into a flattering intimacy, they

continued to do so not because they wanted to buy

him as a WTiter, but because they valued him as an

adviser, and loved him as a friend.

The main cause, therefore, of the unique position

of men of letters in the first quarter of the last

century, is to be found, I believe, not in any law of

social evolution, but in a mere coincidence—in the
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coincidence, namely, of two men, both in the very-

first rank of literary abihty, both entirely devoid

of literary jealousy, both zealous and disinterested

friends to their literary brethren, both combining

great independence with the rarest social gifts, and

both ready to do political as well as literary work

—

in the coincidence (I say) of two such men existing

together at a time when the leaders of both political

parties were eminently qualified to appreciate their

excellences. When we speak of the men of letters

in the age of Queen Anne, we are usually thinking

principally of Addison and "his little senate," of

Swift and the Scriblerus Club; the rest were "Grub

Street," and suffered neither a better nor a worse fate

under Queen Anne than under the first Georges.

My contention is that the explanation of the un-

exampled influence of the former is to be found, not

in the mere fact that the statesmen of that day

desired to secure the services of writers capable of

producing The Freeholder or The Conduct of the Allies,

but in the fact that men like Addison and Swift were

contemporaries of men like Somers and Halifax,

Oxford and Bolingbroke.

However this may be, and I have perhaps paused
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too long over a question which is but indirectly

connected with my subject, there is no doubt that

Berkeley greatly profited by the state of things he

found existing in London. Neither then, nor at any

other time, did he mix himself up in party contro-

versy. In ecclesiastical matters he was apparently a

moderate High Churchman, in politics a moderate

Tory. But at a time when both ecclesiastical and

political party feeling ran very high, his interests

seem always to have centred in other, broader, and

perhaps less practical, issues; and he therefore

associated on perfectly easy terms with men whose

difference of opinion debarred them from associating

on perfectly easy terms with each other. If this

circumstance prevented him being an actor in the

stormy politics of the period, it enabled him to be

an impartial spectator of more than one scene

interesting in our literary history. At Easter 1713,

Addison's tragedy of Cato was acted for the first

time. Most people know Macaulay's lively account

of this celebrated " first night," though comparatively

few know anything else about what was, according

to Voltaire, the first "regular" tragedy that had

ever been brought on the English stage. The success
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of the play, so far as success may be measured by

applause, was certain from the first. For in the then

condition of politics, everybody was determined to

find in it a political intention ; and as neither party

would i^ermit the other to appropriate to itself the

fine sentiments with which its speeches abounded,

Whig and Tory clapped against one another in noisy

but undiscriminating emulation. Pope tells us how

the author " sweated behind the scenes with concern

to find the applause proceeded more from the hand

than the head "
; and Berkeley writes that he " was

present with Mr. Addison and a few more friends in

a side box, where we had a table and two or three

flasks of Burgundy and Champagne, with which the

author (who is a very sober man) thought it necessary

to support his spirits. . . . Lord Harley, who sat

in the box next us, was observed to clap as loud as

any in the house all the time of the play."^ The

picture is amusing, and the testimony to Addison's

habitual sobriety is interesting on account of the

accusation of intemperance which has been brought

a'gainst him.

^ Bishop Hurd amusingly remarks, ill his note to Cato: "While

the 2^1'esent humour of idolising Shakesjieare continues, no quarter

will be given to this poem."
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From another letter which Professor Fraser has

brought to light, and which I cannot resist quoting,

we learn that in March Berkeley breakfasted with

Addison and Swift at the lodgings of the latter.

This incident (which is not mentioned, I believe, in

the Journal to Stella) is interesting, as throwing

light on the relations of two eminent men, whose

friendship was sometime sorely strained, but never

quite broken, by political differences.

"I breakfasted," says Berkeley, "with him [i.e. with

Addison] at Dr. Swift's lodgings in Bury Street, His

coming when I was there, and the good temper which he

showed, I construed as a sign of the approaching coalition

of parties. Dr. Swift is admired by both Steele and

Addison, and I think him one of the best-natured and

most agreeable men in the world."

The prophecy suggested in this extract had more

of charity in it than of foresight. Not many months

had passed before "the best-natured man in the

world " Avas gibbeting Steele in The Importance of the

"Guardian" considered. In little more than a year

Swift was an exile in his native land, and the Tory

chiefs were either imprisoned or were flying for their

lives.

Before this wreck of all his hopes Swift was able
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to do for Berkeley one of the many kindnesses which,

in the days of his power, he conferred on his literary

brethren. He got him appointed chaplain to the

special embassy of which the celebrated Lord Peter-

borough was the head. The service he thus did his

friend was greater than may at first appear. In

the last century, travelling meant something more

than hurrying through picture galleries, staring at

churches, and seeing a little of everything in foreign

countries except their inhabitants. But while its

advantages Avere greater, so also was its cost. A

man, ^vithout introductions or powerful connections,

could not enjoy its full benefits ; and a man without

money, or the assistance of those who had money,

could scarcely hope to enjoy them at all. Under

these circumstances, there were two methods by

which a poor man might obtain direct knowledge of

foreign society or foreign art. He might become

companion, probably tutor, to some richer person, or

he might obtain an appointment on some embassy.

Addison, Gray, Adam Smith, are examples of the

first method ; Locke and Hume of the second.

Berkeley enjoyed both. Li 17L3-14, as chaplain to

Lord Peterborough's mission, from 171G-20, as tutor
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to the son of Ashe, Bishop of Clogher, he travelled

on the Continent under favourable circumstances,

visiting France, Italy, and Sicily.

It is not necessary to pause over his wanderings.

Of part of them we have a very full record in a

journal which has been preserved, and which Pro-

fessor Fraser has, for the first time, rendered

accessible. From this it is easy to discern the spirit

in which he wandered through Italy and Sicily,

lingering with delight in what he describes, in an

admirable letter to Pope, as the " romantic " scenery

of Ischia, or penetrating into the little-known recesses

of Calabria. He does not indulge largely in historical

or political reflections, nor are his pages loaded with

classical reminiscences, though these are not wanting

;

but he notes the external aspect of the country and

its inhabitants, the character of the agriculture, of

the scenery, and, even more particularly, of the

architecture. He is, besides, a keen scientific

investigator. He sent home to Arbuthnot, and

Arbuthnot communicated to the Eoyal Society, an

excellent account of an ascent of Vesuvius during an

eruption. He inquired with great care, though with

no very conclusive result, into the phenomena of
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Tarantism

—

i.e. into the effects that Avere supposed

to follow the bite of the Tarantula ; and he made a

collection of the flora of Sicily. All this has for us

now only a biographical interest; and even if the

second part of the Pr'indples of Human Knowledge,

which he wrote in Sicily, and which was lost at sea,

had been preserved, it may be doubted whether much

of permanent value would have been added to what

we know of his philosophy from other sources. But

it cannot be doubted that the effect of his travels

on Berkeley himself was great, and that when he

returned to England at the end of 1720, he brought

back from the Continent a knowledge of men and

things, and a cultivated sensibility to the beauties of

nature and art, which have left permanent traces in

his writings.

The inner connection of the events which occurred

in the three years immediately succeeding his return

home are, at first sight, difficult to discover. But

the events themselves are easily told. He arrived in

England during the very crisis of the South Sea

mania. This, and what else he saw of the condition

of society, startled him into writing an Essay towards

the Prevention of the Buin of Great Britain, of which it
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is sufficient to say here that it is one of those energetic

protests against national \'ices to which no nation,

standing gravely in need of it, would be likely to

pay much attention. This done, and acquaintance

renewed with the survivors among his old literary

friends, he seems to have laid himself out for ecclesi-

astical preferment. The architectural knowledge

acquired in Italy recommended him to the archi-

tectural Lord Burlington, through whose influence

he became chaplain to the Duke of Grafton, then

just appointed Lord -Lieutenant of L-eland. The

post seems to have been little to Berkeley's liking,

But if, as is probable, he accepted it as a step to one

more congenial to his tastes, he certainly succeeded

better than his friend Swift, who had occupied a

similar position with similar hopes many years

before, Init with no better reward than the living of

Laracor. The more fortunate Berkeley' was ap-

pointed, in rapid succession, by his College to several

lectureships, and by the Lord-Lieutenant to a living

and two deaneries. The deanery of Dromore, on

account of some legal obstacle, he seems neA'er to

have enjoyed. "With regard to the deanery of Derry

there were no such difficulties. But he had no sooner

F
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entered into undisturbed possession of it than he

astonished his friends by expressing the most ardent

wish to leave it, in order to execute a scheme for the

conversion of America.

It certainly seems strange at first sight that

Berkeley should thus for some years have sought

ecclesiastical preferment with no other apparent

object than to resign it as soon as it was obtained.

But the fact seems to be that during those years his

scheme of life underwent a complete change. Doubt-

less, he returned, after his long wanderings, anxious

for a settled home and determinate work, and with

the intention of finding these in the ordinary develop-

ment of a clerical career. But the spectacle of the

corrupt society of the early Georgian period, rendered

more repidsive by the shameless fraud and avarice

that accompanied the South Sea speculation, shocked

his unaccustomed gaze. He conceived a profound

dislike of a civilisation eaten into, and, as he believed,

fatally undermined, by idleness, self-indulgence, and

irreligion. He turned, as others in a like position

have turned, to a younger and a more hopeful society

across the ocean. There gradually grew up in his

mind the strange but fascinating dream of a missionary
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college, which should be a centre of ciAdlisation to

the rising Empire in the "West. His imagination

filled itself Avith the vision of a learned and devout

company of friends, far removed from luxury and

the snares which beset the search for wealth, devoting

themselves, vmder the serene skies of Bermuda, to the

instruction of native Americans, who were in their turn

to teach their brethren on the mainland those truths

of Christian morality which in Europe men continued

to profess, but had long ceased to value. If, however,

the vision was to become a reality, the first and most

important step was to convince a sceptical age of his

own unselfish belief in its possibility. And it may

well have seemed to Berkeley that, as a means towards

attaining this end, he could not do better than obtain

that ecclesiastical preferment Avhich he had probably

originally sought fromotherand more ordinary motives.

A missionary scheme which would have received scant

attention Avhile advocated by a literary clergyman of

no established position, unsupported by any powerful

connection, might wear a very different complexion

when promoted by a dean who was prepared to

sacrifice his deanery to assist it. A man Avho was

not only ready, but anxious to give up two thousand
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a year at home in order to get a hundred a year in

the middle of the Atlantic, might be visionary, but

must certainly be disinterested ; and Berkeley knew

well enough that in order to get people to believe in

his scheme, it was first necessary to make them

believe in himself.

If this Avas his object, it must be admitted that,

in the first instance at least, it was thoroughly

attained. His unrivalled powers of personal persua-

sion were unsparingly used to further his cause.

Every one knows the anecdote narrated by Warton,

on the authority of Lord Bathurst, which tells how

the members of the Scriblerus Club agreed to rally

Berkeley on his project, how, after hearing all that

they had to say, he asked to l^e heard in his turn,

and how the eloquence of the philanthropic philo-

sopher so moved them, that those who came to scoff

remained to subscribe. The story, though strange,

may be believed, since we have it on no less evidence

than the Statute Book, that he performed the far

more amazing feat of obtaining a grant of money

(£20,000) from the State, and this at a time when

Sir Eobert Walpole was responsible for its finances.

Nobody was more surprised at such a result than Sir
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Eobert himself, who attributed it, and with good

reason, not to the merits of the project, but to the

persuasive powers of the projector. These were, in

truth, used without stint. The King's Court at St.

James's and the Princes' Court at Leicester Fields, the

world of letters and the world of fashion, as well as

every individual member of the House of Commons,

were canvassed on behalf of the scheme, and with

such effect that, as we have seen, the nation promised

money, the King granted a charter, Walpole himself

subscribed, Bermuda became the fashion, and even

Bolingbroke talked of emigrating, not in a missionary

capacity, to Berkeley's ideal island.

Yet the scheme seems now so impracticable, that

we may well wonder how any single person, let alone

the representatives of a whole nation, could be found

to support it. In order that religion and learning

might flourish in America, the seeds of them were to

be cast in some rocky islets severed from America

by nearly six hundred miles of stormy ocean. In

order that the inhabitants of the mainland and of

the West Indian colonies might equally benefit by

the new university, it was to be placed in such a

position that neither could conveniently reach it. In
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order that no taint of luxury should corrupt its morals,

it was to be removed far from every source of wealth

and every centre of industry to a place where, as

Berkeley flattered himself, there was no more lucrative

occupation possible than that of making straAV hats.

It was to spring from no natural want, it was to

follow no natural groAvth, it was to be thrown as it

were from without to a population which had never

expressed any desire for it, and in whom a desire

was not likely to be excited by a gift which, however

valuable in itself, was presented to them for the first

time in so singular and so inconvenient a shape.

Berkeley, it may be observed, was not moved to

adopt his scheme by any such Utopian views, either

of the European colonists or the native Americans,

as became fashionable on the Continent at a later

period of the century. He did not believe that a

society which, by force of circumstances, was free

from the vices incident to an ancient and complex

civilisation was therefore virtuous ; nor yet that in

hordes of ignorant savages was to be found the

perfect and uncorrupted work of iSTature. On the

contrary, in the curious pamphlet in which he re-

commended his project to the public, he expressly
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mentions the "avarice, the licentiousness, the cold-

ness in the practice of religion, and the aversion from

propagating it," of Avhich the colonists on the main-

land were accused ; and tells us that " no part of the

Gentile world are so inhuman and barbarous as the

savage Americans, whose chief employment and

delight consist in cruelty and revenge." But he

certainly believed that in the New World there was

not only the largest, but also the most hopeful field

for missionary effect. Society there might be corrupt,

but it was not, like society in Europe, grown old in

corruption. The native Indians might be ignorant

and brutal, but " if they were unimproved by educa-

tion, they were also unencumbered with that rubbish

of superstition and prejudice which is the effect of a

wrong one." He imagined that if only the religion

and learning of the Old World, purified from its

pedantry and its vice, could be brought to bear on

the New while this was yet young and plastic, the

eyes of posterity might be gladdened by the sight of

a new Golden Age ; and he bursts into a strain of

almost prophetic rapture as, in vigorous verses, he

describes the new Arts and new Empire, " not such

as Europe breeds in her decay," which were to
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rise in the West, the "hist and noblest" hirth of

Time.

Reflections such as these suggested, we may be

sure, the main outlines of his scheme. The character

of its details was probably due to his special idiosyn-

crasies. Ten years before, in one of his papers in

the Guardian, he had drawn a picture of University

life as it might be, as it had been, perhaps, to him,

but as it certainly was not, in his day, to the majority

of students. The same vision haunted his declining

years. And doubtless, while still in the prime of

life, a project which should enal^le him to further

the interests of a continent, while holding himself

aloof, in academic retirement, from the noise, the

dust, and the contamination of the struggling multi-

tude, had, as it might well have, irresistible fascina-

tion. But this was not all. His fancy lingered

lovingly over the picture drawn by poets and

travellers of the scenery in the western isles. With

Ischia and Sicily still fresh in his recollection, he

dwelt on the orange-groves and cedars, the cloudless

skies, and the perpetual spring which were to be

found in Bermuda. He even dreamed of rearing

amid these natural beauties collegiate buildings,
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which his architectural knowledge should render not

unworthy of their setting.

The vision, it must be owned, was a fascinating one
;

but it was never to be realised, even in the smallest

particular. Fortunately, as I hold, for Berkeley, his

scheme was not even tried sufficiently to show its

incurable vices. In pursuance of his mission, he

left England, it is true, in 1728 with his newly-

married Avife, but he never reached Bermuda. In

Rhode Island, where he arrived after a long

and tedious passage, he waited, perhaps with dim-

inishing belief in his own plans, for the funds

which never came. Sir Robert "Walpole had been

forced by an unexpected vote to promise a sum of

twenty thousand pounds, but there was nothing to

force him to pay it. "If you put the question to me

as a Minister," he said, "I can assure you that the

money shall most undoubtedly be paid—as soon as

suits public convenience ; but if you ask me as a

friend whether Dean Berkeley shall continue in

America expecting the payment of £20,000, I advise

him by all means to return to Europe."

To Europe accordingly Berkeley returned. Of

Bermuda we hear no more. But he long retained a
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lively interest in the colony in which for nearly three

years he had, as it Avere by accident, found a home.

To Yale and to Harvard colleges he sent, soon after

his arrival in England, a gift of books ; and to the

former he left his farm near Newport (the scenery of

which he has so exquisitely described in Alcipliron)

for the perpetual sustentation of three scholarships.

The foundation exists, I believe, to the present day,

and has not only served the purpose for which it

was immediately founded, but has aided the education

of some of those Avho have most earnestly devoted

themselves to raising the condition of the North

American Indians. This is the only contribution

which Berkeley has made to the cause for which he

left England ; and it is, perhaps, the most per-

manent and important result of an enterprise begun

with vast aims and lofty hopes, the record of which

remains, indeed, a splendid testimony to the personal

charm, to the self-forgetful zeal, to the disinterested

benevolence of its author ; but also a standing proof

of how little in the region of action these high

qualities avail, dissociated from the practical instinct

which distinguishes between what does and what does

not deserve to be attempted.



II

If Berkeley's journey to America did not materially

further the object for which it yv&s undertaken, it

was not, on the other hand, wholly barren of results.

During the three years of enforced but agreeable

leisure which he spent in Ehode Island, he composed

the longest, and, in his own lifetime, the most con-

sidered of all his writings

—

Alciphron, or the Minute

Philosopher.

This work—a series of seven dialogues directed

against the Deists—contains Berkeley's chief polemical

contribution to the great religious controversy of his

generation. During the thirty-seven years that in-

tervened between the publication of Toland's Chris-

tianity not BIysterioiis and that of Alciphron, this con-

troversy had never flagged. But, though the points

in debate are not Avidely removed from those which

profoundly stir men's interests now, they are just

sufficiently removed to make the discussion of them
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empt}- and unsatisfactory to modern ears, 01)jections

to revealed religion founded upon textual criticism,

history, and science, Avere put then as they are put

now, but they "were put and answered hy men to

whom criticism, history, and science, in the modern

use of those terms, were practically unknown. The

consequence of this has been that, with the one

exception of Butler's Analogy, the merely argumenta-

tive part of that A'oluminous controversy has lost all

but a historic interest, and only those fragments of

it can now be read with pleasure Avhich are pre-

served from neglect l)y their purely literary merits.

This is hard uj)on the Deists ; for, Avhatever may

have been the intrinsic strength of their arguments,

it is generally admitted that all the Avit (to say

nothing of the learning) Avas on the side of their

opponents. Their Avritings are noAV anticpiated, but

they Avere alAva3's dull ; and there is scarcely a single

piece deliljerately intended to further their distinctiA^e

opinions Avliich can noAv be read Avith any sort of

satisfaction. The fact is remarkable. In an age in

Avhich so large a proportion of the best literary Avork,

Avhether in prose or verse, Avas satirical ; in Avhich

even those AA'ho, like Gray and Akenside, would least
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have desired to be remembered as satirists seemed to

Avrite with unwonted ease and vigour when they

trespassed on satiric ground, it is strange that no one

could be found able and willing to retaliate in kind

on the attacks of Swift, Steele, Bentley, and Berkeley.

Even Pope, whose Essmj on Man was mainly founded

on the writings of one Deist and the conversations

of another, has nothing but sneers for the "smart

freethinker," and took occasion to pillory their most

considerable authors in the Dundad ; while Shaftes-

bury, though he loudly recommended the use of

ridicule as a cure for " enthusiasm " and "supersti-

tion,'' was, unfortunately, denied by nature the gifts

necessary for supplementing his precepts by his

example. It was not till Deism had been trans-

planted from its original home to the more congenial

soil of France, that the balance was redressed.

Voltaire, Avho added little to the argumentative

armoury of Collins, Tindal, and the rest, for the

first time succeeded in making infidelity amusing,

while, unlike his English predecessors, he met with

nothing in the field of literature deserving the name

of resistance.

Berkeley, it will l)e recollected, had been interested
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from his earliest Dublin days in the Deistic contro-

versj'. The very title pages of his Principles of

Human Knoivledge, and of the Dialogue of Hylas and

Philonous, proclaimed the fact that his philosophic

speculations were intended as a remedy for " Scepti-

cism," "Atheism," and "Irreligion." But he soon found

that his remedy, whatever might be its intrinsic value,

was scarcely adapted for general use. Ordinary men

were not prepared to admit that a Deity was necessary

because matter was impossible. In the Guardian he

accordingly adopted a more popular style, well suited

to readers who knew little of theology and nothing of

metaphysics, but who required to be reminded that

religion had some claims to the gratitude and rever-

ence of mankind, and that the pretensions of those

Avho attacked it provided no measure of their merits.

Who, then, Avere these enemies of religion ? By

their opponents they Avere not unfrequently described

as persons Avho, in matters practical, were of relaxed

morals, and in matters speculative might be called

almost indifferently Deists, freethinkers, and atheists.

Yet nothing is more certain than that Shaftesbury,

for instance, and Collins, were perfectly respectable

members of society, and that while all the more
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important writers on the unorthodox side would have

repudiated the name of atheist, Shaftesbury, at least,

made ardent and, doubtless, sincere professions of

Theism. Are we then to attrilxite the language of

the orthodox party to the mere heat and prejudice

of- controversy ? In part, I think, Ave must. The

almost incredible coarseness with which, under cover

of a learned tongue, men of learning and piety had

in preceding ages not unfrequently conducted their

disputes, was in the eighteenth century greatly

mitigated. But the practice of exaggerating the

errors of an opponent, in order to gibbet them with

more effect, prevailed to a serious extent. The High

Churchman was denounced as a Papist. The Low,

or (as we should now say) Broad Churchman, was

denounced as a Latitudinarian ; the Latitudinarian

was denounced as a Socinian ; the Socinian as a Deist

;

the Deist as an atheist. But, admitting all this, it

must be remembered that it would be most unjust to

estimate the controversial moderation of the orthodox

divines in the first half of the last centmy, by a bare

comparison of their language with the official

utterances of their opponents. Berkeley, especially,

can never be understood, unless we keep in mind that
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he interpreted the text of Shaftesbury, Collins, and

Mandeville by the light of the social facts of his own

day. The Deist movement did not appear to him as

it does to us, in the form of a certain number of

treatises directed against the received theology, for

the most part tedious, of slight literary merit, con-

taining nothing either to agitate or instruct the

modern reader, and predestined, in England at least,

to bear little permanent fruit. In his view, these were

rather the more prominent and public signs of a wide-

spread attack on religion, conducted orally on much

more extreme lines, and with great and growing

success. He believed in the existence of freethink-

ing clubs, where those who, in their published writings

were content to advocate Deism, professed in private

to demonstrate that no Deity could possibly exist.

He believed that Society was honeycombed with a

religious scepticism, not arising from any disinterested

2)ursuit of truth, but from mere libertinism in thought,

at once the eft'ect and the cause of libertinism in

conduct ; and he traced a direct connection between

the relaxed morality of the Georgian era and the

contemptous tone towards Christianity rendered

fashionable by the Deistical writers.
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The consequence of this is that, while his con-

temporary, Butler, addresses himself entirely to pro-

ducing a convincing reply to the formal arguments of

the freethinkers, Berkeley seeks also to attack them

on what we may term their social side. His strokes

are aimed not only at Shaftesbury and Collins, hut

at the Coffee-house infidels;— the would-be men of

fashion, who thought that there was no greater proof

of enlightenment than to sneer at Christianity, or of

wit than to cut jokes on a parson. He is never

weary of dilating on the pretentious ignorance of

these gentlemen.

" Who," says Euphranor (one of the orthodox speakers

in Alcix)hron), " are these profound and learned men that

of late years have demolished the whole fabric which

philosophers, lawgivers, and divines have been erecting

for so many ages ?

"

Lysicles (the infidel man of fashion), hearing these

words, smiled, and- said that he believed Euphranor had

figured to himself philosophers in square caps and long

gowns ; but, thanks to these happy times, the reign of

pedantry is over. " Our philosophers," said he, " are of a

different kind from those awkward students. ... I will

undertake a lad of fourteen, bred in the modern way,

shall make a better figure and be more considered in any

drawing-room than one of four-and-twenty, who hath lain

by a long time at school or college. He shall say better

G
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things, in a better manner, and be more liked by good

judges."

Euphrnnor.—"Whence doth he pick up all this im-

provement ^
"

Crito (ironically).
—

" Where our grave ancestors would

never have looked for it— iii a drawing-room, a coffee-

house, a chocolate-house, at the tavern or groom porters."

And so forth.

To us, who are directly ac(|uainted with nothing

but the literary remains of the controversy, the laugh

seems so clearly to be on the side of Orthodoxy,

that we have some difficulty in recollecting that to

Berkeley and Berkeley's contemporaries the fact must

have seemed exactly reversed. The " raillery " which

Shaftesbury recommended as the test of truth was,

in society, freely employed against "priestcraft" in

general, and the clergy of the Established Church in

particular ; who, when not denounced as bigots, were

ridiculed as musty pedants.

" I have often observed," says Crito, " that the Free-

thinking sect run into two faults of conversation, declaim-

ing and bantering, just as the tragic or comic humour

prevails. Sometimes they work themselves into a high

passion, and are frightened at spectres of their own rais-

ing. In those fits every country curate passes for an

inquisitor. At other times they affect a sly, facetious

manner, expressing little, insinuating much, and upon the
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whole seeming to divert themselves with the subject and

their adversaries." "Can no method be found," he ex-

claims in a later dialogue, " to free them from the terror

of that fierce and bloody animal, an English parson 1
"

Argurtrents may be refuted, but "who," it has

been asked, "can answer a sneers' Berkeley in

Alciphron attempted to answer both the arguments

and the sneer. It was this double object which

probably induced him to employ the most diflficult of

all forms of composition to manage Avith effect—the

Dialogue. He had already, it is true, used it with

extraordinary skill in the region of pure exposition.

The three dialogTies between Hylas and Philonous

have never in their peculiar style been equalled in

English ; they will, I suppose, never be surpassed.

Yet what reader, anxious rather to get at the sub-

stance of Berkeley's doctrine, than to spend his time

over a literary luxury, Avould not prefer to these

admirable conversations the straightforward state-

ment contained in the Principles of Human Knowledge ?

But in the case of Alciphron, its author pursued a

more complex end. There dialogue was not merely

one of the two possible forms by which his aim could

be reached ; it was the only possible form. It was
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only by bringing his opj)onents actually on the stage,

by dramatising their conversation, by exhibiting the

weaknesses of their character as well as the errors of

their logic, that his intention could be accomplished

in all its fulness. To my thinking, Berkeley was

wonderfully successful. Mr. Leslie Stephen, indeed,

declares Alciphron to be the "least admirable of all

its author's admirable Avorks." But I cannot help

thinking that this excellent critic, in forming his

judgment, was thinking rather of what he desired to

find in the book, than of what its author desired to

put into it. It may at once be granted that Alciphron

is not, like the Analogy, a great original contribution

to theology. Many portions of it are now wholly

antiquated; many other portions contain arguments

which have since, by frequent repetition, become

the mere commonplaces of apologetics. But there

remains more than one admirable application

of Berkeley's peculiar philosophy to the theory

of religion ; there remain the slight Init exquisite

descriptions of incident and scenery which form

the setting of the piece ; and there remains, above

all, the literary skill displayed in the dramatic and

polemical elements of the dialogue and in the art
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with which these are woven together into an organic

whole.

It was an inevitable defect in the structure of the

piece that, as all the varieties of the genus Free-

thinker are represented in it by two persons, unity

of character cannot be sustained throughout the

seven dialogues. Nothing, for instance, can make

it natviral for Lysicles, the freethinking man of

pleasure, who says in one place

—

For my part, I find no fault with the Universities

;

all I know is that I had the spending of three hundred

pounds a year in one of them, and think it the cheer-

fullest time of my life. As for their books and style, I

had not leisure to mind them

—

nothing, I say, can make it natural for such a man to

quote, as he does in another dialogue, Spinoza and

Hobbes, and to argue about the metaphysical doc-

trine of substance. But this is a trifling defect. A
far more serious charge has been brought against

Berkeley by Sir James Mackintosh, and, more

recently, by Professor Fowler in his excellent

biography of Shaftesbury, to the effect that, in the

third dialogue and elsewhere, the latter has been

treated -sAath gross unfairness. I admit at once that
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Professor Fowler is right in saying that Berkeley

does not examine Shaftesbury's doctrines in the spirit

" which befits one philosopher examining the works

of another." But I cannot admit that, in Sir James

Mackintosh's phrase, he " sinks to the level of a

railing polemic."

Shaftesbury is not, to me at least, an attractive

writer. His constant efibrts to figure simultaneously

as a fine gentleman and a fine writer, are exceedingly

irritating ; and the very moderate success which has

attended his efforts in the latter character, suggests

the doubt, justified by his general style, whether he

can really have shone in the former. His pretensions

to taste are quite unjustified ])y what we know of

his opinions. Like most of his contemporaries he

despised Gothic architecture, yet he saw nothing

to admire in Wren ; while he theorised about

painting till he persuaded himself that the merits of

a picture were wholly independent of its colouring.

At the same time it must Ije acknowledged that

eminent authorities have found in him distinguished

merits. Mr. Leslie Stephen tells us, that "on the

rude stock of commonplace Whiggism he grafted

accomplishments strange to most of his countrymen."
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He reminded Warburton of Plato, and has been so

fortunate as to remind Professor Fowler of Marcus

Aurelius. Moreover, by writers on Moral Philosophy

he is naturally and properly regarded as a moral

philosopher who occupies an important position in

the history of ethical speculation as the predecessor

of Butler and Hutcheson, the originator of a new

method of procedure in moral inquiries.

But Berkeley, it must l)e recollected, regarded the

author of the Characteristics from a very different

point of view. He was not concerned with the

ethical system, which may with more or less success

be extracted from these very unsystematic essays

;

nor yet with the hints contained in them, which have

in other hands become important in the history of

thought. His interest in Shaftesbury's writings was

practical, not speculative. He looked at them not as

"one philosopher examining the Avorks of another,"

but as a man profoundly interested in the actual

condition of religious thought must look at a book

by which that condition Avas powerfully affected.

It was the general tendency of the theological parts

of the Characteristics, therefore, and not the special

doctrines which might be supported by isolated
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passages in tbem, that moved him to attack Shaftes-

bury : and I do not think that the account he gives

of that tendency, though perhaps one-sided, is justly

chargeable with gross unfairness. If, however, it be

alleged that Berkeley has, for controversial purposes,

credited Shaftesbury with holding opinions which the

latter has distinctly repudiated : I reply that Shaftes-

bury has no right to complain of any critic who

appeals from specific statements in his writings to

their general animus, since he himself has never

scrupled to make professions of respect for theological

dogmas which we know him to have held in contempt.

I cannot admit, therefore, that Bei'keley is guilty

nearly to the full extent of the charge made against

him ; and I must also point out that, if I read his

character aright, and if the account I have given of

his intentions in writing Alciphron be true, Shaftes-

bury must, of all writers, have been the one he found

most difficult to treat in a spirit of perfect charity.

Berkeley, partly from a natural feeling of esprit de

corps, and partly from a higher motive, strongly

objected to the tone adopted towards the clergy in

some sections of society. Shaftesbury speaks of

them with all the airs of superiority which a " free
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writer " and a wit in those clays thought himself

justified in using towards "pedants" and "bigots."

Berkeley was weighed down with a sense of the

wickedness and corruptions of his generation.

Shaftesbury's creed was a shallow optimism.

Berkeley, intent upon the regeneration of the lowest

and most brutal of mankind, felt keenly that the

forces arrayed on the side of Adrtue were all too weak

as they stood ; and that they did but a small service

to morality who, by undermining a belief in a system

of future rewards and punishments, "while they

extolled the beauty of Aurtue, attempted to lessen her

dower." 1 Shaftesbury, on the other hand, strong in

the possession of £10,000 a year, and a feeble

constitution, really talks sometimes as if virtue was

mainly an object of aesthetic sensibility ; certain on

its own merits to be appreciated by gentlemen of

"taste and breeding," but sadly injured, from the

point of view of Art, by superfluous references to

Heaven and Hell.

Nor was Berkeley's opposition to the sentiment of

the elder author likely to be softened by admiration

for his style. In Alciphron he levels more than one

^ Essay in the Guardian.
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sarcasm at it ; and it must be admitted that Shaftes-

bury's laborious struggles after an " easy way " of

writing, his vulgar aft'ectation of refinement, his

strange experiments in search of the sublime, and the

pedantic trifling which does duty in his writings for

"raillery and humour," were not likely to be more

agreeable to a man of Berkeley's literary taste, than

were Shaftesbury's opinions to a man of Berkeley's

religious convictions.

Two years after the appearance of Alciphron

occurred the last great change in the external circum-

stances of its author. He was appointed to the

Bishopric of Cloyne, through the influence of Queen

Caroline. This remarkable woman, wife of George

II., and by far the most distinguished Queen Consort

England has ever possessed, not content with being,

next to Walpole, the greatest political power in the

country, amused her leisure hours by dabbling in all

the theological and philosophical controversies of the

period. Berkeley, in the days when he was canvass-

ing for his Bermuda scheme, had been obliged to

discuss in her presence, and presumably for her

amusement, his philosophical tenets with Clarke, not,

as he pathetically observed, because he loved Courts,
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but because he loved America. Clarke himself, till

his death in 1729, was constantly in her society,

and but for his scruples respecting the Athanasian

doctrine of the Trinity, -which permitted him,

apparently, to hold a rectory l)ut not to accept a

bishopric, would long before, through her favour, have

obtained high ecclesiastical preferment. Butler, who

a little later than this succeeded to Clarke's position

snth the Queen, Avas by her recommendation raised

to the See of Bristol. When I add that she caused

the whole of the controversy between Clarke and

Leibnitz to pass through her hands, it will be seen

that few persons—not philosophers—have ever taken

a keener or more practical interest in the philosophy

of their day. How far she was really competent, by

study or natural aptitude, for such inquiries, it is hard

to say. She was supposed, perhaps on insufficient

evidence, to be unsettled, if not unorthodox, in her

religious convictions. If so, it is possible that, like

many others in similar circumstances, she was driven

to investigation, for which she was perfectly unfitted,

by the hope of there finding an anodyne for an

unquiet spirit. Horace Walpole,^ who represents

' "The Bishop of Durham (Chandler) is dead : he is succeeded
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the social tradition respecting her, declares that she

was incapable of understanding Butler's Analogy.

Clarke, on the other hand, professed a high admira-

tion for her philosophic capacity. The evidence of

neither witness is very satisfactory. Clarke was too

good a courtier to be a very good judge ; while

Walpole and his set would certainly be unwilling to

believe that any one, much less any woman, least of

all any Queen, could find a meaning in abstract

arguments which they themselves had never taken

the trouble to understand. However this may be, it

is unquestionably to her enlightened patronage that

the Churches of England and Ireland owed the two

most distinguished bishops of the eighteenth century.

The appointment of Berkeley is the more creditable,

since he had nothing but his merits to recommend

him, and was quite unprovided with any of the

ordinary titles to Irish ecclesiastical preferment.

If he belonged to either Party in the State, he was a

Tory ; and in Tories Avho were not Jacobites the

hy Butler of Bristol, a metaphysic autlior, mucli patronised by the

late Queen. She never could make my father read his book, and

which she certainly did not understand herself : he told her his

religion was fixed, and that he did not want to change or improve

it."—Walpole to Mann.
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Government saw little either to love or to fear. He

was wholly unfitted by taste, character, and abilities,

for carrying out the political functions sometimes so

strangely associated with the EjDiscopal office in

Ireland. And, besides all this, he had powerful

enemies near the person of the Queen ; for Hoadley,

her favourite bishop, and Lord Hervey, her favourite

courtier, liked neither him nor his writings, which,

indeed, it must be owned, they were very little fitted

to comprehend.

Berkeley's eighteen years of recluse life in his

diocese of Cloyne give little material to the bio-

graj)her. It Av^as a period marked by declining health

and increasing infirmities, loss of friends and of

children ; nor was there anything in the condition of

public aflfairs, either in England or in Ireland, to

lighten the burden of these private afflictions. Yet

he seems to have been on the whole not unhappy.

The glimpses we get of his home life are not very

numerous, but they are attracti^^e; the studious

retirement which he loved he could indulge in to his

heart's content; and though disease and advancing

years had sapped the natural energy of his character,

he could still on occasion show something of the old
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fire. AVe find him, for instance, in 1745, when the

Pretender was on his march to Derby, and when fears

were naturally entertained lest Ireland should catch

the contagion of rebellion from the sister island,

writing thus to Dean Gervais :

—

Our Militia have been arrayed, that is, sworn : but,

alas ! we want not oaths, we want muskets. I have

bought up all I could get, and provided horses and arms,

for four and twenty of the Protestants of Cloyne, which

with a few men, etc.

Two episodes there are, however, in these un-

eventful years, to which more particular allusion

must be made : the publication of the Querist

(1735-37) and the Tar JFater enthusiasm, which

followed soon after.

The Querist, as my readers are jirobable aware, is,

to all intents and purposes, an essay on the social

state of Ireland thrown into the form of a series of

questions. Of all the mass of literature which has

been devoted to the distresses of that distressful

country, this is probably the most oi'iginal. Its form

alone would seem to distinguish it from every other

production of a similar kind. It consists of 595

interrogatories, averaging three or four lines in
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length, and entirely without connecting passages.

Sustained eloquence \inder these conditions is clearly

out of the question. It is difficult to understand by

what literary arts such a production can even be

made readable. Yet readable it certainly is ; and not

only readable, but impressive. Berkeley has, in

truth, chosen his instrument with remarkable skill.

He was enabled by its peculiarities to give his

argument or^^ertain rather dry subjects—banks, for

instance, and paper currency—with a brevity which

no other form of literary composition would have

permitted, and a force which in no other form could

have been excelled ; while his opinions on the state

of the nation lose nothing either by the conciseness

with which they are expressed, or the interrogatory

form into which they are thrown. Paragraphs

like these, for example, serve Berkeley's purpose

as well as a whole page of sensational descrip-

tion :

—

19. Whether the bulk of our Irish peasantry are not

kept from thriving by that cynical content in dirt and

beggary which they possess to a degree beyond any other

in Christendom ?

456. Whether it be not certain that the matrons of

this forlorn country send out a greater proportion of its
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wealth for fine apparel than any other females on the

whole snrface of this terraqueous globe ?

106. Whether the dirt, famine, and nakedness of the

bulk of our people might not be remedied, even though

we had no foreign trade ?

132. Whether there be upon earth any Christian or

civilised people so beggarly wretched, and destitute, as the

common Irish ?

133. Whether, nevertheless, there is any other people

Avhose wants may be more easily supplied from home ?

Many of the " queries " are, it must be added,

enlivened by Berkeley's peculiar turn of irony ; for

example :

—

111. Whether the women (of Ireland) may not sew,

spin, weave, embroider, sufficiently for the embellishment

of their persons, cmd even enouyh to raise envy in each other,

without being beholden to foreign countries ?

330. Wliat right an eldest son hath to the worst

education ?

405. Whether an expense in building and improve-

ment doth not remain at home, pass to the heir, and

adorn the public ? And lohether any of these things can he

said of claret ?

Yet this method of writing was not without its

dangers. It lent itself with unfortunate facility to

the intellectual habits which increasing infirmities

were bringing on Berkeley. As in Siris, of which I

shall presently speak, there are hints and adumbra-
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tions of a new philosophy strangely tacked on to

reflections upon a new medicine ; so in the Querist

there are fragments of a new political economy mixed

up Avith schemes for the social regeneration of Ireland.

And it is, I think, clear that in both cases the

fragmentary methods of exposition were in part chosen

because the ideas to be expounded, though fruitful

and original, and though in other hands they have

since received a fuller development, were, in the

minds of their author, themselves fi'agmentary and

ill-compacted. Take, as an example of this, Berkeley's

opinion upon what is called the " mercantile theory
"

of commerce—the theory which taught that a nation

is benefited by a foreign trade in proportion as that

trade brought money or bullion into the country.

This absurd doctrine is absolutely exploded in the

Querist, it is demonstrated to be wrong in theory

and wrong in practice
;

yet some of the C[ueries

(e.g. 161-2) seem to assume its truth. Again,

nothing can be more explicit than Berkeley's proof

that, for currency purposes, notes and gold may

perform exactly the same function. Yet so great is

his hatred of the doctrine that money is a source of

Avealth that, though anxious to increase the amount

H
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of the circulation in the country, he is unwilling to

increase the amount of gold, and seems almost to

hold that, though notes may be a substitute for coin,

coin is not a substitute for notes.^

My business, however, is not with Berkeley's

political economy, any more than with his philosophy,

but rather with the temper and qualities of the man

himself ; and if we would see how these make them-

selves felt in the treatment of the Irish problem, let

us compare the Querist with Swift's tracts on Ireland

which appeared in the preceding decade. In their

diagnosis of the diseases under Avhich that unhappy

country was suffering, these tAvo eminent friends

agreed Avith each other, and with the majority of

subsequent observers. The idleness, squalor, and

poverty of the "native Irish," the absence of manu-

factures, the ignorance and extravagance of the gentry,

their w^ant of care for the real interests of their

tenantry and their countrj^,—these are topics common

to both. It is when they set themselves to make

straight the crooked ways that the difference between

them appears. Berkeley tells his countrymen that

the remedy for the evils under which they suffer lies,

1 Cf. Querist, 227, 283.
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in the main, in their own hands. Let the upper

classes give up a stupid and tasteless extravagance.

Let their women buy fewer silks and laces, and their

men drink less claret. Let luxury be checked, if

need l)e, by sumptuary laws. Let the " standard of

comfort" of the peasantry be raised, and thereby

something done to destroy their lazy contentment in

an existence more squalid and wretched than that of

the savage Americans. Let manufacturing enterprise

be stimulated by an improved currency, an improved

machinery of credit, and by the increase of a home

demand for home products. But let nobody imagine

that any good was done by sitting down and

complaining of the tyranny of England. Though it

Avere true that England had hampered their commerce

and destroyed their woollen trade, yet nations

had flourished, and were flourishing, whose external

trade was insignificant. England and Ireland were

one nation, and what was good for the part was good

for the whole. If Englishmen had forgotten this

truth as regards Irishmen, let not Irishmen forget it

either as regards Englishmen or as regards each other.

Foreign commerce was not necessary to the solid well-

being of the country. But it icas necessary that the
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manufacturers of the North should not be jealous of

the manufactm-ers of the South ; that the landlord

should not suppose that he could be prosperous

when the tenantry was squalid and miserable

;

that the Protestant minority should not suppose

that they could be rich and flourishing when

the Roman Catholic majority were poor and

oppressed.

AVhatever may be thought of Berkeley's specific

proposal, it will not be denied that he treated his

subject in the spirit of true patriotism and sound

wisdom. So did not Swift. He detested Ireland ; he

never called himself an Irishman ; he would never have

set foot in Ireland could he have avoided it. But if he

was an Irishman by the visitation of Heaven, he was

a partisan by the very necessity of his nature. As a

Tory, he hated the Whigs. As an Anglican, he hated

both the Irish Roman Catholics and the Irish

Presbyterians. As a member of the Lower House of

Convocation, he hated the Bishops. As a member of

the dominant race he would doubtless have hated the

native population had they been formidable enough

to provoke any sentiment stronger than a pitying

contempt. And so, when compelled to become an
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Irishman, it was inevitable that he should also l^ecome

an Irish patriot.

Irish patriotism took the form then, as it has often

done since, not so much of helping Ireland as of

thwarting England ; and, doubtless, the task of thwart-

ing England Avas doubly agreeable to Swift because

England meant primarily the Whig Ministry and the

commercial classes, who were at once the chief support

of the Whigs and the greatest curse to Ireland. Like

Berkeley, he recommended his countrymen to consume

their own manufactures ; not like Berkeley, Ijecause

he thought it would Ijenefit the Irish, but because he

hoped it might hurt the English. But in the famous

controversy respecting "Wood's halfpence," he

went much farther. All the arts, legitimate and

illegitimate, of the most accomplished political

pamphleteer that ever lived were used to inflame

the passions of the people against the attempt of the

English Government to give them, not anything

injurious, not even anything indifferent, but some-

thing they were urgently in need of. Swift, as

every one knows, triumphed. One Lord-Lieutenant

had to resign ; another had to yield. The Govern-

ment had to put up with a loss of credit. The
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country had to put up with the loss of a much-

wanted currency. Angry feeling was roused on all

sides, and so far as I know, no good was done to any

human being. Now, I am far from denying that, in

the course he thus took, Swift was partly animated

by a disinterested hatred of the monstrous injustice

to which Ireland was habitually subjected by England.

What I wish to point out is that, while he belongs to

the large class of Irish politicians whose chief public

motive is a desire to avenge the wrongs of their

country, Berkeley belongs to the very small class

Avhose first desire is to remedy her woes.

Their respective claims on the general gratitude

Avere acknowledged as might have been expected.

Berkeley, who in single-minded sincerity had pointed

out the true course of national improvement, lived

unknown and died unlamented by the mass of his

countrymen ; even in his own neighbourhood and

among his own people, the memory of him did not

long survive his departure. Swift pursued a different

course and underwent a different fate. If he did not

love the people among whom he was compelled to

live, at least he hated their enemies. Though he did

nothing to mitigate their sufferings, he embodied and
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gave effect to their passions. Therefore he became

the idol of the mob. Their pathetic fidelity never

wavered through his years of inaction, sickness, and

idiocy. His death was an occasion of public mourning,

and his memory still lives as that of one of Ireland's

greatest patriots.

Soon after Berkeley had published the last instal-

ment of the Querist, his thoughts were drawn from

the general and chronic miseries of the country to the

acute calamities of his own district. The terrible

winter of 1739-40 was followed by famine, the famine

was followed by disease, and Berkeley's mind was

actively turned towards the discovery of expedients

for mitigating both these evils. It so happened that

his American experience had made him acquainted

Avith tar water, i.e. water containing the soluble

constituents of tar. "With characteristic enthusiasm

he now took up the idea that this simple medicine

was, if not a cure, at least a palliation for most of the

physical ills to which flesh is heir. He dosed himself,

his children, and his neighbours with it. He inves-

tigated the best method of making and administering

it. He induced his friend Prior to assist in advertis-

ing its merits ; and he recommended it to the world
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in the most singular treatise which has probably ever

proceeded from the pen of an Anglican divine. Siris,

as it is called, was written Avhen its author was

occupied half in treating his sick, and half in the lofty,

but somewhat vague speculations dear to him in his

later years. The book accordingly takes its whole

character from these strangely-assorted sources of

inspiration. It begins by enumerating the diseases

for which tar water may be successfully prescribed

;

and few inventors of quack remedies, I should

imagine, have presumed further upon the public

credulity than did Berkeley, in all good faith, when

he published this imposing catalogue. Consumption,

erysipelas, ulcers, dropsy, asthma, pleurisy, gout,

fevers, small-pox, and all inflammations, are some of

the maladies which this panacea was expected to cure.

Little more than a third of the treatise, however, is

devoted to this wondrous drug. By a rapid transi-

tion at the end of the 119th section, Berkeley leaves

tar water and plunges into chemistry ; from chemistry

he ascends easily to physics ; from physics to meta-

physics ; from metaphysics to theology ; so that when

the astonished reader reaches the end of the book he

finds that he has, step by step, been led from the
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purely utilitarian, if not vulgar, topics with Avhicli it

began, to the airiest heights of mystical philosophy.

The destiny of Siris has been as remarkable as are

its contents. It had an immediate success far exceed-

ing that of any other of its author's works. Horace

Walpole wrote about this time :
" We are now mad

about the water, on the publication of a book written

by Dr. Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne. The book

contains every subject from tar water to the Trinity

;

however, all the women read it and understand it no

more than if it were intelligible. A man came into

an apothecary's shop the other day :
' Do you sell

tar water ?
'

' Tar water ?
' replied the apothecary,

' why, I sell nothing else !
'

" Three editions were

called for in the year of its publication ; two more

soon followed. It was translated into French and

into German. The remedy it recommended became

the fashion, and the doctors trembled for their

monopoly. Since then, times have changed. Tar

water, so suddenly elevated to the dignity of a

universal medicine, has again sunk to the position of

the humblest drug in the Pharmacopeia. But the

philosophy of the book, which before was only

rendered palatable by its medicine, has now found
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admirers for its own sake. In the speculations of

Siris, later thinkers have seen not only a development

of its author's early philosophy, but an anticipation of

systems which have not even yet received their final

expression. As in his youthful writings Berkeley is

the teacher of Hume, so in those of his declining

years he is regarded as the forerunner of the

speculative movement of which a reaction against

Hume was the most notable cause. Without discuss-

ing this question at length, I may say that while the

actual value of these metaphysical fragments have, in

my judgment, been exaggerated, their biographical

interest is very great. They show a remarkable

development in the philosopher, though not a develop-

ment which has been of much value to philosophy.

Berkeley's early Avork is distinguished not only by

the admirable qualities of originality, lucidity, and

subtlety, hnt by a less excellent characteristic, which

I can only describe as a certain thinness of treatment.

At the time when he produced these immortal

speculations he had read little, and felt little. No

experience of the weary entanglement of concrete

facts had yet suggested to him that a perfect solution

of the problem of the universe is beyond our reach.
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He easily exaggerated, therefore, the scope of his

discovery, and his youthful self-confidence found no

difficulty in believing that, by a simple correction in

our theory of perception, all puzzles would be

unravelled and all mysteries made plain. Very

different was his attitude of mind when, richer by

thirty years of experience and study, he gave to the

world the fragments of his later Philosophy ; and the

difference is perceptible on the most cursory com-

parison of his works at the two dates. In the

Principles of Human Knowledge its author found little

occasion to mention previous systems, except to

express his dissent from them. In Siris the appeal

to authority is so persistent as sometimes to become

almost wearisome. In the Tli rce Dialogues he designs,

so he informs us, "plainly to demonstrate the reality

and perfection of human knowledge." In Siris he

tells us that " with respect to the universe of things

we, in this mortal state, are like men educated in

Plato's cave," and that " we mu>t be satisfied to make

the best of those glimpses within our reach." The

earlier works are remarkable for the easy confidence

of their reasoning, the clearness and definiteness of

their conclusions. In Siris there is little that deserves
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the name of argument, and its teaching is mystic and

ill-defined. It is as if by the same intellectual light,

which in his youth he had concentrated with such

admirable results on a restricted area, he strove, in

his later years, to explore the vast and shadowy spaces

in which the sages of the ancient world had vainly

sought for Absolute Truth, but found that the rays

Avhich formerly yielded such definite images now

showed only in faint and doubtful outline the eternal

framework on which, as Berkeley thought, is reared

the fleeting world of sense.

It is rather, therefore, the spirit in which Siris is

written, than its direct teaching, which appeals to the

sympathy of the modern reader. Its fragmentary

character, its uncritical wealth of erudition, the crude-

ness of its science, and the incompleteness of its

philosophy, are easily forgiven, on account of its

suggestiveness, the large toleration it displays towards

widely -different modes of thought, and a certain

quality of moral elevation and speculative diffidence

alien both to the literature and the life of the

eighteenth century. The whole book is, in truth,

an anachronism. It draws its inspiration sometimes

from the Neo-platonists, sometimes, even, from the
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alchemists, while sometimes it foreshadows meta-

physical systems still in process of formation. But

if its mystical speculations were not in harmony with

an age taught by Voltaire and Hume, neither were

such reflections as the following likely to suit the taste

of a nation governed by \Yalpole or Newcastle :

—

WTiatever the world thinks, he who hath not much

meditated iipon God, the human soul, and the suvimum

bonuvx, may possibly make a thri^'ing earthworm, but will

most indubitably make a sorry patriot and a sorry

statesman.

By utterances such as these Berkeley spiritually

severed himself from a generation not much given to

meditation—at least in his fashion—either upon God,

the soul, or the summum honurn. But his work in it

was nearly done. The last years at Cloyne were

overshadowed by increasing infii'mities and domestic

losses. Less and less able for business, anxious only

for repose, he turned again to his early dream of a

life spent in academic retirement. Though it does

not appear that he had Oxford friends, he had seen

Oxford many years before, and the external aspect of

the place (in 1752 much the best part of it) had

lingered in his memory as that of a spot Avhere such
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a dream might well be fulfilled. Thither, accordingly,

he removed. The change of air seemed at first to

benefit him. He Avas able to superintend the re-

publication of some of his earlier works, and was in

better health than he had been for some years. But

the end came suddenly. On the 14th of January

1753, in the midst of his family, without warning and

without pain, he passed away : lea^ang behind him

writings which Avill perpetuate his fame as one of the

most admirable of English philosophers, and the

memory of a character not, I think, to be surpassed

in individuality, or in charm, by any recorded in the

history of English men of letters.
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In the year 1784 was celebrated in Westminster

Abbey, with a pomp and circumstance hitherto un-

known in musical history, a festival in honour of the

centenary of Handel's birth. He had then been laid

a quarter of a centui-y among the poets and heroes of

his adopted country. His memory was still fresh

among us. Many were living Avho had seen and

known him, who had heard him at the organ con-

ducting his oratorios, and who kept alive, amid a

younger generation of musicians, the traditions of his

style and the recollections of his fame. No great

figure had in the meanwhile risen to fill the space left

empty in the English Avorld of music by his death.

It is true that a musical revolution was in progress,

^ Edinburgh Revieiu, January 1887.
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that old things were passing away, and that the first

promise of new artistic developments, undreamed of

in the first half of the eighteenth century, might be

detected by discerning eyes. But it was the first

promise only. In 1784 Haydn had not visited

England, nor, indeed, produced his most considerable

works outside the limits of chamber music. Mozart

was known here chiefly as a youthful prodigy ; the

sun of Beethoven had not yet risen above the horizon
;

Bach, who had never been known in England, was for

a space forgotten even in Germany ; and Handel's

music represented to the majority of our countrymen

the culminating point to which the art had as yet

reached or could, j^erhaps, be expected to attain.

Since that day a hundred years and more have

passed, years fertile in masterpieces of musical crea-

tion. Fashions have changed ; tastes have altered.

In music, not less than in poetry and painting, each

generation desires to have, and insists on having, that

which best suits its moods,—which most eff"ectually

appeals to the special quality of its emotions : and

this universal principle of change, which makes it

necessary that the artistic productions of every age,

be they better or be they worse, shall at least be
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diflferent from those of the preceding one, has been in

the case of music supplemented by other causes which

have made the process of alteration one not of change

merely, but also of growth. For music alone among

her sister arts has profited by the material develop-

ment of society and the progress of mechanical

invention ; music alone has been able in any import-

ant respect to multiply the methods by which she

moves the imagination of mankind. In poetry and

in painting, the work of every age and of every man

of genius will doubtless be distinguished by its

characteristic note. Yet, however differently used,

the artistic resources of a poet or a painter to-day are

not materially greater than those which a poet or a

painter of the sixteenth or seventeenth century had

at his command. We cannot flatter ourselves that

we know more of colouring than Titian, or of versifi-

cation than Milton. ^Ye could not teach drawing to

Michael Angelo, nor rhythm to Shakespeare. In

music the case is otherwise. Since the death of

Handel there has not only been a remarkable de-

velopment of musical form, an increased freedom in

the use of harmonic resources, and a prodigious

growth both in the art of instrumentation and in the

I
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variety of instruments, but the modern musician has

at his command far better players, far larger orches-

tras, and far more powerful choirs, than his prede-

cessors ; so that the pettiest composer of the year

eighteen hundred and eighty-six is able to produce

effects of which Handel and Bach never dreamed, and

may employ methods of which they were utterly

ignorant.

Thus it comes about that we are divided from the

great musical creations of bygone times by more than

the inevitable veil which, talk as we may of the

immortality of genius, does always somewhat alter,

and must, in some cases, dim our perception of the

artistic work of the generations which have preceded

us. Whatever be the language in which these may

speak, whether that of poetry, of painting, or of

music, their voices come to us across the centuries

with something, be it ever so little, of a foreign

accent. But in the case of music, their language has

not merely a somewhat unfamiliar turn, it is in

certain important respects imi)erfectly developed

;

and the ideas it expresses are necessarily limited with

its limitations. So it comes about that the man of

average musical cultivation is incomparably more
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dependent on modern productions than the man of

average literary cultivation. Go back a century and

a quarter, and take the year 1760, the one Avhich

followed Handel's death : how poverty-stricken would

our libraries be if all the literary works of imagination

which appeared before that date were suddenly

destroyed,—if our earliest playwright was Sheridan

our earliest poet Goldsmith, our earliest master of

prose Dr. Johnson ! It is not merely the student

who would suffer by such a catastrophe, the whole

educated world would lose an important fraction of

its daily literary food. But with music the case is

otherwise. The largest portion of the Avorks of even

the great musicians before the date I have named

have either perished beyond hope of recovery, or

slumber in their original manuscript undisturbed on

the shelves of our libraries and museums. And it

would, I think, be rash to say that, with the excep-

tion of Handel and Bach, there is a single composer

Avhose most important works are the familiar com-

panions of the ordinary musical amateur. Now,

therefore, that we have just celebrated the bi-centen-

ary of Handel's birth with more than the magnificence

which distinguished the celebration of the centenary.
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it is a fitting time to ask how far the musical experi-

ence of the century,—which is thus, as I have shown,

relatively of far greater importance than a similar

experience in the case of letters or painting,—has

modified the verdict which our great-grandfathers

passed on their adopted countrymen. It is Avorth

inquiring what is the amount of our debt to him

;

what it is that he did which none had done before

him ; and how far what he has done has been better

done by those who have come after.

Before going into this question, it may be worth

while to remind the reader of the principal dates in

Handel's artistic career.

Handel, born in 1685, in Lower Saxony, was the

son of a doctor already past middle life. The father

knew nothing, and cared nothing, for music. The

child showed that early and inevitable inclination

towards it which has distinguished so many great

composers. He was designed for the law, but in the

conflict which ensued between the plans of the father

and the tastes of the son, the latter finally jDrevailed,

and the young Handel commenced his musical educa-

tion at the age of seven, under Zachau, organist of

Hulle Cathedral. Here he acquired all that was to
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be learned in the great Organ School, and there was

even a moment when he appears to have contemplated

taking an organist's place at Liibeck, in which case

Bach might have had a rival on his own ground.

According to the story, he was prepared to accept all

the conditions attaching to the post except that of

marrying his predecessor's daughter; and, if this

anecdote be true, it is perhaps owing to the absence

of charm in this young lady that he has left us opera

and oratorio instead of organ music and mass.

As events actually turned out, Italy (which he

visited after an important stay at Hamburg) was des-

tined to have nearly as large a share in the formation

of his style as Germany. He visited it in 1706 ; was

received with open arms in Eome, Naples, and Venice
;

made acquaintance with Corelli and A. Scarlatti

;

composed two oratorios and two operas ; and learned

all that was taught in what was still the great centre

of art education in Europe.

Strong in this combination of Italian and German

art, Handel came to England in 1710, and a few

weeks afterwards produced the opera "Rinaldo,"

which has never been surpassed, either by its author

or any one else, in the particular style of opera
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composition which prevailed in the first half of the

eighteenth century.

A composer of operas he remained in the main for

more than twenty-five years, but he early showed his

genius for that peculiar form of art in Avhich he has

never been excelled, i.e. writing for chorus. The

Utrecht and other Te Deums, the Utrecht Jubilate

(1713), the Chandos Anthems (1718), Esther (1719),

and Acis and Galatea (1720), contain the promise, and

more than the promise, of what he was destined

ultimately to accomplish. These last works were

composed while Handel was acting as chapel-master

to the Duke of Chandos. It is interesting, by the

way, to note the extraordinary liberality with which

musical artists, especially in England, Avere treated in

the earlier part of the last century. Handel received

in pensions from the Crown no less a sum than £500

a year. For the composition of " Esther " he received

£2000. Buononcini, in like manner, is said to have

received a present of £5000 and a pension of £500

from Henrietta, Duchess of Marlborough. Eighty

years later, Beethoven, the spoiled darling of the

Austrian aristocracy, received, at the height of his

fame, a pension of about £140, and £50 for the
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greatest of his works. The fact is not less striking

if we compare the treatment received respectively by

men of letters during the same period and by

musicians. In Handel's time, as we all know, litera-

ture, not less than art, depended as much on the

patronage of the great as on the favour of the public
;

yet I cannot recall any instance in which a man of

letters, however distinguished, received either from

the Crown, or from the nobility, anything at all

approaching the sums which were lavished upon

Handel, and upon Buononcini.

In 1720 was started a Society destined profoundly

to affect the future of Handel's career. The Royal

Academy of Music was founded in order to promote,

on the most magnificent scale, the performances of

Italian opera. Handel was appointed its conductor

;

Buononcini and Ariosti aided him in the work of

composition. For some time matters went smoothly

enough ; but the jealousies which arose between the

Society and its conductor, between the rival com-

posers, and between the rival singers, soon produced

a degree of discord fatal to that unity of action

without which continuous success was impossible.

Handel broke with the Society, and set up, first in
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1729, iu partnership with Heidegger; afterwards (in

1734) on his own acconnt. The results of such a

proceeding are what might easily have been antici-

pated. Few have been the places, and brief the

periods, in which the opera has been able to support

itself on any considerable scale in entire independence

either of private munificence or State subvention.

London, as readers of Colley Gibber's Apology are

aware, could with difficulty in the early part of

the last century support two playhouses. A scheme,

therefore, which required that it should support two

opera-houses was foredoomed from the first to dis-

astrous failure. It did not require the unprecedented

success of the " Beggars' Opera " to destroy its exotic

rival ; that rival was predestined to destruction, had

Gay never written, nor Pepusch composed. Handel

became bankrupt in 1737, and in the same year was

struck down by paralysis. Health and fortune alike

deserted him, and so low had he sunk that to rise

again might have seemed impossible. But, in truth,

what appeared to be the end of his career was, so

far as posterity is concerned, almost the beginning of

it. He had before this period composed at intervals

three oratorios, besides "Acis and Galatea," and
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"Alexander's Feast." To oratorio he now almost

exclusively devoted himself. In the fourteen years

succeeding his bankruptcy he produced the whole of

that immortal series (with the exception of "Esther,"

" Deborah," and " Athaliah ") by which his name is

for ever rendered illustrious. And although he did

little in the Avay of original compositions after he was

attacked by cataract in 1752, his musical activity

never ceased. He continued, amid growing fame

and increasing prosperity, to conduct his oratorios

until the very end. The end came in 1759, only a

week after he attended a performance of the "Messiah."

He died on the day before Easter Sunday at his house

in Brook Street, at the age of seventy-four.

So lived and so died this great artist. That his

life was one of ceaseless production,—that he contri-

buted, more than any musician of his time, to the

delight of his generation,— is praise that will be

grudged him by none. But what is impartial criti-

cism to say of his work in its larger aspects 1 How

far did he improve upon the art of his predecessors ?

How far did he smooth the path of progress for

those who were to come after him 1 Has he, for an

age familiar with the masterpieces of Beethoven,
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Mendelssohn, Schumann, and "Wagner, any but an

historic interest ?

In answer to these questions it must, I think, be

admitted, in the first place, that he cannot be said to

have aided the advance of music in the same degree, or

even in the same sense, as some other of the great

composers I have named. We can assert with confi-

dence that without Haydn we should not have the

Mozart we know; that without Mozart we should

not have the Beethoven we know ; and that without

Beethoven the whole musical history of the nineteenth

century would have been utterly different from what

it is. No such proposition can be advanced respecting

Handel. In England, he left behind him some

humble imitators, who were more successful in steal-

ing his phrases than in catching his inspiration, but

he left no school. On the Continent he did even

less. His works form, as it were, a monument,

solitary and colossal, raised at the end of some blind

avenue from Avhich the true path of advance has

already branched ; a monument which, stately and

splendid though it be, is not the vestibide through

which art has passed to the discovery and exploration

of new regions of beauty.
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Intimately connected with this peculiarity is

another, deserving of notice in the same connection.

Handel was not, as regards the technical method of

producing musical eflfects, in any sense a great inno-

vator; as regards form, he rather exhausted the

possibilities of those already in use than added to

their number. Consider, for example, his overtures.

Delightful and spirited as these are, admirably as

they are contrived—not, indeed, like modei'n over-

tures, to give a kind of foretaste of the drama which

is to follow, but—to attune the minds of the audience

to its opening scenes, they are, with rare exceptions,

framed on one unvarying model. For more than

fifty years he was content to preface opera and

oratorio alike with the kind of introduction that was

in fashion when, as a youth of nineteen, he wrote his

first opera at Hamburg ; and the overtures to the

"Messiah" and to "Samson," however in other

respects superior, did not differ in form from those

with which, two generations previously, Lulli had

delighted the Court of Louis XIV.

Similar observations may be made respecting his

operas. They were, no doubt, by very much the

best works of their kind which had ever been pro-
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duced. Many of the airs which they contain are

still familiar to us ; many more deserve to be so

;

and, even when divorced from their dramatic setting,

may continue to give exquisite delight. But on the

whole it would, I suppose, be true to say that after

expending for more than thirty years his time, his

money, his health, and his unequalled genius, on the

cultivation of the Italian opera, he left it richer,

indeed, by innumerable masterpieces, but in other

respects very much where he found it— fettered,

that is, by endless conditions, imposed not so much

to satisfy the requirements of dramatic propriety as

to moderate the rivalries of competing singers.

It seems at first sight strange that any man of

genius should have patiently submitted to rules

which, from the point of view of art, were perfectly

arbitrary. The explanation is, no doubt, to be found

in the circumstance that up to the middle of the

eighteenth century (speaking very roughly) the

orchestra was a mere adjunct to the voice, and that

the revolution, which seems in these later times to

have made the voice a mere adjunct to the orchestra,

had not even begun. The modern composer for the

stage sometimes writes as if singers were a necessary
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evil which have, no doubt, to be endured in order to

carry on the dramatic dialogue, but which need to

be treated with no sort of consideration. If this be

a fault in one direction, a point on which I offer no

opinion, the early composers of Italian opera fell, or

were driven, into the oj^posite one. They lived at a

time when the powers of execution possessed by

performers on every instrument (except, it is said,

the trumpet) were very inferior to those which are

now common, but when the voice was cultivated with

an assiduity and a success which have never since

been rivalled. The comjDOsers could thus command

inimitable technical skill in their singers ; but the

singers required in their turn a degree and a kind of

consideration which has never before or since been

asked or received by the interpreters of a work of

genius from its creator.

Thus Handel, in most of his operas, not only

observed the elaborate system of rules which were

contrived to ensure that, Avhile each singer should

have sufficient scope to display his talent, no singer

should have too much, but ^vrote his music with a

special view to the particular aptitudes of the various

members of his staff. It is, I believe, possible to
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discover, by a mere examination of his score, not

only what was the compass of each performer, but

what was his peculiar excellence or weakness, and in

what part of the register lay his best and most effec-

tive notes. We are told that when Cuzzoni and

Faustina were performing together at his theatre,

—

when all London was divided as to their merit : when

the strife so engendered rose to a pitch of bitterness

which, even in the age of Walpole and Pulteney,

surpassed the rage of political parties,—the composer

so nicely balanced the roles of the competing singers,

contrived with so much skill to give to each exactly

equal opportunities for display, and, even when he

caused them to sing together in a duet, managed to

provide them with parts so precisely alike in promin-

ence and interest, that even the jealousy of rival

artists and rival women could not accuse him of

partiality. But however much we may admire the

ease with which art so trammelled could move, Ave

can no longer be seduced by the voice of a Farinelli

or a Faustina into forgetting that the trammels are

there. Therefore it is that the Italian opera of

Handel's time is dead beyond all hope of revival,

even in this age of revivals. No modern audience
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would tolerate it, even if modern singers could be

found to render it; and this, be it observed, not

because the music is old-fashioned, not because our

ears are tuned to richer orchestration or a different

flow of melody, though these things be true, but

because the composers of that day were compelled

by the tyranny of circumstances to cast their thoughts

in a shape which even a genius like Handel's could

not render immortal.

For this it Avould be unfair to blame the composer.

The greatest works which the world has seen have

not been dedicated to an unknoA\Ti posterity, but

have been produced to satisfy the daily needs of

their age, and have, therefore, of necessity conformed

to the tastes, and usually to the fashion and the

prejudices, of the period which gave them birth. So

it was with Handel's operas ; and, without doubt,

l)ut for two accidental circumstances, it is to the

production of operas that he would have mainly

devoted himself, to the infinite loss of posterity,

even to the very end of his career. These two

circumstances were — the rivalries and quarrels

already adverted to, which made it impossible

profitably to perform operas,— and the observance
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of Lent, which made it possible profitably to per-

form oratorios. The debt which all the arts owe to

the Church is infinite ; but, perhaps, the heaviest

liabilities have been incurred by music. It was the

liturgies of the Chiu'ch which supplied the inspiration

of all the greatest compositions down to comparatively

recent times ; it was Church choirs which supplied

the musical training ; it was Church funds which sup-

plied the necessary endowments. Slight, indeed, would

be our musical heritage if all was subtracted from it

which had been written for the Church, orby thosewhom

the Church had helped to teach or to support. These

benefits to art were due to the positive action of the

Church. That Handel devoted himself exclusively

in his later years to oratorio is due to its negative

action. During Lent, operas were discontinued, and

it was mainly through the accidental advantage thus

given to oratorio in the "struggle for existence," that

they were able to contend successfully against their

more showy rivals. We owe, therefore, "Israel in

Egypt," the "Messiah," "Semele," and "Hercules,"

to liturgical ol)servance less directly, but not less

really, than the " Missa Papse Marcelli," the " Passion,

according to St. Matthew," or the "Mass in D."
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Judging by the light of posthumous criticism, it

may seem strange that Handel should not have left

the opera till the opera had to all intents and purposes

left him, and that he did not devote himself to oratorio

till his theatrical speculations had finally broken down.

It is no doubt true that nowhere in Europe had the

experiment of oratorio, i.e. of dramatic pieces with-

out dramatic action, been tried as a popvdar enter-

tainment ; that it would have been folly to have em-

barked on such a speculation without full assurance of

its success ; and that Handel seems to have embarked

on it as soon as, by repeated experiment, he was con-

vinced that such assurance had been obtained. But it

must be acknowledged that he was not easily convinced.

Note the stages through which these experiments

passed. "Esther," the first English oratorio, was

written for a private patron, and for private perform-

ance. " Acis " had the same origin about the same

time. Both were written at a period when there

was no Italian opera in London, and when therefore,

Handel had no other outlet for his dramatic talents.

For more than ten years after this the composer,

entirely occupied with operas, neither added to the

number of his oratorios, nor caused those which he

K
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had already finished to he performed. And even

then, though sinking to the lowest ebb of fortune, it

Avas due to external influences rather than to his

own spontaneous impulse that he began slowly and

cautiously to turn his creative energies in what now

seems to us their natural direction. The first in-

cidents which led to this were some private perform-

ances of "Esther" by the children of the Chapel

Eoyal, with action and scenery. This led to a desire

for a representation of the same oratorio, by the

same performers and in the same way, at the Opera

House. But here, fortunately, the Bishop of London

stepped in. He was ready to allow the children of

the chapel to sing, but not to act. In so doing, he

no doubt conceived himself to be furthering the

interests of propriety, if not of morality ; but he

was, in reality, furthering with far more decisive

effect the interests of art. It is not wholly im-

possible that, but for his intervention, Handel Avould

have aimed at the production of a form of oratorio

which, in accordance with tradition, would differ

little from opera, except in the choice of subject, the

somewhat greater freedom of construction, and in

the greater prominence given to chorus. In so
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doing he would, as I shall presently show, have

forfeited his deep claim to our gratitude as a musical

innovator. His later Avorks would have borne to his

earlier very much the same relation that Racine's

"Athalie" bears to his "Iphigenie." They would

have been more edifying, but not in any artistic

quality essentially different or superior. How slowly

Handel reconciled himself to the idea of oratorio,

as he himself has taught us to understand the term,

is further proved, if further proof be wanting, by the

fact that the first public pei'formance of " Acis " (not

given, it may be noted, until Handel was driven to

it in order to forestall an impudent attempt at musical

piracy), was represented without action, indeed, but

with appropriate scenery, costumes, and decorations.

This, however, was a theatrical hybrid that necessarily

remained barren. It was a compromise which could

not last, and accordingly, in the next year, Ave see

him in "Deborah" and "Athaliah," finally accepting

oratorio as a form of entertainment by which he

might appeal to the public as he had before appealed

to them by opera.

Such were the slow gradations of success by Avhich

Handel Avas, as it Avere, reluctantly forced to dcA'ote
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the full strength of his matured genius to the exclu-

sive production of that class of works which are for

ever connected Avith his name, and of which he was,

perhaps, as much the inventor as, in this world of

slow development, any one is the inventor of anything.

Antiquarians, it is true, trace the pedigree of the

oratorio to the year 1600. They tell us that the

first oratorio was composed hy Cavaliere, that the

name originated in the accidental circumstance that

the first performance took place in the oratory of St.

Maria, in Vallicella, and they further define this

particular form of art for us as a sacred poem, of a

dramatic or allegoric character, sung by voices in solo

and chorus with orchestral accompaniment.

All this is true, is interesting, and is important.

But there is a certain danger that in laying stress on

this particular set of historical facts we should forget

circumstances not less true, not less interesting, and

even more important to the proper comprehension of

what was artistically new in Handel's work. In this

case, as in others, we have to be careful lest the

history of the name should divert our attention from

the history of the thing.

Now, what distinguished the oratorio of the early
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seventeenth century from the opera of the same date

was not the character of the music, hut the character

of the subject. Both were sung, and both were

acted ; both consisted of the same succession of airs

and recitative, occasionally varied in the same way by

slight choruses. The difference between them lay in

the fact that the theme of one was sacred, that of the

other secular, and it consisted in this fact alone. But

this is not a circumstance of the slightest interest,

artistically speaking, nor does it in the slightest

degree indicate the real difference between Handel's

English oratorios and his Italian operas. If any one

entertains a doubt on the point let him consider in

what categories he would respectively place Handel's

Italian work, " Resurrezione," and " Hercules," The

first is indistinguishable in form from " Rinaldo "
;

the second is indistinguishable in form from " Samson."

But the first is sacred, the second is secular. The

first, therefore, would, and the second would not, be

usually called an oratorio. I venture to think that

this terminology, however much in accordance with

usage, lays stress upon the wrong set of facts. It

draws attention to the subject of the words, not to

the character of the music,—to the theme selected by
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the librettist, and not to its treatment by the com-

poser. Now, whether we think it worth while to

depart from the ordinary usage of words or not, we

shall do well to bear in mind that while the oratorio

was, no doubt, in its inception essentially sacred,

secular dramas have been successfully treated after

the manner of oratorios ; and that while the first

oratorios were intended to be acted, the vital char-

acteristic of the perfected oratorio is that it is neither

acted, nor is, indeed, in most cases, by any possibility

capable of being acted.

A little consideration will show that this peculi-

arity is all-important. Of the three possible ways

in which a written drama can be presented to an

audience,—namely, as a play, as an opera, or as an

oratorio,—the opera has, and in Handel's time had

to a much greater extent than now, characteristic

weaknesses from which the others are free. In its

attempt to re-enforce the emotions produced by

acting, through the aid of those produced by music,

both the acting and the music suffer. For the whole

raison d'etre of acting is that it sufticiently resembles

nature to produce, with the aid of a little good-will

on the part of the spectators, a sense of reality. It
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is this sense of reality, and this alone, which makes

an acted play more effective than a recited one. But

if the actors, instead of rendering the emotions of the

characters they represent, are occupied mainly in

rendering the music of the composer,—if they have

to carry on their ordinary conversations in recitative,

and mark the critical situations by the delivery of an

aria,—illusion becomes impossible. Even the most

perfect acting and the most realistic scenery require

some allowances, and can only be accepted by the aid

of certain tacit conventions ; l)Ut it is too great a

strain to put upon our powers of self-deception to ask

us to accept as true to nature ladies and gentlemen

who make love in elaborate duets or die in the

execution of a trill. No doubt, in recent times a

successful effort has been made to diminish these

objections by throwing the chief musical interest into

the orchestra, and by altogether preventing the per-

formers from stopping the action of the drama by the

execution of set pieces of music ; but in Handel's age

such a device would have been impossible, if for no

other reason yet because the orchestra of those times

was utterly unfit to bear the weight of so heavy a

responsibility.
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If ill opera the music impaired the verisimilitude

of the acting, it is not less true that acting limited

the variety of the music. Before the instrumental

revolution of the last hundred and fifty years, the

most powerful musical effects, without comparison,

which the musician could command were produced

by the chorus ; and the use of choruses was strictly

limited both by dramatic convention and by stage

necessities. So that in Handel's case we have the

extraordinary absurdity of the greatest master of

choral effect the world has ever seen restricted to the

composition of recitatives and airs, only here and

there relieved by the meagre and trifling choruses per-

mitted by the rules and practice of the Italian opera.

In giving up the attempt to combine dramatic

music with dramatic representation, the oratorio

freed itself at once from all these absurdities, and all

these limitations. It ceased to be acting marred by

singing ; it became recitation glorified by music ; and

this gave it another advantage, of which it is necessary

to take note. The story of a drama Avritten for the

stage, or framed on the model of those that are so

written, is necessarily given in the words of the

various dramatis persunce; in this respect differing
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from a piece written in the epic, narrative, or de-

scriptive form. But this difference, Aital as it is

when we are dealing with plays or poems, loses all

importance in the case of oratorios. It is superfluous

to distinguish an oratorio like " Samson," in which

everything is sung hy personages in the story,

—

Delilah, Manoah, Israelitish women, and so forth,—

from one like " Israel in Egypt," in which there are

no personages at all, but only a series of descriptions.

You may, if you please, call one dramatic and the

other epic, but the distinction is here immaterial.

Both consist essentially of a connected series of inci-

dents stated in Avords, and interpreted by music.

And provided the incidents be of a kind which lend

themselves to such interpretation,—provided they be

sufficiently connected to give unity, sufficiently con-

trasted to give variety, and at the same time fairly

co-ordinated into an artistic whole,—the librettist

need trouble himself no more about the possibilities

of stage representation than he need about the unities

of time and place.

But the superiority of the oratorio over its

dramatic rival as an " art form " is not more decisive

than its superiority over its Church rivals, the Passion
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and the Mass. We must not be misled in this matter

by the splendour of the music associated with these

names ; for it is not the music I am discussing, but

the use to Avhich the music has been put; the

"poetic form" to which it has been wedded. Now

the libretto of a Passion music was simply a Mediaeval

miracle play born out of due season. It had all the

limitations Avhich arise from the fact that it dealt

with only one subject in only one way, added to all

the limitations due to the circumstance that its

object was not aesthetic, but devotional,—that it was

intended to promote, not pleasure, but edification.

It is impossible but that the music with which it was

associated should suffer from these disadvantages
;

that it has so suffered may be inferred from the fact

that it has been (comparatively speaking) seldom set

by musicians of genius, that of all the sittings there

is but one in which posterity takes much interest,

and that to do full justice to this one we have to

remember that it must be judged from the point of

view of a religious ceremony in which the audience

were expected to take a part.

Observations not wholly dissimilar may be made

respecting the Mass as a theme for musical treatment.^
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If intended for use in church it can only be regarded

as an accessory to the most solemn act of Christian

worship, and must necessarily be interrupted by

those parts of the service which are not sung by the

choir. If intended for the concert-room it can only

be considered as a sacred cantata on a somewhat

extended scale, of which the succession of ideas,

however consecrated by usage, has been determined

by liturgical and not by artistic considerations.

The oratorio, then, stands pre-eminent, at least in

the infancy of orchestration, among all the modes in

which music may be wedded to dramatic poetry. It,

and it alone, gives the musician the utmost latitude

in the choice of his subject, and in the employment

of his resources. It is Handel's glory to have per-

ceived its capabilities, and to have developed them

in a manner undreamed of by his predecessors, and

unsurpassed by even the greatest of his successors.

He brought to this task a peculiar combination of

gifts. His long connection with the operatic stage

had brought to perfection the dramatic genius and

the inexhaustible flow of melodj^ which he inherited

from Nature. He was able to combine this with a

power of choral composition already exercised in the
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great series of "Chandos Anthems," in the various

settings of the "Te Deum,' and in other compositions

for the Church, and which, in its kind, has never

since been approached. All that was great in opera,

all that was great in Church music, together with

much that stage limitations excluded from the first,

and religious feeling from the second, thus united to

adorn dramatic narratives, wliich, however indiflferent

as literature, were seldom deficient in powerful situa-

tions well fitted for musical treatment.

^

It is not necessary here to dwell at length on the

characteristics which, as we are told so often and so

truly, distinguish his style, especially in choruses.

1 Handel lias, indeed, been, on the whole, fortunate in the
pieces he has set. Some of them were by the most distinguished

men of letters of his own and the preceding age. Not to mention
the cantatas composed to words by Milton and Dryden, Pope is

said to have written "Esther"; Gay wrote "Acis"; Congreve
wrote "Semele"; " Athaliah " was based on Racine; and the
text of "Samson " is Milton siioiled. From names like these it is

something of a descent to go to Mr. Jennens and Dr. Morell. But
even Mr. Jennens, and Dr. Morell, and a clergyman of the name
of Miller, who surpassed even these in the art of sinking in poetry,

though they were far from being either tolerable versifiers or

tolerable playwrights, knew something of their business. They
supplied a certain number of incidents, described in a certain

quantity of doggrel, wisely leaving it to the composer to furnish

the genius and the imagination. Accordingly, they produced not
unsuccessful librettos, when better men might, perhaps, have only
.succeeded in giving us not unsuccessful poems.
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The grandeur, the contrapuntal learning, the

ingenuity with which that learning is concealed, the

melodious smoothness of the part-writing, and the

extreme simplicity of the means often employed to

produce the most striking effects,—all these are

familiar qualities of a familiar composer, on which it

would be wearisome to dilate, unless with an amount

of technical discussion and illustration wholly out

of place in this essay. Yet criticism should have

something to say without lapsing into the platitudes

of eulogistic commonplace on the one side, or into

minute and, to most readers, dry and tedious com-

mentary on the other. It is not, perhaps, very easy

to say it, and it is not rendered much easier on this

occasion by the fact that the writer of these pages is

obliged to confess to a degree of affectionate devotion

to the great composer which it is not possible, or I

had almost even said, which it is not desirable, that

the majority of readers should show. Yet, as it is

permissible to feel for living personalities a degree of

regard not nicely apportioned to the number and

quality of their virtues, as we may have a tenderness

even for their shortcomings, a lurking affection even

for their very weaknesses, the same latitude of tolera-
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tion must now and again be granted us in another

sphere. In art as well as in life we must sometimes

be allowed to feel that the native splendour of what is

best in any man's work illumines, though with a bor-

rowed glow, those parts which are less excellent,

without being too constantly reminded that the glow

is borrowed. In art as well as in life it must be

given us sometimes to judge as lovers, and not Avith

the chill impartiality of mere intimate acquaintance.

A sentiment of this kind need not, we may hope,

impair the worth of criticism imless the critic is

rendered by it incapable of separating what is

personal in his estimate, from that which is universal,

unless it induces him to try and impose on the world

in general the results of his own idiosyncrasies as if

they were the products of tastes in which he might

expect the rest of mankind to share. From this

danger I shall endeavour to guard myself; and, in

order that my readers may feel reassured on the

point, I hasten to acknowledge that if, as is probable,

they are only restrained by the respect inspired by

a great name from saying that Handel is not

unfrequently simple even to the verge, or beyond

the verge, of commonplace, I agree Avith them, even
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though to me he is never tame. If they think that

Handel was frequently content to use again and yet

again phrases originally invented, perhaps, by others,

then worn threadbare through constant iteration by

himself, I admit it to be true, though to me they

seem always fresh. And if they further desire to

point out that Handel had certain tricks for producing

some of his great choral effects, striking, no doubt,

and characteristically simple, but still of a kind from

which time and repetition have removed all the

novelty and much of the charm, again I agree,

though they still charm me.

The truth is that, to every genius there is a

characteristic weakness, a defect to which it naturally

leans, and into which, in those inevitable moments

when inspiration flags, it is apt to subside. With

Handel this bias was towards melodious and facile,

though always vigorous, commonplace : as with Bach, it

was towards a crabbed and somewhat ungrateful treat-

ment of his materials. And in this, as in some other

respects, the external circumstances of the two great

contemporaries favoured their original differences.

Handel wrote to please the public by whom he lived.

Engaged, on his own behalf or on that of others, as
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the manager of those musical enterprises for which

he was also the composer, he necessarily failed in the

first of these capacities unless he was popular in the

second. Nor was the public which had to be attracted

either large in numbers or constant in taste. " The

town," as I have said, could scarcely, at the best,

support two playhouses. It could not, even with

the aid of enormous private subventions, support two

opera-houses. And, as the audiences at Drury Lane

deserted Vanbrugh and Congreve for the pantomime,

so the audience at the Haymarket deserted Handel

and Buononcini for the "Beggars' Opera." Handel,

therefore, is in the same category as the majority of

great creative geniuses. He was obliged to please

his own age ; he might please posterity if he could.

Bach, on the other hand, belongs to the smaller,

and, on the whole, perhaps, not more fortunate class,

whose contemporary public is so limited that, as

regards most of their work, they may almost be said

to have had only themselves to please. While Handel

was struggling with the administrative difficulties of

the London opera, Bach was organist of Leipsic.

There it was that he produced his greatest works,

and collected round him a devoted and admirinsr
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body of pupils. But from the public he neither

desired anything nor got anything. It was his

business to compose a certain number of sacred

cantatas for the festivals of the Church, and he

composed them. It was the business of the worthy

burghers of Leipsic to listen to them,—and they

listened to them. There is no evidence that the

great composer ever sought to excite their enthusi-

astic appreciation, and there is every evidence to

prove that he never obtained it. He laboured at art

for art's sake, with all the good, and some, perhaps,

of the evil results that not uncommonly attend that

operation; and he has had his a^Dpi-opriate reward.

He is,—what Handel has never been, nor would

ever perhaps have desired to be,—above all things,

an artist's artist ; one who enjoys chiefly the ad-

miration of experts, but enjoys that in overflowing

measure.

There is one other criticism on Handel's work

more often explicitly avowed, though not, perhaps,

so often felt as those to which I have alluded, which

I notice only that I may express my own emphatic

dissent from it. AVe are frequently told that Handel

is not original. If by this is meant that he freely

L
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used the tags and commonplaces that were the

common property of the musicians of his day, or

that some of his instrumental slow movements, for

instance, show in ever}' note of them unmistakable

signs of the influence of Corelli, it is no doubt true,

though not very interesting or important. But more

than this is usually implied, if it is not actually

stated. We are given to understand that his un-

acknowledged robberies from contemporaries and

predecessors Avere of a kind and magnitude which

must seriously affect our estimate of him, both as an

honest man and as an original genius. In support

of this indictment, recent investigators have drawn

up so formidable a catalogue of these borrowed

treasures, that at first sight it would almost appear

as if Handel rather compiled music than composed

it ; and that his works were due not so much to his

own natural inspiration as to the assiduous piecing

together of the fragments of other men's labours.

Now, the actual facts on which this theory rests I

take to be these :—After excluding from the list of

mis-appropriations those examples in which the re-

semblance is too shadowy, or the alleged plagiarism ^

1 For instance, the alleged imitation in the chorus "Hear,
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too improbable to make them adequate foundations

of any judgment adverse to his fame, there un-

doubtedly remains embedded in his mightiest

creations a large quantity of material- borrowed

principally from his own earlier writings, but to no

inconsiderable extent from the Avritings of other

musicians also. This re -use of old materials is of

the most varying degree of importance. Sometimes

it merely consists in the employment of a fugue

subject which had exercised the ingenuity or stimu-

lated the imagination of composers for the preceding

two hundred years ; e.g. the series of four ascending

and descending notes which Handel has used in the

" Horse and his Eider," and in the " Hallelujah

Chorus" ("Messiah"), and elsewhere, and which

Byrd, nearly two hundred years preiaously, set to

the words, " Xon nobis Domine." Of this species of

plagiarism, no one, even superficially acquainted with

the practice of musicians in the fifteenth, sixteenth,

Jacob's God " of a chorus by Stradella. I may here take note of

the singular anxiety of critics to discover Handelian plagiarisms.

The excellent article on Handel, for instance, in the Dictionary

of Music accuses him of stealing the subject of "Wretched

Lovers " from Bach's forty-eight preludes and fugues. The first

set of the latter was published in 1722, the former was WTitten

in 1720.
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seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, will see any-

thing to wonder at or to criticise. But, again,

sometimes it consists in the working up, perhaps,

into some great chorus, material, his own or borrowed,

which had formerly served a less august and stately

purpose. Interesting examples are to be found in

the use made of the Italian chamber duet in the

chorus " Wretched Lovers "
; in the use made of the

ground base to an air in the tenth Chandos Anthem,

in the rolling, oceanic accompaniment of the chorus,

"The waters overwhelmed them" ("Israel"); in the

use made of the theme of the quick movement in

one of the violin sonatas as the subject of the

triumphant choral fugue, "Live, live for ever"

(" Solomon ") ; in the use made of the opening move-

ment of the fourth organ concerto in the accompani-

ment to a chorus in " Alcina " ; and (to turn to

similar adaptations made from other men's works)

of the use made of the introductory phrase in Urio's

"Te Deum" in the chorus, "David his ten thousands

slew " (" Saul "). Again, it may consist in the

appropriation of large fragments of earlier works,

by himself or other people, and their employment

unaltered, or nearly unaltered, as episodes in new
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compositions of his own. See, for example, a chorus

of Astorga's, embedded as it %vere in "Then shall

they know" ("Samson"); and a chorus by Urio,

developed into "Our fainting courage" ("Saul").

Finally, it may consist in the simple transference,

with or without an alteration of the Avords, of a piece

of music from one composition to another. Thus he

is said to have appropriated the (to say the truth,

somewhat dry) chorus, "Egj'pt Avas glad " (" Israel"),

from an organ -piece by Kerl, without the altera-

tion of a note ; and thus he introduced, without

modification, into "Deborah," much of the music

which had previously done service in the Coronation

Anthems, and in the Passion music.

This, then, is an outline of the facts. How are

we to interpret them 1 It "VAdll be noted that in the

above rude classification I have lumped together, as

if they were of the same kind, the robberies Avhicli

Handel, like Bach, made from himself, and the

robberies which he made at the expense of other

people. The truth is that, aesthetically and artisti-

cally, I do not say morally, they are of the same kind.

His method of working appears to have been this :

—

He composed with extraordinary, even preternatural.
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rapidity, after relatively long intervals of unpro-

ductive repose. If the dates given in his MSS. are

to be taken as indicating the whole time spent on the

completion of the work, we have to suj^pose that the

"Messiah," for instance, took only twenty-four days
;

"Hercules" only twenty-nine days; "Semele" only

thirty-one days ; and " Judas " only thirty-three days,

and so of the others. Doubtless, some time may

in certain cases have been occupied in filling in

the score after the day set down as the final one of

composition ; doubtless, also, the work must have

been incubating and maturing long before he put

pen to paper. During this period, and during the

heat and fervour of actual composition, it would

seem that he took his materials where he could find

them, with a serene indifference as to whether they

were old or new, his own or other people's, the work

of a composer long since dead, or the newest growth

of his own inexhaustible genius. Rarely, therefore,

unless in the case of a piece d'occasmi, do these

borrowed pieces bear the marks of being foisted into

their places to save the composer trouble, or to

cover a momentary failure of inspiration ; in the

great majority of cases (I do not say in all) the
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appropriated ideas seem only then to have found the

setting and the use for Avhich Nature originally-

intended them, when Handel impressed them into

his service.^ They are wanderers, which have at

last reached their home,—migrating souls, which,

not till then, have found their fitting and perfect

embodiment.

This, I apprehend, indicates the test which we

ought to apply in forming a judgment on the

artistic merits of a plagiarism. If the borrowed

fragment shows like the marble capitol of a Cor-

inthian column built into the brickwork of a Medi-

aeval wall, the theft is a mistake ; and mistakes

are crimes,—indeed, the only crimes recognised in

the jurisprudence of art. But if it not only fits

harmoniously into the new structure, but shows

there for the first time its latent capabilities of

beauty or of grandeur, then, whatever judgment

we may pass on the morality of the plagiarist,

^ So much is this the case that the able, learned, aud enthu-

siastic biographer of Handel, Mr. Kockstro, so well known for

his labours in musical history and criticism, actually founds on it

a theory that Urio made his "Te Deum " out of fragments of

Handel, instead of vice versd. The theory will hardly hold water.

That it should ever have been advanced is a proof, if proof be

wanting, of the proposition advanced in the text.
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the plagiarism, as I conceive, stands justified at

the bar of criticism. To suj^pose, indeed, that

the originality of a work like " Israel in Egypt

"

is affected by any amount of such plagiarism as

I have described seems to me to ignore the essence

of that in which creative originality consists. Of

all Handel's works, none perhaps owe less than

the "Messiah," and none owe more than "Israel,"

to the labours of other composers. Of these two

immortal creations it is hard to say which is the

most perfect. But there can lie no doubt, as I

think, not only that "Israel" is the one most

characteristically Handelian, but that it stands out

amid all creations of the last century, whether of

poets, painters, or musicians, unique in its un-

l)orrowed majesty. To suppose that any amount

of laborious grubbing among the scattered MSS.

of forgotten musicians can shake a conclusion like

this, if in other respects it be well founded, is as

rational as to suppose that, by dint of sedulous in-

quiry, we could mete out the glory of having built St.

Paul's among the quarryraen who provided the

materials.

But, it will be said, the question of morality
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still remains. It cannot he riglit for a great

writer to appropriate the work of a small one,

and at the same time wrong for a small one to

appropriate the work of a great one. Bare justice

requires that a common rule should apply to both.

I will not venture on a full discussion of the

casuistical problem thus raised. An interesting

chapter remains to be Avritten on the history of

" private property in thought." When this is

accomplished, it will become clear, I believe, that

while, at the revival of learning and before it,

the unwritten code regulating such matters Avas

so lax that it was by no means considered necessary

to acknowledge even direct quotations, the monopoly

has become stricter and stricter down to our own

time. And it Avill also be found that some of the

greatest and most original geniuses— Shakespeare,

for instance, and Moliere—have distinguished them-

selves by the readiness with which they have made

use of other men's inventions. Among such is

Handel ; and with regard to him, and before

finally dismissing this topic, I will only make

two further observations. The first is, that he

does not himself seem to have regarded it as a
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thing to be ashamed of. Among the most astonish-

ing feats of appropriation which are laid to his

charge is the wholesale transference of large frag-

ments of a " Magnificat " by an obscure musician

of the name of Erba, to the score of "Israel in

Egypt, " Now, one of the only two copies of this

" Magnificat " known to exist is in Handel's hand-

writing, and is preserved among his manuscripts

at Buckingham Palace. But what is the history

of these manuscripts? They are by no means

casual chips from his musical workshop, scraped

together from holes and corners, and arranged for

the first time after his death. On the contrary,

Handel himself, always sedvdous of his fame, set

the greatest store by them. He intended leaving

them to his amanuensis, the elder Smith. He

quarrelled Avith Smith and then proposed to leave

them to the University of Oxford. He and Smith

afterwards became reconciled, and he reverted to

his original intentions. If, therefore, we are to

believe that in employing Erba's materials he was

committing what he considered, or what, in his

opinion, others might consider, a breach of morality,

we must suppose him to be guilty of the extra-
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ordinary folly of leaving the evidence of his mis-

demeanour in a convenient and carefully -preserved

shape among the jmpers on which he relied for the

honourable perpetuation of his memor}'. And we

must further suppose that he could venture to

quarrel with a man so intimately acquainted with

all the secrets, and according to the hypothesis,

the discreditable secrets, of his method, as was

Smith ; and that, with the fate of Buononcini before

his eyes, in a country which possessed its share

of learned musicians,^ and where Handel possessed

more than his share of open enemies and jealous

friends, he was prepared to risk reputation and

livelihood at once in order to save himself a few

hours' extra exertion.

My second observation is this. If the main

objection to robbery consists in the fact that the

victim of the robbery is injured by it, Handel's

appropriation of the music of his predecessors would

seem to be innocent, if not meritorious. So far

from their being injured by it in the quaiter in

Avhich injury was alone possible, namely, their

^ Among the most learned of whom was Pepusch, whom
Handel had ousted at Canons, and who had compiled the

"Beggars' Opera," which ruined Handel's operatic si^eculations.
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reputation, it is not too much to say that their

whole reputation is entirely founded on it. Who

would take the slightest interest in Urio if Handel

had not condescended to use his " Te Deum" in

"Saul" and in the "Dottingen"? Who would

ever have heard of Erba if Handel had not im-

mortalised him by introducing parts of his "Magni-

ficat" into "Israel'"? The truth is that Handel

has not cheated them out of their due meed of fame,

he has cheated them into it. And I apprehend that

if this were made a pi-eliminary condition of all

literary or artistic pilfering, the art of plagiarism

would not in all probability be extensively jiractised

or grossly abused.

From this long parenthesis on the nature and

extent of Handel's debts to other composers, rendered

necessary by the tone and temper, rather perhaps

than by the direct assertions of some contemporaiy

criticism, I turn to the more grateful task of dwell-

ing for a moment on the nature and extent of our

debts to him. And perhaps, if I had to describe his

special and transcendent merit in a few words, I

should say that it consisted in his unequalled power

of using chorus to express every shade of definite
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dramatic emotion. And in this connection I do not

think sufficient attention has been paid to the

astonishing range which Handel attempted to cover

in his choral compositions, or to the success which

attended his efforts. Other composers, though

surely not many, have equalled him in the dramatic

treatment of the solo voice. One other man has

equalled him in the easy and admirable mastery of

choral technique. But no man has equalled him,

scarcely any man has tried to equal him, in the free

application of chorus to every dramatic purpose, and

to the delineation of every human emotion which

language is capable of describing. Before his time,

and to no small extent since, chorus writing on a

gi-and scale was reserved almost exclusively for the

service of the Church. It was used, with scarcely an

exception, as the vehicle of devotion and as the

handmaid of liturgical observance,—an august and

splendid function, but one, from the very nature of

the case, circumscribed and limited. No art, indeed,

has exhausted, or will ever exhaust, the possibilities

of religious feeling. But no art has consented to

confine its efforts to the expression of religious

feeling alone. Sooner or later, each has sought
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new worlds to conquer, und, so far as regards music,

with which alone we are now concerned, it is to

Handel that we owe the most convincing proof that

the greatest resources of chorus could find a use out-

side the limits of Passion music. Anthem, and Mass,

in the vast and varied field of secular emotion.

It will perhaps l)e said that, after all, most of

Handel's oratorios are sacred, and that in such works

as "Samson," "Solomon," "Joshua," and " Jephtha,"

whose subject is taken from Bible history, as well as

in those like " Theodora," " Alexander Balus," and

"Judas Maccabpeus," where the story is distinctly

"edifying," he has limited himself to the si)here of

religion almost as closely as if he had written only

for the Church. But this is not so. Even of the

"Messiah," it would not Ije accurate to say that it is

religious in the same sense (though doubtless it is so

in as true a sense) as the Mass in B minor. A Mass,

like all other music that is or may be used for

ecclesiastical purposes, is in the main intended to

give heightened expression to the religious feelings

of the individual believers engaged in a common act

of worship. The "Messiah," on the other hand, is a

drama, though a drama unique in its kind. While
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it might be too much to say that -worship is absolutely

excluded from it, since it incidentally contains, not

prayer, indeed, but praise, yet worship is in no sense

its object, but, as in the case of other dramas, the

presentation of a series of facts, external to the

avidience, imited into an artistic and organic whole.

But, though a drama, it is not an historic drama.

If it touches, when necessary, on such historical

events, as, for instance, the Nativity, it does so only

in their most generalised and symbolic form, not as

events in a chronological narrative. Its theme is

nothing less than the New Dispensation, as under-

stood and accepted by Christendom; and only

familiarity, I think, blinds us to the singularity of

the subject, and the skill with which it has been

treated by librettist and composer (if, indeed, these

are, in this case, to be distinguished). The dangers

of the suljject, artistically speaking, are obvious.

The composer, with such a theme to deal with, might

have been tempted to set to music a theological

system ; he might even have had the perversity to

make his system controversial, and given, in ad-

mirable counterpoint, his special views on justifica-

tion by faith and baptismal regeneration. Handel
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committed no such error. ^ The work is perfect, not

merely in its separate parts, but it is perfect as a

whole. Everywhere the emotional side proper for

musical treatment has been kept before the hearer
;

and, through the admirable selection of the Avords,

the theme has not unfrequently risen to heights

where Handel's strength of wing, and his perhaps

alone, has been able to follow it. Few even of the

greatest among poets, musicians, and (since the

Revised Version, we may now add) scholars, have

succeeded in touching the words of our English

Bible without rushing on disaster. That which they

have found strong they have too often left feeble.

That which they have found sublime they have not

seldom left ridiculous. Of Handel, and of Handel

^ Dogma, it may be noted, must necessarily receive musical

exposition in every setting of tlie Mass : and it is one of the ob-

jections to that portion of the liturgy being used as, to all intents

and purposes, a musical libretto. In Mr. Poole's excellent little

Life of Bach he informs us that in the Creed of the B minor Mass

the Union of the Divine and the human nature in Christ is repre-

sented by "a canon first in unison then in the fourth below." It

is not impossible. The history of literature and art sufficiently

proves that in the way of conceits nothing is impossible. But if

it be so, the fact is sufficient to show how unfitted the subject is

to be treated musically. We presume that, if Bach had been re-

([uired to treat musically the doctrines of the Trinity, he would

liave done it in a canon, three in one, at the unison.
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only can we say that the most splendid inspirations

of Hebrew poetry gain an added glory from his

music, and that thousands exist for whom passages

of Scripture which have for eighteen centuries been

very near the heart of Christendom acquire a yet

deeper meaning, a yet more spiritual power, through

the strains Mnth which his genius has inseparably

associated them.

But if the "Messiah," though undoubtedly a

religious work, is to be thus distinguished artistically

from those great ecclesiastical compositions to which

choral writers had chiefly devoted themselves ; still

more widely separated from such are the bulk of

Handel's oratorios, Avhether their subjects are

borroAved from the Bible or not. It is true that

magnificent religious music is to be found in most of

them ; but it is, on the face of it, introduced in

obedience to the dramatic necessities of the situation,

and is found side by side with music very different

in character, but scarcely less magnificent, devoted

to the praise of Baal, of Dagon, of Moloch, of Sesach,

of Mithra, of Venus, and of other heathen deities

(for Handel's Pantheon was large
!
), interspersed

with much love-making and even more fighting.

M
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The historic causes, I had ahnost said the historic

accidents, to which we owe the great bulk of

Handel's choral work not intended for ecclesiastical

purposes, have been already explained. But the

spontaneous origin of "Esther" and of "Acis"

shows that he did not devote himself to unacted

choral drama from necessity till he had first tried

his hand at it from choice ; while we may, perhaps,

conjecture, from the solitary and, at the time, un-

successful experiment of "Israel," that he was pre-

pared to go even farther than he did in the use

of chorus had he found a public ready to follow him.

To our eternal loss, it was not to be. The sheer

grandeur of the unbroken choral series in which

Handel described the most thrilling and impressive

of national episodes, was too severe a strain upon the

patience of a London public in the reign of George

n. to be often repeated ; and even down to a com-

paratively recent date it has been found necessary to

relieve the audience and spoil the work by the intro-

duction of a few adapted airs.

But we need not forget what we have, in vain

speculations as to what under happier circumstances

we might possibly have obtained. Let any who
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desire to form a judgment on this subject run over,

as a preliminary exercise, the following list of twenty

choruses. I have paired the first eighteen according

to similarity of subject, so that different modes of

treating like themes may be compared :—(1) " Envy,

eldest born of hell " (" Saul "), " Oh, calumny " (" Alex-

ander Balus"). (2) "Hear, Jacob's God" ("Sam-

son"), "Immortal Lord" ("Deborah"). (3) "Oh,

Baal" ("Deborah"), "Ye tutelar gods" ("Bel-

shazzar"). (4) "Crown with festal pomp "("Her-

cules"), "From the censer" ("Solomon"). (5)

"Wanton god of amorous fire" ("Hercules"), "Let

no rash intruder" ("Solomon"). (6) "Eighteous

Heaven beholds their guilt" ("Susannah"), "By

slow degrees the wrath of God" (" Belshazzar ").

(7) "Tyrants now no more" (" Hercules "), "Mourn,

ye afflicted children" ("Judas"). (8) "We never

will bow down" ("Judas"), "Ye sons of Israel"

(" Joshua "). (9) " Fixed in his everlasting seat
"

("Samson"), "When his loud voice" ("Jephtha").

(10) "Draw the tear" ("Solomon"), "He saw the

lovely youth " (« Theodora").

Let the reader further recollect that this list

excludes the whole body of his compositions for the
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Church ; that it contains nothing from " Israel," and

nothing from the " Messiah " ; that such master-

pieces of descriptive and dramatic chorus -writing-

as are contained in "Acis and Galatea," "Alex-

ander's Feast," "St. Cecilia's Day," " Semele," and

other oratorios, find no place in it ; and he Avill have

convincing proof that variety and originality are as

remarkable characteristics of Handel's choral com-

position as, by common consent, simplicity and

grandeur are allowed to be.

Our first impression, perhaps, of the composer's

choral style is that, putting aside music of a strictly

religious kind, it lends itself most easily to the ex-

pression of popular sentiment in all its massive

directness. A nation's mourning or a nation's triumph,

national thanksgiving, national worship, the din of

battle and the song of victory,—these may seem the

subjects best suited to the large canvas and the broad

touch of the Handelian manner. Yet this would,

perhaps, be a rash judgment unless we can show that

he fell short of success in dealing with subjects and

situations of a different kind. Love, which occupies

a large space in Handel's as in all other dramatic

narrative, and which is dragged into his Biblical
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oratorios in a manner which not seldom verges,

according to modern ideas, on the ludicrous, naturally

falls, as a rule, to be treated by the single voice or in

duet. But the three choruses I have already quoted,

"Draw the tear from hopeless love," "May no rash

intruder," and "Wanton god of amorous fire,"

absolutely diverse as they are both in sentiment

and musical treatment, are a sufficient proof that

the writer of "Love in her eyes sits playing," and

of "Where e'er you walk," could, when he so

desired it, throw as much passion into his choruses

as he could into his solos. Again, what could

be more perfect than the manner in which the

composer of " Israel in Egypt " has caught the

pastoral note in "Acis and Galatea"? The task

was far from an easy one. With rare exceptions

it may be asserted that every poem of the last

century, in so far as it is either pastoral or mytho-

logical, is certain to be frigid and artificial, and

almost certain to be intolerably dull. Gay's poem

was both pastoral and mythological. Yet, as

treated by Handel, so far is it from being either

frigid or dull, that there is not a frigid or a dull

thing in it. The unhappy loves of Nymph and
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Shepherd are portrayed with a tender sentiment,

from which the tragic note is yet carefully excluded.

The "Monster Polypheme," grotesque and yet ter-

rible, is not only drawn in both characters with admir-

able skill, but plays his part as villain of the piece

with no undue or discordant emphasis, while the

whole drama is acted against a pastoral background,

so fresh and delicious, so like the country on a breezy

summer-day, and so unlike the country as it was

portrayed in the fashionable pastorals of that period,

that it is manifestly not from such sources that

Handel drew his inspiration.

In extreme contrast to the pastoral charm of

" Acis," at the other end of the dramatic scale, we

find the composer attempting tasks of not less

difficulty with not less success. To take a single

example. There is no incident of Biblical,— or,

indeed, of any other,—narrative more charged with

dramatic meaning than the interruption of Bel-

shazzar's feast by the mystic writing on the wall.

But it is not one specially suited for musical treat-

ment, particularly for musical treatment unassisted

by action and scenic effect. If the reader will

glance at the way Handel has dealt with the
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problem, keeping in mind that he had to trust

entirely to the imagination of his audience to supply

the stage properties; that the parts of "Belshazzar

the king, his lords, his wives, and his concubines,"

were taken by gentlemen and ladies in ordinary

evening dress; that the Babylonian banqueting- hall

was represented by the benches of a concert^room

;

that the writing, ominous of impending doom,

though talked about, could not, from the nature of

the case, be represented ; keeping in mind, above all,

that Handel had it not in his power to help himself

out of the difficulty by any of the orchestral devices

open to a modern composer ; and it will, I think,

be felt that his genius has exhausted the utmost

possibilities offered by the materials which he had

at his command. At the end of the first act the

scene opens. The desecration of the sacred vessels

taken from the temple at Jerusalem is protested

against in a chorus of admirable and solemn dignity,

supposed to be sung by captive Jews ; and, on Bel-

shazzar's stubborn refusal to yield on this point to

their protest or the entreaties of his mother, the

stroke of inevitable retribution is foretold in the

great chorus, " By slow degrees the Avrath of God,"
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which closes the act. In the middle of the second act

we are given the sequel of the scene. The wild revel,

vigorously rendered in the chorus " Ye tutelar gods,"

and in the drinking song of Belshazzar, " Let the

deep bowl," reaches its riotous culmination. Then

suddenly is seen the hand tracing on the wall, in

unknown characters, the decree of fate. The horror

of the king, the confusion among the guests, the

instantaneous change from the half-drunken gaiety of

the revellers to a terror the more awful because its

cause is mysterious and supernatural, are rendered in

the chorus of Babylonian courtiers which follows,

with a force not surpassed in simple strength even by

the narrative as it occurs in the Book of Daniel.

I have now said perhaps enough to vindicate the

claim put forward a few pages back on behalf of the

great composer, that the variety and dramatic force

of the effects which he obtained by the use of chorus

are as remarkable and unique as are their simplicity

and grandeur. But let it not be inferred from the

insistence with which I have spoken of his choruses,

either that his airs and recitatives are other than of

supreme excellence or that his choruses can be with

advantage considered as independent and isolated
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compositions, apart from the setting in which Handel

originally placed them. The truth is that no musician

who has ever lived,—not Mozart nor Schubert,—has

been endowed by nature with a more copious, fluent,

and delightful gift of melody than he. The aria,

indeed, suffers more quickly from the touch of Time

than the less fragile structure of chorus or symphony.

It wears less well, in part, no doubt, because it was

in many cases originally written as much to display

the agility of the singer as the genius of the com-

poser. Yet, make what abatement we choose from

the endiu-ing merit of Handel's compositions for

the solo voice, either on account of their old-fashioned

and somewhat formal arrangement into a. first part, a

second part, and a da capo ; or on account of the well-

worn "divisions" and turns of phrase, characteristic,

indeed, of the age, but most of all characteristic of a

composer who, with all his originality, never sought

for a new device when an old one would serve his

purpose ; enough will still remain to justify us in

ranking him among the very greatest masters of song

that the world has seen. In his airs and accompanied

recitatives, in spite of a manner which here and there

verges on mannerism, how he plays at will over the
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whole gamut of human passion ! From triumph to

despair, from love to frantic fury and desperation,

for whatever purpose it may be required, his power

of using melody with dramatic force is rarely found

wanting.

One quality of emotion, and, as I think, one only,

is but faintly and imperfectly represented in his

writings ; though, unfortunately, perhaps, for his

fame, it is the one most valued in modern art. To

describe this with accuracy, nay, to describe it at

all, is scarcely possible. Even to indicate vaguely its

nature is not easy; since music, not literature, has

been its chief exponent, and for these fine shades of

sentiment language scarcely provides a terminology

of sufficient delicacy and precision. Pathos hardly

renders it ; for though it can hardly be cheerful, it

need be impregnated with no more than the faintest

and most luxurious flavour of melancholy. There

is in it something indirect, ambiguous, complex.

Though in itself positive enough, it is, perhaps, most

easily described by negatives. It is not grief, nor

joy, nor despair, nor merriment. It is no simple

emotion struck direct out of the heart by the shock

of some great calamity or some unlooked-for good
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fortune. If it suggests, as it often does, an un-

satisfied longing, it is a longing vague and far off

which reaches towards no defined or concrete object.

It is the product and the delight of a highly-wrought

civilisatiorjj but of a civilisation restless and tormented,

neither contented with its destiny nor at peace with

itself. Its greatest exponent has been Beethoven,

and, if I am to illustrate its character by an example,

the example I should select woidd, perhaps, be the

third movement of his ninth symphony.

Now it must at once be conceded that Handel's

genius is but faintly tinged with this special emotional

colour. He was an unrivalled master of direct and

simple sentiment ; of love, fear, triumph, mourning

;

of patriotism untroubled by scruples, and of religion

that knows no doubts. But he was in no sense

modern. He no more anticipated a succeeding age in

the character of the emotions to which he sought to

give expression than in the technical methods which

he employed to express them. To many this may

seem matter of regret. With some it is undoubtedly

the cause why Handel's work arouses in them but a

cold and imperfect sympathy. Yet for my own part

I cannot A\ash it otherwise. To each stasre in the
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long development of art there is an appropriate glory.

I do not grudge it to those who are the first heralds

of a new order of things, in whose work is visible the

earliest flush of a fresh artistic dawn. But it is not

for them that I feel disposed to reserve my enthusiasm.

It is for those who have brought to the highest per-

fection a style which, because perfected, must have

been probably in the main inherited,—who have

pressed out of it every possibility of excellence that

it contained,—and who leave to their successors, if

these must need attempt the same task, no alternative

but to perform it worse. Of such was Handel. And

rather than lament that, living in the first half of the

eighteenth century, he did not anticipate the peculiar

triumphs of the nineteenth, let us with more reason

wonder at what he succeeded in accomplishing.

Among the many excellent qualities of the early

Georgian epoch spiritual fervour has never yet been

reckoned. Yet in the age of Voltaire and of Hume,

Handel produced the most profoundly religious music

which the world has yet known. Among the many

delightful qualities of its literature, sublimity has

not hitherto been counted. Yet in the age of Pope

and of Swift Handel conceived works whose austere
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grandeur has never been surpassed. This is an

astonishing fact. We should have expected, judging

from analogy, that the music of that period would

have shown excellent, if somewhat artificial, work-

manship ; that it would never have aspired to

dangerous heights, or been apt to fall below a certain

and by no means contemptible level ; that it would

have kept within rather narrow limits, but that

inside those limits it would have been admirable.

And, indeed, these things are true of much of

Handel's work and of that of his contemporaries.

But what we should never have anticipated is that

at the very moment that Pope was producing the

most finished of his satires, music should have been

performed in London which, in the qualities of

imagination and sublimity, we cannot parallel in the

literary world without going l)ack to "Paradise Lost."

An attempt has been made to claim Handel as an

Englishman, and no doubt he was so more truly

than Gluck and Cherubini were Frenchmen. But

though by choice, by tastes, by formal adoption, and

by prolonged residence he was a British subject, yet,

as Hanover was the country of his birth, and as

Germany and Italy were his teachers, it A\'ould seem
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as if the part which England played in the story of

his career was reduced to the comparatively humble

one of paying his pensions during life and raising

monuments to him after death. Something more

than this, however, remains to be said. The develop-

ment of genius, as of everything else, depends as

much upon what it is now the fashion to call

" environment " as upon its innate capabilities. Had

Handel's lot been cast, as it might so easily have

been, at some German Court ; had he been organist

at Hamburg, or capellmeister at Dresden, the greatest

work of his life would in all probability never have

been accomplished. Operas, concertos, harpsichord

suites, church cantatas, and Passion music we should

doubtless have had, as indeed we have them now.

But "Israel," the "Messiah," "Samson," the im-

mortal series of oratorios, secular and sacred, which

gave him his peculiar and undivided glory would, so

far as we can judge, never have been produced. To

be sure, it might be maintained that England's claim

to having encouraged the production of oratorio is

the somewhat negative one of having declined to

listen any more to opera. But this is only a part o

the truth, and the least favourable part. While in
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France oratorio has always proved a feeble and

unhealthy exotic, England has been its natural home.

Throughout the century and a half that have elapsed

since "Esther" was first publicly performed in London,

it has been largely with a view to the English market

that the great German masters have written their

choral compositions in this style. The libretto of

the " Creation " was a translation from the English
;

the published score was half subscribed for in Eng-

land, and it was performed in England within two

years of its completion. Beethoven's "Mount of

Olives," though the libretto has never suited English

taste, was performed here as soon as the Eroica

symphony by the same composer, which was first

produced in Germany the same year. Spohr's " Last

Judgment" was produced at the Norwich Festival.

Mendelssohn's "Elijah" was written for, and first

performed at, Birmingham ; and it may be said gener-

ally that while other German masterpieces have too

often conquered the public taste in this country by

slow degrees and after long delays, oratorio has fre-

quently taken it by storm. This, then, is England's

claim to a share in the glories of Handel's achieve-

ments. And the claim is no slight one. If he learned
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elsewhere all that the great organ school of Germany

and the theatrical and instrumental schools of Italy

could teach him, it was here, and here only, that he

obtained or could have obtained a full opportunity

of putting the combined lessons in practice ; here,

and here only, was there a public ready to accept for

its entertainment something that was neither Church

cantata nor secular opera, but which united into a far

more admirable whole the diverse excellences of both.

In the criticism which I have here attempted of

Handel's work I have refrained intentionally from

alluding, except in the most casual manner, to his

great contemporary, Sebastian Bach. This somewhat

difficult act of self-denial was not performed without

a motive. Nature herself seems to suggest a parallel

;

for never before nor since has she given to one genera-

tion two musicians whose work is hewn on so grand

a scale. Yet this particular process of comparison,

inevitable as soon as Bach began to be really under-

stood, has been almost wholly unprofitable. When

it has been said that they were born in the same

country, and in the same year ; that they shared the

sterling virtues of the German midde class of that

day ; that they absorbed, and used with incompar-
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able effect, all the musical learning of their age

;

that they both had quick tempers ; and that both

lost their sight, their points of likeness are well-

nigh exhausted. The contrasts between them, on the

other hand, are almost too deep to be instructive.

The things to be compared are too disparate to be

comparable. Both, indeed, spoke the same musical

language. With both counterpoint and fugue were

the easiest and most familiar means of conveying

their meaning. It could not be otherwise. A modern

musician learns with weariness the contrapuntal rules,

and laboriously contrives a fugue which shall satisfy

their requirements. Bat he writes in a dead language.

His composition is not so much an inspiration as an

exercise. Not improbably it is a very meritorious

exercise. But it carries on the face of it the stamp

of imitation, and it bears the same relation to a fugue

of Bach's that a copy of Latin hexameters bears to a

book of the Aineid. What, however, is almost impos-

sible now was almost inevitable before the middle of

the last century. In those days musicians thought

in counterpoint ; nor did they ever seem more spon-

taneous, or more securely in possession of the appro-

priate vehicle for communicating their thoughts, than

N
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when they em})loyed a form which in the hands of

their modern successors is apt to seem pedantic, rigid,

and intractable.

But though, from the mere fact of their being

contemporaries, Handel and Bach thus inevitably

employed the same idiom, the uses to which they

put it were wide as the poles asunder. Their genius

was utterly different. Their modes of thought were

even opposed. And this it is which makes a com-

parison of their respective merits useless, if indeed it

does not, by turning critics into partisans, make it

positively pernicious. The truth is, that we are here

brought face to face not with a question of taste, but

a question of tastes. It would be as reasonable to try

and determine which was the more admirable poet,

Shakespeare or Homer, Milton or Dante. Where

both have reached supreme excellence in styles Avhich

are utterly different, but which all must admit to be

great, who is to pronounce judgment ? Each man

Avill, dou1)tless, have his cherished predilection, but

Avho will attemjjt to imj^ose it on mankind '\ Those

who are the most devoted to one will, perhaps, be

the readiest to acknowledge that they could ill afford

to spare the other.
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It is singular to note how fate, Avhich endowed

both these great men so richly and yet so differently,

after starting them apparently on the same track,

contrived to make (except in the few particulars I

have mentioned) their outward circumstances as

diverse as their artistic leanings. Bach never

travelled beyond his native country. Handel made

a protracted musical progress through Italy, and

finally settled in England. Bach married twice,

and had twenty children. Handel died unmarried.

Bach remained the most German of Germans. Handel

became a naturalised Englishman. Bach's most

important position was that of " cantor " in a not very

considerable German town; Handel, mixing with

courtiers and nobles, reigned without a musical rival

in Great Britain and Ireland, his fame spreading far

beyond their limits, and (as a composer) surpassing that

of Bach himself even in Bach's own city. This differ-

ence in their destinies prevailed even beyond the grave.

Bach passed away almost unnoticed, and his memory

seemed to perish with him. His Avife died in want.

His daughter lived to be the object of public charity.

His works were scattered, and some of them have

hopelessly disappeared. His grave was desecrated.
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;iud he lies in a nameless and forgotten tomb. Far other

—to the honour of his adopted country be it said—was

the fate of Handel. He died full of fame and honour,

mourned by the nation whose hosiDitality he had for

so many years enjoyed. His body was laid to rest

in the Abbey, among the poets whose works he had

so often illustrated, and whose genius he had more

than equalled ; and there, from that day to this, have

been heard, at no distant intervals, strains which he

bequeathed to us for our delight. His works, religi-

ously preserved, were given before the century closed

to the world in the most magnificent edition Avhich,

I suppose, till then had been issued in any country

of the compositions of any master. And almost at

the very time when Mozart was painfully piecing

together, at Leipsic, the half-forgotten and wholly

neglected score of the i)oor remains of Bach's motetts,

the first centenary of Handel's birth was being cele-

brated at Westminster with a splendour till then

unrivalled in musical history.

Time has done much to redress the balance. Side

by side the two great names will live as marking, in

different ways, but with equal lustre, the culminating

point of one phase of musical develoi3ment. The
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history of art, and assuredly the history of musical

art, does not repeat itself. As one kind of tree

succeeds another Avith inevitable sequence in the

virgin forests of America, so has each generation its

peculiar artistic growth, which after-ages may admire,

but which they cannot reproduce without a conscious

and but half-effectual effort of imitation. The years

that have ekpsed since "Israel," the "Messiah," and

the "Mass in B" Avere first given to the Avorld, have

been fruitful in musical revolutions, which make it

impossible that w^e should ever see anything like them

again. Handel and Bach themselves, if they returned

to earth, neither could nor Avould produce works in

any way resembling, possibly not equalling, their

former masterpieces. Yet, though (as musical

chronology goes) these masterpieces are old, they are

not yet antiquated. In some respects we are probably

moi'e capable of apjjreciating them than the audiences

for Avhoni they Avere in the first instance Avritten

;

and Time, which has raised them up no rivals in their

OAvn kind, has not as yet materially dulled their

charm. Will this be always so 1 Will the year 1985

see a Handel tricentenary as successful and as truly

popular as the bicentenary of 1885, or the (so-called)
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centenary of 1784? Or will his music by that time

have sunk into the purely honorary dignity of an

historic curiosity, to be discussed learnedly, to be

treated reverently, to be heard in public not at all "?

It is hard to say. Literary immortality is an

unsubstantial fiction devised by literary artists for

their own especial consolation. It means, at the

best, an existence prolonged through an infinitesimal

fraction of that infinitesimal fraction of the world's

history during which man has played his part upon

it. And, during this fraction of a fraction, what,

or rather how many things, does it mean 1 A work

of genius begins by appealing to the hearts of men
;

moving their fancy, warming their imagination, enter-

ing into their inmost life. In this period immortality

is still young; and life really means living. But this

condition of things has never yet endured. What at

first was the delight of nations declines by slow but

inevitable gradation into the luxury, or the business,

or even the vanity of a fcAv. AVhat once spoke in

accents understood by all is now painfully spelt out

by a small band of scholars. What Avas once read

for pleasure is now read for curiosity. It becomes

"an interesting illustration of the taste of a bygone
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age," a "remarkable proof of such and such a theory

of aesthetics." " It still repays perusal by those who

have sufficient historic sympathy to look at it from

the proper point of view," and so on. The love of

those who love it best is largely alloyed with an

interest Avhich is half antiquarian and half scientific.

It is no longer Tithonus in his radiant youth, gazed

at with the passion-lit eyes of Luna, but Tithonus in

extremest age reported on as a most remarkable and

curious case by a Committee of the Eoyal College of

Physicians.

It may l)e thought, perhaps, that on one or two

names in literature is conferred, not merely the

privilege of never dying, but the privilege of never

growing old. I will not discuss a point so remote

from my present theme. We cannot, unfortunately,

obtain a return of the number of persons who are as

familiar with Homer's Greek as a dweller on the sea-

board of the ^gean in the tenth century B.C., nor of

the proportion of those possessing that accomplish-

ment who use it with a like confiding simplicity,

unmoved in their credulous enjoyment of the poetic

narrative by the clamour of contending critics, or the

accumulated scepticism of thirty centuries. Let it
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be granted, then, for the sake of argument, that

Homer is gifted with eternal youth, but let none

expect a like destiny for even the greatest among

musicians. Physical decay slowly despoils us of the

masterpieces of painting. Artistic evolution will even

more surely despoil us of the masterpieces of music.

Let us, then, rejoice that we live in an age to whose

ears the sublimest creations of the modern imagination,

in the only art which owes nothing to antiquity, have

not yet grown flat and unjirofitable ; that we are not

driven to rake painfully among the ashes of the past

in order to detect some faint traces of that fire of

inspiration which once dazzled the world ; that for

us " Israel " and the " Messiah " are still " immortal,"

because they live in our affections, not because they

lie in honourable sepulture upon the shelves of our

museums.



IV

COBDEN AND THE MANXHESTER SCHOOL^

Mr. ]\Ioeley's long-expected volumes are the last

and most important addition to the literature,

already of considerable extent, which is devoted,

more or less directly, to elucidating the life and

Avork of Cobden. The writings and speeches of

this distinguished public man, supplemented by

the biogi'aphical notices of friends and disciples,

have for some time placed at the disposal of the

public very sufficient material for estimating his

character; and probably the estimate, whatever it

may have been, will not be changed in an}^ im-

portant particular by the information contained in

the new biography. Nevertheless this work is far

from being a superfluous addition to recent history.

1 Nineteenth Century, Jan. 1882.
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It does not supply us indeed with the same kind

of literary enjoyment which Mr. Trevelyan has

provided for us in his Life of Macaulay. Nor

ought Ave to expect it. Cobden does not furnish

any material for a hiographer like that of which

]Mr. Trevelyan had made such admirable use,

—

for though effective both as a writer and speaker,

he is never by any chance l^rilliant. Nor, again,

need any one seek in Cobden's correspondence for

new lights upon the character and motives of his

contemporaries. Except during the negotiations

which preceded the French Treaty, he had few

opportunities of confidential intercourse with other

statesmen and party leaders : and he was not per-

haps of a temperament to make much use even of

the opportunities which he had ; so that his observa-

tions on individuals or parties do not, as a rule,

illustrate any person's character but his own.

Nevertheless, in spito of these inevital)le defi-

ciencies, a book which gives us Cobden's political

opinions, not as they appear full dressed in his

speeches and pamphlets, but as they are to be found

freely expressed in his familiar correspondence,

must be both important and interesting. And
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this Mr. Morley has certainly provided for us.

The selections from a voluminous correspondence

seem to be excellently made. And Mr, Morley has

taken care that his OAvn opinions, while sufficiently

enunciated, shall not occupy an unduly large share

of space : a reticence for which his readers may be

the more grateful, since, during the composition of

his work, he would seem, from his occasional

utterances, to have been in a frame of mind much

more suited to the pamphleteer than to the historian.

Cobden's career, if interesting for no other

reason, would be so for this, that it differs in

outline—is framed, so to speak, on a different plan

—from that of every other man who has risen to

eminence in English political life. It was unusual

in its commencement, in its course, and in its

culmination. Most men desirous of a share in the

direction of public affairs regard a Parliamentary

seat as the first, and a certain measure of Parlia-

mentary success as the second, requisite for gi'ving

practical effect to their political creed ; while they

look to office as the most effective instrument for

turning the power which they may so obtain to the

best account.
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If this be the normal course of an English

statesman, Cobden's course was abnormal in every

particular. His political importance depended

upon causes among which position in the House of

Commons Avas the smallest. The most triumphant

moment of his public life— the day on which the

Bill repealing the Corn Laws received the Royal

assent—occurred liefore he had sat through a whole

Pai-liament; and it is doubtful Avhether it would

have occurred a day later, or if he would have had

a title to a smaller share in the result, had he never

been a member of Parliament at all. Similar

ol)servations, though Avith considerable qualification,

might be made respecting his career generally.

Throughout his life he was always more concerned

in advancing some special object or in enforcing

some single idea than in taking a varied part in

the complex business of government ; and therefore

it was that he did not regard either Parliament

or office as essential instruments for carrying out

his pui'poses. Office might too easily become a

restraint; Parliament could not l)e more than a

superior " stump " from which the favourite opinion

might be advocated.
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Cobden therefore must be looked on rather as

a political missionary than as a statesman, as an

agitator rather than as an administrator. But he

was, for the particular oljjects he had in view, and

for the particular audiences he had to address, the

most effective of missionaries and the greatest of

agitators. Mr. Morley puts him in this respect

second to O'Connell, but in truth it is impossible

to draw a comparison between them. O'Connell

would have been as powerless among the middle

class of Lancashire and the West Riding as Cobden

would have been among the excitable peasantry of

Ireland. All large audiences are moved more through

their feelings than their reason. But an English

multitude differs from an Irish one in preferring

that appeals to its feelings should at least have the

external appearance of argument ; and in the art

of making such appeals Cobden was a master who

has never been surpassed.

The most superficially striking fact about this

career of political propagandism is the very different

measure of success Avhich it met with in its first

and in its second part. It is not too much perhaps

to say that the Colxlen of 1850-60 owed the greater
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part of his authority in the national councils to the

reputation acquired by the Cobden of 1841-46.

Men listened with respect to the untiring advocate

of peace and disarmament because he Avas the same

man who had so effectually preached against "mono-

polies." But they listened without conviction, and

he preached without success. In 1845 Sir Louis

Malet is able to describe him, not very accurately

indeed, but Avithout any glaring absurdity, as the

"tribune of the people." Ten years had not elapsed

Ijefore he sank from being the tribune of the people

to being the unpopular adherent of a small and

poAverless sect, Avholly unable to influence the

course of events, and scarcely able to obtain a

hearing except in the House of Commons, an

assembly which Cobden ungratefully^ declared to

be " packed " in the interests of that class whom

he regarded it as his special mission to oppose.

This striking change, which reached its dramatic

climax in 1857, when the so-called Manchester

School was for an instant deprived of political

existence, deserves explanation. It cannot be

said that the general arguments in favour of peace

and disarmament were either more difhcult to
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understand or aj)pealed to feebler motives than the

arguments in favour of cheap bread. Both the one

and the other were primarily (I do not say ex-

clusively) directed to plain and obvious feelings of

self-interest—a mode of persuasion of which Cobden

always had the highest opinion.^ Neither is it the

fact that the advocates showed less zeal and less

courage on the second occasion than on the first

;

for the zeal of the " Peace Party " was great, and

their courage beyond all praise. Nor yet can it

be alleged that their criticism on the prevailing

policy was right between 1840 and 1850, and

wholly Avi-ong between 1850 and 1860, since few

will, I suppose, be found prepared to defend in its

entirety the foreign policy of the Liberal and

Coalition Ministries during those years.

Mr. Bright, in 1857, when his party collapsed,

offered an explanation—indeed, tAvo explanations

—

of the problem. The first- he saw in the "ignor-

ance, scurrility, selfishness, ingratitude, and all the

unpleasant Cjualities that every honest politician

must meet with" when he "does his duty;" while

the second is given in the following sentence,

1 Vol. ii. p. 115. - Ihid. \x 194.
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-which I extract from a letter to Cobden of that

date:^ "In the sudden break-up of 'the school'

of which we have been the chief professors, we

may learn how far we have been, and are, ahead

of the jDublic opinion of our time. We purpose not

to make a trade of politics
;

" and so on.

Some less simi)le explanation, however, seems to

be required than that " the school " was honest and

enlightened, while other people were "ignorant,

scurrilous, selfish, and ungrateful." Politicians,

folloAving this example, need never find any diffi-

culty in placing their conduct in an interesting

light, whatever view the public may happen to

take of it. Are they the popular favourites ?

Then are they the representatives, the tribunes,

of the people, and speak almost with the voice of

inspiration. Does the people burn them in efiigy "?

It is a sign and measure of the extent to which

they are ahead of the public opinion of their time.

The people's voice is odd,

It is, and it is not, the voice of God.

With all deference, then, to the high authorities on

the other side, it appears to me that the principal

1 Vol. ii.
i>.

194.
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causes of the profound divergence between the

general feeling and the opinions of Cobden and his

colleagues during the last fourteen years of his life,

are to be found in the peculiar conditions of the

period in which they began their public life—con-

ditions which, themselves transient and exceptional,

have yet profoundly and perhaps permanently

affected the course of English politics.

In ordinary times and under ordinary circum-

stances there is no reason Avhy the line of political

"cleavage" should in any way coincide with the

difference between the manufacturins; and the asfri-

cultural interest. The fact that one man has his

property invested in land and farm-buildings, and

another in plant and machinery, does not in the

nature of things supply a sufficient reason for their

belonging to different political parties. The period,

however, when Cobden first took interest in public

affairs, was in this respect not ordinary. The very

imperfect representation of the great manufacturing

centres, Avhich it was the chief and perhaps the only

merit of the first Reform Bill to have remedied, left

a certain soreness even after it had disappeared.

When to the memory of this former grievance was

o
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added the consciousness of an existing wrong—-when

it was shown that in the interests of the class who

had too long retained an undue share of political

power, laws were in force which favoured their

material prosperity at the expense of those very

persons who had just been admitted to a full share

of Parliamentary influence—it is evident that the

conditions existed under which ordinary party war-

fare might be complicated by a struggle between

the manufactm^ers and agriculturalists, or, as Cobden

chose to put it, between the middle classes and the

aristocracy. These were facts which the philosophic

Radicals (who to a certain extent prepared the way

for their more robust brethren of the Manchester

School) were perfectly ready to demonstrate. Their

politics made them dislike the landlords, their

political economy made them dislike the Corn Laws,

and they Avere ready to supply any amount of

abstract reasoning in favour of a policy which

might impoverish the one by destroying the other.

Abstract reasoning, however, though not to be

despised as an ally, is by itself the feeblest of

political forces. If Protection had embraced the

whole circle of our industries, or if it had been used
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to keep up the price of anything but the necessaries

of life, fragments of it might have survived to this

day, in spite of all the demonstrations in the world.

But it so happened that the great change in our

fiscal system in the direction of Free Trade had

already begun in the pre-Eeform period under Lord

Liverpool, and had nut begun with agriculture. It

was inevitable, therefore, that the manufacturers

should ask Avhy Parliament in dealing with the articles

they produced should legislate in favour of the

consumer, while in dealing Avith the articles they

consumed it should legislate in favour of the pro-

ducer; and this question, though not more diflficult

to answer, became much more difficult to ignore

when commerce was declining, poor-rates rising, and

wheat cost seventy-seven shillings a quarter.

The interest of all this, so far as Cobden is

concerned, lies in the fact that instead of entering

into political life merely as a member of one of the

two great political parties, he entered it to fight a

manufacturer's, or as he called it, a middle -class

battle, against "aristocratic monoiiolists," with argu-

ments drawn from an abstract science. These

circumstances modified profoundly, and, as I think,
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pernicioTisly, the whole course of his public life.

They fostered the habit of regarding ull political

controversies as controversies between classes ; so

that (among other evil effects) to all the bitternesses

which arise from political disagreement was added

all the bitternesses which arise from real or imaginary

social divisions. They induced him to rate too

highly the importance of purely economic considera-

tions in deciding c|uestions of general policy, and

to misinterpret or ignore some of the most powerful

and by no means the most contemptible, motives by

which the history of nations is influenced. They

were, perhaps, the real causes of the un-English

character attributed to his school of statesmanship

by Mr. Disraeli, and which Mr. Bright, while he con-

fessed to it, characteristically claimed as an indica-

tion of its superior honesty and public spirit.

Those who are desirous to observe how these

causes conspired together to Avarp Cobden's political

speculations, may note his theory of " the aristo-

cracy," a theory almost as important in his political

system as is the law of gravitation in astronomy.

Mr. Morley appears entirely to share his hero's

views on this subject, and his two volumes through-
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out presuppose a version of the drama of English

history, according to which a selfish, unscrupulous,

and feudal aristocracy figures sometimes as the villain,

and sometimes as the fool of the piece, alternately

coercing, robbing, and corrupting a weak but

estimable middle class. "Selfish," "insolent,"

"corrupt," "depraved," "prejudiced," "stupid," "viru-

lent," "unscrupulous," "hypocritical," "unprincipled,"

are some of the expressions Mr. Morley is impelled

to employ, in order to do justice to his own and

his friend's views of landlords and aristocrats, pro-

tectionist or otherwise ; and though Cobden is more

moderate in his language, he is scarcely more reason-

able in his opinions. We are not, it must be re-

membered, dealing now with the rhetorical devices

—

the " violations of good taste and kind feeling "

—

which Cobden said ^ he found necessary in order

that audiences which declined to come merely to be

instructed might be "excited, flattered, and pleased "
;

nor yet with the outbursts of that irritable in-

tolerance, which, as displayed by one member of

the school, so strangely remind Mr. Morley ^

of the "wrath of an ancient prophet." We are

1 Vol. i. p. 194. - Ibid. p. 207.
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concerned with a theory which was gravely held by

the leaders of the "Manchester School," Avhich

modified all their political judgments and supplied

them with a key to all the mysteries of comtempor-

ary politics. According to this the population of

England might be divided, not only socially but for

all political purposes, into three classes— upper,

middle, and lower. The interests of the middle and

lower classes were identical, and w^ere both opposed

to the interests of the upper class. Nevertheless it

was the upper class Avhich governed the country. It

refused to admit any members of the other classes

to a share in the direction of affairs. It liked large

armaments, liecause they supported the younger

children of landlords. It liked war, because war

justifies large armaments. It liked an active foreign

policy, because that ahvays conduces to war. Its

very existence was a standing violation of the

" principles of political economy."

This singular theory was probably derived in

part from the doctrinaire school of political econo-

mists, who having divided the produce of agriculture

into rent, profit, and Avages, and having asserted,

truly enough, that rent as defined hy them was not
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earned either by labour or al:)Stinence, were apt to

regard its existence as an economic accident, un-

fortunately taken advantage of by a small and not

very useful portion of the community. It is evident,

also, that Cobden's views on this subject were

largely influenced by his own strong class feeling.

He chose to regard the manufacturers as a distinct

" order " in the State, and he chose to regard " the

aristocracy " as another and rival "order." One of

his early aspirations ^ was to see the commercial

classes "become the De Medicis, Fuggers, and De

"Witts of England, instead of glorying in being the

toadies of a clodpole aristocracy only less enlightened

than themselves." And many years later he ex-

pressed, in not less polished language, vehement

indignation against the manufacturers of Manchester,

who declined to be represented l)y so valiant a

defender of their "order" as Mr. John Bright.^

The principal cause, however, of Cobden's "class

theory " of English politics is, I believe, to l^e

found in the Corn Law controversy ;—and at first

sight the circumstances of this struggle might

seem to supply not only a sufficient motive, but

1 Vol. i. p. 194. - Ibid. p. 197.
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an adequate justification of it. For while there

could be no doubt that the leaders of the Protec-

tionists were landlords, it was also true that their

interests were involved in maintaining the pro-

tective system, while the interests of the urban

portion of the community lay on the whole in its

abolition. Here, if anywhere, might seem to

exist a state of things which would justify the

epithets of which I gave above an imperfect,

though sufficient catalogue.

In truth, however, a sober examination of the

facts of English politics, between the formation of

the League and the abolition of the Corn Laws, is

cpxite sufficient to show that the government of

England was not then, any more than at previous

periods of our history, aristocratic in any proper

sense of that term, and that the class whom Cobden

chose to describe as the aristocracy, were not open

to the charges of unscrupulous selfishness which it

pleased him and his school frequently to bring

against them.

It is absurd to ascribe corrupt motives to large

bodies of men, merely because the economic theories

they adopt are in accordance with their own in-
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terests. No one doubts the purity of Cobden's

motives in promoting the Corn Law agitation.

Yet Cobden not only believed that the profits of

his ordinary business would be greatly augmented

by the changes he advocated, but went out of his

way to speculate in town land, on the ground

that its value must rise as soon as the tax on

bread was abolished. It may be said that the

motives of the Protectionists were liable to suspicion

because their theories were not only favourable to

themselves, but were manifestly false. But at this

moment the vast majority of the civilised world

advocate false economic theories of precisely the

same kind; and of that majority, the great

majority imagine those theories to be to their

own advantage. The civilised world may possibly

be foolish : but not, surely, unscrupulous and

hypocritical. Why are the English landlords of

184-5 to be described in harsher language than the

English manufacturers of 1821, or the Fi'ench,

American, German, Eussian, Canadian, and Aus-

tralian manufacturers of 1881 ? Their error may be

a proof of stupidity, but if it be, the stupidity is too

general to excite either surprise or indignation.
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In tmith, however, it was hardly open to

Cobden to charge the Protectionists with, stupidity.

Though not, so far as appears, a very profound

political economist himself, he Avas of opinion that

political economy Avas more difficult of compre-

hension than any of the "exact sciences." Which

of the exact sciences he had mastered (unless

phrenology he one) Mr. Morley does not, so far

as I recollect, inform us. But at all events the

majority of mankind cannot be expected to under-

stand the exact sciences, and are not to be de-

scribed as selfishly foolish when they fail to

do so.

But Cobden committed a much more serious

error than that of merely misjudging the motives

of his political opponents :—he misjudged their

political position. When he represented the Corn

Laws as examples of the pernicious class legislation,

which, together with wars and armaments, we

owed to the fact that we have long been governed

l)y a " feudal aristocracy," he used language

admirably suited indeed to further his agitation,

but not at all fitted to encourage, either in himself

or his hearers, a true perception of the facts.
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In the first place it is as certain as anything in

hypothetical history can be, that Corn Laws would

have existed in England, however property in land

had happened to be distributed. If the soil had

been owned in small lots, protection would have

been demanded, and given, as surely as it was

under the actual circumstances ; but it would not

have been so easily removed. Cobden, as we have

seen, shared to the full the di.slike of his school to

large landed properties. In this he was ungrateful.

It Avas the existence of large landed properties that

ensured and accelerated the great triumph of his life.

Does any one imagine that any important minority

of a peasant proprietary would have been converted

to the doctrine of Free Trade? Or that any

minority at all would have supported a bill cal-

culated to reduce them liy thousands to beggary

and ruin? Owing to the existence of a "feudal

aristocracy " those most permanently, if not most

deeply, interested in the continuance of a tax on

bread were few ; they were not united ; and the

question to them was not one of life and death.

Had the soil been parcelled out among small owners,

all these conditions would have been reversed.
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The country would have been arrayed against the

towns, powerful, perhaps overwhelming in numbers,

entirely of one mind, undisturbed by any knowledge

of the "exact sciences," and determined by hard

necessity to fight to the last. How, and at what

cost, would such a struggle have ended ?

In the second place, it cannot be doubted that the

Protectionist landlords, so far from fighting, as

Cobden would say, solely for their "order," repre-

sented the middle classes of the counties as faithfully

as did Cobden and the leaders of the League the

middle classes of the towns. That the landlords

have ever in English history constituted, in any

accurate sense of the term, a political aristocracy, is

indeed a pure illusion. An aristocracy is a class

which governs independently of, and if need be in

opposition to, public opinion. There has never been

any such government in this country. It is not of

course denied that in England the owners of the

soil have been a powerful body ; nor should I dispute

the fact that the same public opinion from which,

in the main, they derived their power may possibly

have in some cases permitted it to be used, con-

sciously or unconsciously, for purposes more to their
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advantage than to that of the community at large.

It can hardly be otherwise. The government which

does not occasionally sacrifice a general advantage

feebly coveted to the wishes of a class powerfully

expressed, has yet to be discovered. But this

disease is incident to all forms of go\ernment by

public opinion. Whatever the nominal form of such

government may be, whether it be called republican

or monarchical, whether it has a less or a more re-

stricted suffrage, there will alwaj's be classes in it

whose members have greater power than any equal

number of its other citizens taken at random. These

classes may consist of landowners or millowners,

journalists or wirepullers. Their power may be

exercised on the whole for good, or on the whole for

evil. It may arise from temporary or from enduring-

causes. It may be obtained by historical accident, by

intrigue, by merit, by utility to a faction or by obse-

quiousness to a mob. But however it be acquired, or

however it be used, it is certain to exist. It must be

observed, indeed, that this class power is of very

different kinds. It may belong to a class in its cor-

porate capacity, acting as a united body. Such is

the power of the railway "interest" or of the "Irish
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vote." It may belong to a class because the in-

dividuals composing that class, or many of them, are

possessed of special sources of influence, as, for

example, editors of newspapers or large emj^loyers

of labour ; or it may belong to a class, because

its members, possessing leisure, local position, or

some other quality which commends them as fitting

candidates to the constituencies, are largely chosen as

the exponents of public opinion, or of some important

section of public opinion. Cobden too often forgot

the extent to which the class whom he chose to

describe as " the aristocracy " obtained their power

in this third or derivative manner. He was by this

initial mistake constantly led into errors of judgment

regarding the nature of the political forces with

which he had to deal. During the continuance of

the Corn Law controversy, this was of small moment.

It added greatly to the force and point of his

rhetoric to represent the hated " monopoly " as

imposed l^y the power, and retained in the interests,

of a small, a selfish, and a wealthy minority; and

the opinion, though absurd, led to no practical incon-

veniences. But when this question was disposed of,

his theory led him sometimes into strange mistakes.
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In 1848 he feared a war with France^ owing to the

" natural repugnance on the part of our Government,

composed as it is entirely of the aristocracy, to go on

cordially with a republic." In the next year we

find him Avriting to Mr. Bright," "I wish to abate

the power of the aristocracy in their strongholds.

Our enemy is subtle and powerful," etc. By 1852,

however, a propos of the Militia Bill, he began some-

what more clearly to recognise that Avickedness and

folly were not confined entirely to high places. " All

the aristocratic parties," he says,^ " are in favour of

more armaments. Our business is to try and make

the people of a different opinion. I am more and

more convinced that we have much to do with the

public, before we can, with any sense or usefulness,

quarrel with this or that aristocratic party." The

next year, this not very recondite fact seems to be

clearly apprehended. " Before you and I," he -writes,^

" find fault with the Whig chiefs, let us ask ourselves

candidly whether the country at large is in favour of

any other policy than that which has been pursued

by the aristocracy, Whig and Tory, for the last

1 Vol. ii. p. 17. - Ibid. p. 57.

3 Hid. p. 114. •* Ihid. p. 132.
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century and a half." Yet when the crash came in

1857, the hardly learnt truth is forgotten. Cobden

was unable to believe that the middle classes and " the

aristocracy " could honestly agree to differ with him.

Some other explanation had to be sought for the

total collapse of the Manchester School, and that

explanation he found in the degradation of the class

in whom he had been accustomed to put his trust.

Prompted by the same spirit of enlightened charity

which suggested the statement ^ that the Avickedness

and folly of unnecessary wars could not be avoided,

because without the expenditure on " wars and

armaments" the "aristocracy could not endure,""

^ Vol. ii. p. 362 (respecting the China War of 1860).

- In reference to this favourite accusation of the Manchester

School, it may interest the reader to note (1) that Mr. Morley

tells us (vol. ii. p. 444) that in 1864 "the supreme control of

peace and war was finally taken out of the hands of the old terri-

torial oligarchy;" (2) that he is of opinion (vol. ii. p. 378)

that the "Liberal awakening" which " jilaced Mr. Gladstone in

power, with Mr. Briglit himself for the most popular and

influential of his colleagues," put the country in a condition to deal

properly with the expenditure on armaments, which could not be

done in 1862 owing to "the ignorance and flunkeyism of the

middle classes ;
" (3) that the army and navy estimates are now

(1882) bigger than ever. I may confess that I used to believe

that the stupid calumny to which I allude in the text was an

invention unscrupulously used for party purposes. I must

sincerely apologise for this silent injustice, which had its origin

in the fact that the theory in question seemed to be too foolish to
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he suggests a not less wicked but even more con-

temptible reason for the adherence of the "middle

classes" to the policy of the "upper." As the latter

are, according to Cobden's theory, influenced by

greed of money, so the former are influenced by

subservience to rank. The manufacturers of Man-

chester who presumed to turn out Mr. Bright are
^

" base snobs," who " kick away the ladder " by which

they have risen to prosperity, and their action is

characterised "^ as " a display of snobbishness and

ino;ratitude." A friend makes a failure in secondino-

the Address. Upon which Cobden writes :^ "I have

never known a manufacturing representative put

into a cocked hat and breeches and ruffles, with a

sword by his side, to make a speech for Government,

without having his head turned by the feathers and

frippery. Generally they give way to a paroxysm

of snobbery, and go down on their bellies, and throw

dust on their heads, and fling dirt at the prominent

men of their own order."

It is some comfort to think that in this dark

be credited by men of sense and edncatioii. I gladly yield to the

conclusive evidence to the contrary which is furuislied by the

private correspondence of Mr. Cobden.

1 P. 197. - P. 198. " P. 19S.
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picture of the meanness of " the only class (as

Cobden saicP) from whose action in his time any

beneficial changes were to be expected," some brighter

spots are to be found. Prone as the middle classes

are to be - " timid and servile " to the " feudal

governing class," 3^et in one favoured spot more

masculine qualities are still to be found among them.

In August 1857, shortly after his rejection for

Manchester, Mr. Bright was elected for Birmingham.

The people of Birmingham, it is reassuring to learn,^

are "honest and iiidejDcndent," and "free from aristo-

cratic snobbery."

We could have, I think, no more striking example

than this of the extent to which Cobden's judgment

of men was perverted by his inveterate habit of

looking at every question from the point of view

of class divisions. Making all allowance for the

irritation caused by a crushing defeat not very

philosophically endured, is there not something very

foolish, and I had almost said a little vulgar, in thus

attributing the catastrophe to the overmastering

influence of the meanest and vulgarest of motives?

Grant that Lord Palmerston was entirely in the

1 r. 390. - P. 396. r. 199.
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wrong about the China War
;
grant that the com-

bination of parties which forced him to dissolve was

entirely in the right; is the theory credible, is it

even plausible, which represents the political forces

which sent him back to office after the general

election, as being the infamous cupidity of one section

of the community and the contemptible meanness

of another? Is it impossible that for some, even

for most political purposes, social divisions should be

neglected *? Is it impossible that the general opinion of

all classes should be swayed by one set of motives 1 Is

it impossible that those motives should be respectable 1

In all this the influence of the fact that Cobden's

early political battles really Avere class contests is

sufficiently apparent. The other circumstance I

pointed out, namely, that those battles were fought

for commercial objects and on economic grounds, had

even more effect on the character and influence of the

opinions which he spent the latter portion of his life

in advocating.

Some lady, in 1852, remarked that Cobden's policy

never rose beyond a "bagman's millennium." This

observation, uttered in private, and in the freedom

of conversation, was not untrue for an epigram, and
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was both more just and more charitable than some

of the judgments (by no means epigrammatic) which

in these vohimes Mr. Morley has written down,

printed, corrected for the press, and pubhshed. His

comments on the ol)servation are in these terms :

^—

•

This was the clever way among the selfish and insolent

of saying, that the ideal which Cobden cherished was

comfort for the mass, not luxury for the few. He knew

nmch better than they {i.e. the class " whose lives are one

long course of indolence, dilettantism, and sensuality ") ^

that material comfort is, as little as luxury, the highest

satisfaction of man's highest capacities, l)ut lie could well

afford to scorn the demand for fine ideals of life on the

lips of a class who were starving the Avorkers of the

country in order to save their own rents.

Mr. Morley is angry l:)ut confused. The second

sentence of his criticism shows that he understands

the nature of the complaint urged by the " insolent

and selfish " against Cobden's views of national

policy ; so that the first sentence must be regarded

as a dcliljerate perversion of it. As for the last

clause, it is as impossiljlc to see why Cobden should

scorn a demand which he knew to be just because he

objected to the lips which uttered it, as to discover

1 Vol. i. y. 207. - Ibid. p. 206.
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how, in 1852, six years after the abolition of the

Corn Laws, it was possible " to save rents by starving

the workers of the country."

What, then, was the policy of which it is so dan-

gerous to hint disapprobation^ Cobden's admirers

sometimes talk as if he was the discoverer of the fact

that war is expensive, that when it is unnecessary it

is not only expensive but wicked, and that the nation

which does that which is expensive and wicked is

certain to suffer both in purse and morals. His

opponents, on the other hand, sometimes represent

him as advocating peace under all circumstances and

under every provocation ; or, as it is called, " peace at

any price." As a matter of fact he did something

more important than preach the commonplaces for

which the first applaud him, and something less

absurd than support the paradox which the second

lay to his charge. It is true that these last seem

almost justified by the impartial and universal dis-

approval with which Cobden regarded everything

which could by any possibility promote what he

called " the military spirit." He not only thought

that every modern war in which this country has

ever been engaged was wholly indefensible, but he
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regarded with the darkest su.s})icion every instru-

ment l)y wliich war, whether offensive or defensive,

could by any possibility be carried on. He wished to

cut doAvn the army and the navy ; he objected to

the militia ; he attacked the volunteers ; and he

vehemently disapproved of every fortification scheme

that was proposed.

But behind all this criticism of war and warlike

expenditure there lay a theory of the British Empire

which, if accepted, would go far to account for

Cobden's views respecting armaments, but which the

English people did not accept in Cobden's lifetime,

and do not accept now. It Avas this fundamental

divergence which rendered it inevitable that his

reiterated attacks on the military policy of successive

governments should fail of their effect, and made the

best-founded objections liable to a natural suspicion

that they rested on presuppositions with which his

hearers could not agree. Coliden's vicAv of the

external relations of our Empire was purely com-

mercial and economic ; in the language of the "selfish

and insolent," the view of a bagman. " He delighted,"

says Mr. Morley,^ " in such businesslike statements

1 Vol. i. p. 98.
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as that the cost of the Mediterranean Squadron, in

proportion to the amount of trade which it was

professedly employed to protect, was as though a

merchant should find that his traveller's expenses for

escort alone were to amount to 6s. 8d. in the

pound on the amount of his sales." In something

of the same spirit he estimated the value of our

foreign possessions. In order to be worth keeping

they must pay, and pay in a manner as easily

demonstrable as the profits of a bank or the yield

of a mine. Not only must they pay, but it must

be shown that they would not pay as well if they

belonged to somebody else ; and on this point

Cobden was not easy to convince. The author of

the Commercial Treaty with France was of opinion

that the manufacturers of Manchester exhibited a

melancholy ignorance^ of the principles of Free

Trade when they viewed with alarm the possibility

of India passing to another, and, as he must have

known, a protectionist power. "Now that the

trade of Hindostan," he says,'^ " is throAvn open to

all the world on equal terms, what exclusive advan-

tage can Ave derive to compensate for all the trouble,

1 Vol. ii. p. 214. - Ihid. p. 206.
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cost, and risk of ruling over such a people 1
" And

again :
^ " Under the rcgiine of Free Trade Canada is

not a whit more ours than the United States." In-

spired by these opinions, he would have seen India go

with pleasure, the colonies without regret. They

cost money to defend ; and we got nothing for the

privilege of defending them but commercial advan-

tages whicli we should equally possess if they had to

defend themselves.

Now I do not mean to discuss the effect which

the loss of our Indian and colonial possessions would

have on our trade, though I think Cobden underrated

and greatly underrated it ; nor yet the evil con-

sequences of severance to the dependencies them-

selves, Avhich Cobden denied or left out of account.

The interesting })oint is to note how apt he was to

ignore for himself, and to misinterpret in others,

every view of the Empire which was not exclusively

commercial. To him our vast and scattered

dominions appeared to be an ill -constructed fabric,

l>uilt at the cost of much innocent blood and much

ill-spent treasure, and which, having been originally

contrived in obedience to a mistaken theory of trade,

1 Vol. ii. p. 42.
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was not worth the trouble of keeping in repair now

that that theory had been finally exploded. The

same deficient sympathy and insight which prevented

him seeing any cause for the Napoleonic wars but

the selfish ambition of the "ruling class," or any

result of them but continental complications and

a crushing debt, made him regard the motives which

induce ordinary Englishmen obstinately to cling to

the responsibilities of Empire as consisting of an

uninstructed love of gain or a vulgar greed of

territory. He may have been right in thinking that

the weight of imperial responsibilities Avill become a

burden too heavy to be borne. It may be true that

the sceptre of dominion is doomed at no distant date

to slide from our failing grasp. "We may be destined,

from choice or from necessity, to shut ourselves up

within the four seas ; and it is not absolutely im-

possible, though in the highest degree improbable,

that even under these conditions our Board of Trade

Returns may be such as to delight the heart of a

Chancellor of the Exchequer. But no man is fit to

estimate the consequences of these changes who

attempts to estimate them solely and exclusively by

figures. The sentiments with which an Englishman
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regards the English Empire are neither a small nor an

ignoble part of the feelings Avhich belong to him as a

meml)er of the commonwealth. If therefore that

Empire is destined to dissolve, and with it all the

associations by Avhich it is surrounded ; if we in

these islands are henceforth to turn our gaze solely

inwards upon ourselves and our local affairs ; if Ave

are to have no relations with foreigners, or with

men of our own race living on other continents,

except those Avhich may be adequately expressed by

double entry and exhibited in a ledger ;—we may be

richer or poorer for the change, but it is folly to

suppose that Ave shall be richer or poorer only. An

element will l)e AvithdraAvn from our national life

Avhich, if not Avholly free from base alloy, Ave can

yet ill afford to spare ; and Avhich none, at all events,

can be competent to criticise unless, unlike Mr. Cobden,

they first shoAv themselves capable of understanding it.

If Cobden's vieAvs on questions of foreign and

colonial policy Avere someAvhat narroAved by his too

strictly economic vieAV of our extex^nal relations, it

Avas only natural that his vieAvs on all questions

connected Avith land should be somewhat Avarped by

his aversion to the class Avho owned so much of it.
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One of the most amusing instances of this is a

proposal he makes ^ for settling the Irish land diffi-

culty by applying to it the law of succession as it

exists in France. Many strange remedies have been

proposed for the agrarian ills of that unhappy country

:

some strange ones have been adopted ; Init surely no

one before or since has professed to see the salvation

of Ireland in the slow l)ut indefinite multiplication of

squireens. It was not, however, to large landlords in

Ireland only that he objected. He professed to

think" that a "feudal governing class" (as by a bold

misuse of terms he Avas accustomed to describe them)

"exists only in violation of sound principles of

political economy." But he left no very clear account

of what he meant by the statement. If, as might be

conjectured, he was alluding to the restrictions (for

the most part imaginary) on the sale and transfer of

land, which are diie to settlement and entail, it is

sufficient to remark that no class owes its existence or

its power to the continuance of these restrictions : if

he meant anything else, it is difficult to see Avhat

political economy has to do with the matter. The

inf|uiry, however, is not very important. Cobden

1 Vol. ii. p. 28. - Ibid. p. 369.
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was not the first, nor will he ho the last statesman

who imagines that in yielding to his political or social

dislikes he does honour to political economy ; and the

particular form which the process of self-deception

took in his case is not now of much interest even

from a piu-ely biographical point of view.

Much, then, as there is to admire in his hero, a

perusal of the new material Mr. Morley has provided

us with does not, I think, dissipate the impression

that the eulogies of some of his disciples are excessive

and overstrained. Cobden was an honest, an able,

and a useful public man, l>ut not, I think, as his

admirers claim for him, either a great politician or a

great political philosopher. He was prevented from

being the first hy the mental peculiarity which made

him a serviceable ally only when (as he says himself^)

he was advancing some "defined and simple principle"

;

a limitation which, Avhatever its compensating advan-

tages may be, is an effectual l:)ar to the highest suc-

cess in a career which requires in those who pursue it

a power of dealing not only with principles, but like-

wise with an infinity of jjractical problems which are

neither "defined" vor "simple." He was, on the

1 Vol. i. p. 3G9.
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otlier hand, i)revented from being a great political

philosopher, if by no other causes, still by the circum-

stances of his early life. His education, pursued

with admirable energy while he was immersed in the

business of clerk and commercial traveller, was not,

and perhaps could not be, of the kind best suited to

counteract the somewhat narrowing influences which,

as I have pointed out, surrounded his early political

career. His radicalism from the first was the radi-

calism of a class, and such in all essentials it remained

to the end. His lack of the historic sense was not

compensated by any great scientific or speculative

power. Much as he saw to disapprove of in the

existing condition of England, he never framed a

large and consistent theory of the methods by which

it was to be improved. Outside the narrow bounds

of the economics of trade he had political projects,

but no coherent political system ; so that if he was

too theoretical to make a good minister of state, he

was too fragmentary and inconsistent to make a

really important theorist. For example, there was

no expectation which he more confidently cherished

than the amiable one that Free Trade would lead,

and lead soon, to general peace. Yet there was no
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})ractical I'eform which, towards the end of his life, he

more desired to sec carried into effect than an altera-

tion in international law which should free private

property from liability to capture at sea. This was

(need I say?) resisted, in his opinion, only by a

" selfish aristocracy." Yet had it been adopted, Free

Trade would, for this country at least, have lost its

most pacific virtues. These obviously consist in the

fact that Free Trade enormously increases the in-

direct cost of hostilities : and it is plain that if the

proposed alteration in the laws of maritime warfare

is to be recommended at all, it is to be recommended

on the ground that, in the case of a maritime power,

it destroys the indirect cost altogether. Again, he

was shocked to see the English peasant ^'divorced," as

the phrase is, "from the soil," or, in plain English,

tilling the land for weekly wages. But he bore with

the greatest composure the not less painful fact that

the pitman is divorced from the mine, and the opera-

tive from the mill. He had 2>lenty of schemes for

getting rid of large landowners, but none, so far as I

know, for abolishing large manufacturers. He seems

to have been sensitive—morbidly sensitive—to the

more or less imaginary social distinctions which, as
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he thought, separated the landowner from the capi-

talist
;
yet never to have perceived the very real and

substantial differences by which the capitalist is

divided from the operative. We can hardly regret

these theoretical imperfections in a system which prob-

ably would not have been 1setter for being more logical.

In any case, the only accusation that could be brought

against him is that he did not rise superior to the

ordinary radicalism of the day. Let those who are

inclined to take a severer view of the narrowness,

prejudice, and inconsistency which in some degree

marred his career as a Avhole, not only call to mind

the great qualities by which these shortcomings Avere

accompanied, but also recollect how happily his

defects conspired with his merits to render him a

fitting instrument for carrying out the inevitable

change in ovu' fiscal policy which was the most

important work of his public life, and with which his

name will for ever be connected.





V

POLITICS AND POLITICAL ECONOMY ^

Political economy is somewhat at a discount.

Those who preach its doctrines scarcely speak with

their old assurance, neither do they who listen, listen

Avith the old respect. Ancient heresies, long thought

to have been dead and Imried, are beginning to revive.

New heresies are daily springing into life. Every

sign seems to portend that at a time when, of all

others, problems are pressing for solution, in dealing

with Avhich we must be largely guided by economic

science, the guide itself is in public estimation becom-

ing seriously discredited. Some of you may have

read the not very agreeable memoirs which that not

very agreeable woman, Miss Martineau, has left of

^ A Non-Party Lecture delivered before the Manchester Athe-

nreum.

—

National Revien; May 1885.
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herself. If so, you will probably recollect the fame

and profit which her series of political economy tales

brought her some fifty years ago. You will recollect

how she became a literary lion of the first magnitude,

how edition after edition of the tales were sold off,

how high officials furnished her with information and

Cabinet Ministers besought her aid. Great is the

diff'erence between 1885 and 18.33. Let no aspirant

for such noisy honours seek them any more by this

road. Much work may, indeed, be done in the field

of political economy ; work in the accumulation of

facts ; work in their reduction to law ; work in

popularising the results attained. But the most

successful labourers in these departments need no

longer expect to dictate terms to their publishers or

be asked to dine by the President of the Board of

Trade. He may consider himself fortunate if the

world will consent to accept the results of his labour

for nothing, and if he does not hear his science rele-

gated to Saturn by a responsible Minister of the

Crown.

What are the causes which have produced this

change in the public mind, how far is it justified, and

Avhat attitude ought we ourselves to take up towards
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it^ Such is the i^roblem which I should wish to

consider with you to-day, and no more important

problem, believe me, confronts the statesman who

desires to face the larger issues of contemporary

politics.

I pass lightly over the superficial causes which

have aided in producing this economic eclipse. Such,

for example, is the unpopularity which in society the

third-rate exponent of economic orthodoxy has always

aroused, and which you may see exemplified in more

than one character in the fiction which was contem-

porary with the most flourishing days of that science.

The professed political economist, who had a cut-and-

dried formula for every occasion, who solved all social

questions by a frigid calculation, who habitually

talked as if everything good in the world Avas pro-

duced by the accumulation of wealth and everything

bad by the multiplication of children, appeared to

our fathers, as, did he still flourish with all his pris-

tine vigour, he would doubtless appear to us, to be

something of a prig and a great deal of a bore. No

dexterity of treatment, no literary skill, will make

political economy amusing; nor will the average of

mankind ever take delight in studies Avhich require
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abstract thought or concentrated attention. When,

therefore, a set of persons appeared, neither very

original nor very learned, Avho would not permit a

new tax or an amendment of the poor laws to he

discussed in the lobby of the House of Commons or

round a dinner-table without reproducing, v/ith all

the arrogance of conscious orthodoxy, some abstract

train of reasoning borrowed from greater men than

themselves, they and their science were naturall}'

looked uiDon as socially intolerable.

This b}^ itself was a comparatively small misfortune.

A far greater one—one of which we have not yet felt

the full effects—is the hostility which the claims of

political economy have aroused in the breasts of the

working-classes on the Continent. To many of them

it appears, not as a political science, but as a political

device ; not as a reasoned body of truth, but as a

plausible tissue of sophistries, invented in the interests

of capital to justify the rolibery of labour. It is true

that no such prejudice, though it exists sporadically,

is prevalent in this island ; but we may, I think,

detect a faint echo of it in the suspicion with which

it is regarded by some, and the indifierence with

which it is regarded by others among those who
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profess more especially to be the guardians of the

interests of the working- classes. And it is this

suspicion and indifference, too largely shared by lead-

ing politicians on both sides, of which I desire to

investigate the causes.

Of course, it may be maintained that the i3rinci]Dal

and all-sufficient cause of which we are in search is

to be found in the shortcomings of political economy

itself. It may be alleged that its premises are

arbitrary, its conclusions unproved, its teachings of

too remote and abstract a character to be any suf-

ficient guide in the conduct of public affairs. This

contention I do not mean here to dispute. To dis-

pute it eftectively would require a survey of the

Avhole field of political economy—a restatement and

justification of all its principal doctrines. Such a

task I need not say that I have no intention of under-

taking. I shall here assume, for the sake of argu-

ment, that political economy is to be accepted as true

in the same sense that other sciences are accepted as

true—that is, not blindly and irrevocably, but subject

to revision and development ; and that it is to be

regarded as a guide in the same way that other

sciences are regarded as guides, that is, with a due
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recognition of the fact that the complexity of nature

never quite corresponds with the artificial simplicity

of our premises, and that in proportion as the corre-

spondence is imperfect, the result of our reasoning

must in practice be applied with caution. The first

cause, then, which I take note of, for the undue

depreciation under which political economy is at this

moment suffering, is the undue appreciation in which

it was held in the last generation. That generation

—

the one preceding 1860—was emphatically the genera-

tion of economic reform. It saw the new Poor Law

established, the whole system of national taxation

remodelled, and the Corn Laws abolished. Coin-

cidently with this it saw an immense increase in the

wealth and prosperity of the country, partly due to

these changes, still more due to the development of

railways and the opening up of new countries rich in

agricultural and mineral resources. What Avonder

that the science, under whose auspices so much of

this had been done, Avas estimated at its full, nay, at

more than its full value ; that the habitual distrust of

theory was for a moment lulled to rest in the Anglo-

Saxon mind, and that others besides Mr. Cobden

prophesied the rapid and triumphant spread of Free
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Trade doctrines throughout the civilised world. The

most stolidly practical were reconciled to abstract

principles which, as they supposed, gave them an

elastic reveiuie and an unshackled trade : the least

educated could understand the meaning and merits

of cheap bread.

But no science can become popular with impunity.

The mere fact that it is quoted on hustings, that its

doctrines, more or less misunderstood, are used as

political weapons ; and that its conclusions, more or

less garbled, are valued not so much because they are

true as because they suit the momentary necessities

of party warfare, refracts in countless ways the dry

light in which it should be viewed. The side against

whom it makes will decry it; their opponents will

laud it to the skies ; and the praise which is shouted

from one set of platforms -nail probably be not less

unintelligent than the blame shouted back from

another.

Not less unintelligent, and even more injurious to

the cause of truth. For as soon as any body of

doctrine becomes the watchword of a party or a sect,

it is certain to be used with the most confident assur-

ance by multitudes who have the most imperfect
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apprehension of the true grounds of the opinions they

are expressing. In default of reasons they quote

authorities. A dictum of Smith, Ricardo, or Mill is

supposed to supply a rule of faith against which there

is no appeal. A standard of orthodoxy is set up, to

deviate from Avhich is heresy, and political economy

ceases to be a living science, and petrifies into an

unchanging creed. From these causes has proceeded

the reaction against economic teaching, which has been

slowly gaining ground since 1860. Some have been

repelled by the ignorant dogmatism and the narrow

formalism which so often usurped the name of science.

Others have been shaken in their faith by the rejec-

tion both of the theory and the practice of Free

Trade by foreign countries ; a still larger number

have felt themselves injured by the operation of Free

Trade in our own. While its friends have thus been

cooled in their allegiance, its enemies have multiplied

in number and increased in courage ; and all those

who saw in the accepted truths of political economy

an obstacle to some project of their own, have been

encouraged to attack it openly or by implication.

It is the first of these evils which it most behoves

those of us who hold that the study of economic
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facts is a necessary preliminary to any judicious

treatment of some of the most important problems of

the day to remedy as far as in us lies. The true, if

obvious, antidote to the disgust excited l)y the

extravagant claims put forward on behalf of political

economy, is to reduce those claims within strictly

reasonable limits. Xow what are those limits ? Two

there are, constantly violated, and sometimes by the

greatest economic authorities, to which I would

specially draw your attention. The first depends on

the fact that political economy is a science, and as

such deals in strictness only with laws of nature, and

not with the rules of conduct or policy which may be

founded on those laws. The second depends on a

fact (too often forgotten) that the science of political

economy, dealing as it does Avith only a few of the

complex facts of life, cannot on most questions supply

the politician with adequate grounds for framing his

policy. Take an example. We constantly hear it

said that the doctrine of laissez-faire—the doctrine

which forbids State interference, and which asserts

that all social questions should be solved by the un-

restricted play of free competition, is a truth of

political economy. Now I hold, first, that this is not
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a truth of political economy ; and, secondly, that

political economy by itself cannot furnish grounds for

deciding whether it is a truth at all. It is not a

truth of political economy, for it is not a scientific

truth, but a maxim, sound or unsound, belonging to

the art of politics. No doubt the grounds for accept-

ing or rejecting it must be, and are, largely drawn

from a consideration of economic laws, but in itself

it is not an economic law, but a practical precept.

It has no more claim to l)e regarded as a part of

political economy than the recommendation not to

throw yourself out of a second-floor window is a part

of the science of mutually gravitating bodies. Do

not think that the distinction here drawn is a mere

subtlety. I am convinced that the neglect of it by

many of the masters of the science, and by almost all

their disciples, has done much to prejudice men's

minds against economic reasoning. A political econo-

mist, as such, has no business to be a politician.

However strong his convictions may be, however

much his own inclinations may tempt him to the

advocacy of any particular mode of social organisation,

he should rigidly abstain, in his investigation of the

laws of wealth, from loading his pages with any
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practical propaganda. Science is of no party. It

seeks no object, selfish or unselfisli, good or bad. It

is unmoved by any emotion : it feels no pity, nor is

it stirred by any Avrong. Its sole aim is the investiga-

tion of truth and the discovery of law, wholly indif-

ferent to the use to which those investigations and

those discoveries may afterwards be put.

But this is not the only reason, nor even the chief

reason, why I object to the fusion, or rather the con-

fusion, of the art of politics with the science of

political economy. Another and a more cogent one

is to be found in the fact that, as I have said, many

of the most important considerations Avhich should

determine a political decision lie altogether outside

the field with which an economist is at lil^erty to deal.

The economist investigates only the laws regulating

the production, exchange, and distribution of wealth
;

and in order to get this problem Avithin a manageable

compass, in order to avoid being confronted with

calculations of hopeless complexity, he usually assumes

that the human beings who produce, exchange, and

consume, are actuated by no other motive than that

of securing, under a regime of free competition, as

large a share as possible of this wealth for themselves.
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The politician, on the other hand, who has to decide

what course should be pursued, not in the abstract

world of science but in the concrete world of fact,

cannot so limit his views. He has to provide, in so

far as in him lies, for the spiritual and material well-

Ijeing of the real human being, not of the imaginary

wealth producer and wealth consumer which science

is obliged to assume ; and knowing this, knowing that

man does not live by bread alone, but is a creature of

infinite variety living in a most complicated world, he

can seldom decide any practical problem on purely

economic grounds.

80 far I have been occupied in conveying a not

unneeded warning to those who, like myself, accept

(speaking generally) the teaching of political economy

:

let me, in conclusion, make an even more earnest

appeal to those Avho repudiate its lessons. They are

to be found, not merely among those who are repelled

by the difficulties and technicalities of the study

;

not merely among those who— confident in what

they call their practical knowledge—that is, their

knowledge of the details necessaiy for the conduct of

their own particular business—are contemptuous of all

speculation ; not merely among those Avho dislike
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the theory because, on purely selfish grounds, they

first dislike the conclusions which rightly or wrongl}-

are based upon it ; but among those who are most

zealous and most disinterested in their efforts for the

general welfare. Burning with a desire to remedy

the ills they see on every side, these philanthropists

are impatient of a science which is apt to beget a wise

if chilling scepticism as to the efficacy of short cuts

to universal happiness. Eager to employ in the

redress of ^vrongs the most powerful machinery at

their disposal, viz. that of State interference, they

resent the criticism to Avhich political economy has

subjected the grounds on which plan after jjlan of

State interference has been recommended to the

public. Glowing themselves with a generous en-

thusiasm, they are repelled, partly by the hypothesis

of universal selfishness on which political economy

for reasons to which I have already adverted appears

to proceed, partly In' the cold and unfeeling manner

in which science dissects and analyses facts, warm and

palpitating with the hopes, fears, and sufferings of a

whole civilisation. That these prejudices, though

partly justified by errors of treatment on the part of

political economists, rest in the main upon a mere
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confusion of thought wliose nature I have ah-eady

indicated, I need not stop to prove. It is only-

necessary to say a word on the evils they are likely

to produce. I am not here to advocate any particular

system of economic doctrine. There is no question

concerning either the method or the results of

political economy which I for one am not prepared

to consider open, provided the critic can show that

he really understands the doctrine he is attacking,

and is not, as commonly happens, merely laying hold

of some incautious expression of Eicardo, or Mill, or

whoever it may be, and laboriously refuting what

never was, or has long ceased to be, a received

opinion. I plead not for any special scientific doctrine,

but for the application to social phenomena of

scientific methods. Nor has there ever been a time

when, in my judgment, this was more required than

it is now. Society is becoming more and more

sensitive to the evils which exist in its midst ; more

and more impatient of their continued existence. In

itself this is wholly good ; Init, in order that good

may come of it, it behoves us to walk warily. It is,

no doubt, better for us to apply appropriate remedies

to our diseases than to put our whole trust in the
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healing powers of nature. But it is better to put our

trust in the healing powers of nature than to poison

ourselves straight off by swallowing the contents of

the first phial presented to us by any self-constituted

physician. And such self-constituted physicians are

about and in large numbers—gentlemen Avho think

that they pay Providence a compliment by assuming

that for every social ill there is a speedy and effectual

specific lying to hand ; who regard it as impious to

believe that there may be chronic diseases of the body

politic as well as of any other body, or that Heaven

will not hasten to bless the first heroic remedy which

it pleases them in their ignorance to apply. It is

true that without enthusiasm nothing will be done.

But it is also true that without knowledge nothing

Avill be done well. Philanthropic zeal supplies

admirable motive power, but makes a very indifferent

compass ; and of tAvo evils it is better, perhaps, that

our ship shall go nowhere than that it shall go A\Tong,

that it should stand still than that it should run upon

the rocks. As, therefore, nature knows nothing of

good intentions, rewarding and punishing not motives

but actions ; as things are what they are, describe

them as we may, and their consec{uences will be what
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they will he, prophesy of them as we choose ; it

behoves us at this time of all others to approach the

consideration of impending social questions in the

spirit of scientific inquiry, and to be impartial

investigators of social facts before we become zealous

reformers of social wrongs.



VI

A FEAGMENT ON PROGRESS ^

There is no more interesting characteristic of ordin-

ary social and political speculation than the settled

belief that there exists a natural law or tendency

governing human affairs by Avhich, on the whole,

and in the long run, the general progress of our

race is ensured. I do not know that any very

precise \'iew is entertained as to the nature of this

law or tendency, its mode of operation, or its

probable limits ; but it is understood to be estab-

lished, or at least indicated, by the general course

of History, and to be in harmony Avith modern

developments of the doctrine of Evolution.

The argument from History usually presents

itself somewhat in this form. Man, it is said, has

1 Lord Rector's Address, delivered at Glasgow University,

November 26, 1891.
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l)een working out his destiny through countless

generations, and from the first epoch of which

any record has survived, down to our own day,

liis course, though subject to many mutations, has,

in the main, been one of steady and enormous

improvement. Fix your eyes, indeed, upon one

race, or one age, and you may have to admit that

there have been long periods during which there

has been no movement, or a movement only of

retrogression. But the torpor that has paralysed

one branch of the human family has been balanced

by the youthful vigour of another ; now one nation,

and now another, may have led the van, but the van

itself has been ever pressing forward ; and though

there have heen periods in the world's history

when it may well have seemed to the most sanguine

observei's that the powers that make for progress

were exhausted, that culture was giving place to

barbarism, and civil order to unlettered anarchy,

time and the event have shown that such prophets

were wrong, and out of the wreck of the old order

a new order has always arisen more perfect and

more full of promise than that whicli it re})laced.

The argument seems seductive
;

yet in the
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absence of any established law underlying this

empirical generalisation, it has after all but little

value. For the same facts can without difficulty

be stated so as to suggest precisely the opposite

conclusion. A survey of the world, it may be

replied, shows us a vast number of savage com-

munities, apparently at a stage of culture not pro-

foundly different from that which prevailed among

prehistoric man during geological epochs which,

estimated by any historical standard, are immensely

remote. History, again, tells us of successive civilisa-

tions which have been born, have for a space thriven

exceedingly, and have then miserably perished. And

as it shows us samples of death and decay, so it

shows us samples of growth arrested, and, as far as

we can tell, permanently arrested, at some particular

stage of development. What is there in all this to

indicate that a nation or group of nations, which

happens to be under observation during its period of

energetic growth, is either itself to be an exception

to this common law, or is of necessity to find in

some other race an heir fitted for the task of carry-

ing on its work'? Progressive civilisation is no

form of indestructible energy which, if repressed
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here must needs break out there, if refused embodi-

ment in one shape must needs show itself in another.

It is a plant of tender habit, difficult to propagate,

not difficult to destroy, that refuses to flourish except

in a soil Avhich is not to be foiuid everywhere, nor

at all times, nor even, so far as we can see, neces-

sarily to be found at all.

I conceive, therefore, that those who look forward

to a period of continuous and, so to speak, inevitable

progress, are liound to assign some more solid reason

for their convictions than a merely empirical survey

of the surface lessons of history. They must find

some tendencies deep-rooted in the nature of things

which may l)e trusted gradually to woi'k out the

desired result. And this, to do them justice, they

have not been slow to attempt. Two such causes, or

groups of causes, have been assigned Avhich deserve

special consideration, the one eminently character-

istic of the second half of the nineteenth century, the

other not less characteristic of the latter half of the

eighteenth. The former, or biological, relies on the

gradual improvement both of the human and of the

social organism through the continued operation of

those laws l)y which evolution in general has been
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effected. The latter relies on the spread of enlighten-

ment, the dissipation of prejudice, the conscious

application to social problems of unfettered criticism,

the deliberate reconstruction of the whole social fabric

upon rational principles. These two theories are not,

of course, mutually exclusive ; since, for example, no

evolutionist would deny that the intentional adapta-

tion of institutions to foreseen results must play a

part—possibly a large part—in the development of a

social and rational animal. Nevertheless, the two

ways of estimating the history of the past and

attacking the problem of the future, differ profoundly

both in the letter and in the spirit, and they require,

therefore, separate treatment at our hands.

Now, no one, I conceive, will be found to-day

anxious to dispute the proposition that the same laws

which have operated in the organic world of animals

and plants may have had much, and must have had

something, to do with moulding the destiny of man.

In dealing Avith the causes which ages before the

dawn of history produced the various physical and

mental qualities of the different races of the world,

we are no doubt necessarily reduced to dim con-

jecture. But we can hardly be wrong in supposing
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that, during the vast period in which a blind struggle

with the forces of nature and Avith each other, was

the main occupation of men, and when defeat in either

contest meant death, the weeding out of unfit in-

dividuals and unfit institutions was an active agency

in shaping the characteristics of humanity, as it still

is in shaping those of the lower animals. AVe may

conceive without difficulty, indeed we can hardly

refuse to believe that the " natural man "—man (that

is) as he is born into the world as distinguished from

man as he afterwards makes himself and is made by

his surroundings, might thus by elimination and

selection undergo a process of profound modification
;

that in dexterity of muscle and, still more, in power

of l)rain an enormous improvement might easily take

place ; and even that special aptitudes for social life,

involving, of course, an innate predisposition to accept

a morality without which social life is impossible,

might be bred into the physical organisation of the

most successful races. But this })articular cause of

progress has, we can scarcely douljt, lost most of its

strength. Nay, if certain theorists are right, and it

requires the unsparing slaughter of all the inferior

members of a species to maintain its effectiveness at
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its normal level,—to preserve the speed of the antelope

undiminished and the sight of the eagle undimmed,

—

then Ave can hardly refuse our support to the view

that the general improvement of the race may in

some respects lead to a deterioration in the natural

constitution of the indiWdual. Humanity, civilisation,

progress itself, must have a tendency to mitigate the

harsh methods by which Nature has wrought out the

variety and the perfection of organic life. And how-

ever much man as he is ultimately moulded by the

social forces surrounding him may gain, man as he is

born into the world must somewhat lose ; the loss in

the quality of the raw material being thus a deduction,

it may be even a large deduction, to be set off against

the advantages obtained by better processes of

manufactiu'e.

It has, however, been thought by many that there

are biological causes at work which may compensate,

and more than compensate, the kind of loss produced

by the greatly diminished efficiency of elimination

and selection. The majority of naturalists have held,

and I suppose still hold, that modifications in the

physical structure of animals produced during life

may be transmitted to their offspring, and that by
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the cumulative effect of such changes, profound

alterations may gradually be made in the character-

istics of a species. And there is one systematic

philosopher^ of our own day who has applied this

principle so persistently in every department of his

theory of Man, that Avere it to he upset, it is scarcely

too much to say that his Ethics, his Psychology, and

his Anthropology would all tumble to the ground

with it. Yet this doctrine has for many years been

questioned by a great English authority,^ and, as

many of you are aware, it has been directly contro-

verted by one of the most eminent living German

biologists. This, is not the occasion, and assuredly I

am not the person, to attempt to sum up the argu-

ment or to pronounce upon the merits of this interest-

ing controversy. For my present purpose it will be

enough if I remind you that Weisman's conclusions

are largely based on the extreme difficulty of conceiv-

ing any possible theory of heredity by which the

transmission of acquired qualities could be accounted

for ; on the relative simplicity and plausibility of his

own theory of heredity, according to which the

transmission would be impossible ; and on the absence

^ Mr. Herbert Speucer. - Mr. F. Galton.
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of any conclusive proof that the transmission has

ever taken place. It may no doubt be objected (I

do not say rightly objected) to such a line of argu-

ment, that even the simplest explanations of heredity

are so mysterious, and involve so large an element of

unverifiable hypothesis, that it is rash to lay too

much stress on the difference in these respects which

may exist between one speculation and another ; that

evidence from experience cannot at most be said to

prove more than that many qualities patiently ac-

quired by generation after generation do not seem, as

a matter of fact, to have become hereditary ; while as

a matter of theory, qualities which are undoubtedly

hereditary can seldom if ever be shown to have been

originally acquired.

I cannot but think, however, that even in this

qualified form the lessons to be learned from the

discussion are full of interest from our present point

of view. We have got into the habit of thinking

that the efforts at progress made by each generation

may not only bear fruit for succeeding ones, in the

growth of knowledge, the bettering of habits and

institutions, and the increase of wealth, but that

there may also be a process, so to speak, of physio-
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logical accumulation, hy which the dexterities painfully

learned by the fathers shall descend as inherited

aptitudes to the sons, and not merely the manu-

factured man—man as he makes himself and is

made by his surroundings,—but the natural man

also, may thus go through a course of steady and

continuous improvement. It now seems, I think,

prol)able, that not in this more than in other cases

is biology necessarily optimist. For as it has long

been known that the causes by which species have

been modified are not inconsistent with an immobility

of type lasting through geological epochs ; as it is

also known that these causes may lead to what we

call deterioration as well as to what we call improve-

ment ; as it is impossible to believe that selection

and elimination can play any very important part

in the further development of civilised man ; so now

the gravest doubts have been raised as to whether

there are any other physiological causes in operation

by which that develoj^ment is likely to be secured.

If this be so wc must regard the raw material,

as I have called it, of civilisation as being now, in

all probability, at its best, and henceforth for the

amelioration of mankind we must look to the perfec-
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tiou of manufacture. But do not let any one suppose

that the possible results of manufacture are insigni-

ficant. Doubtless they are strictly conditioned by

the quality of the stuff that has to be worked on.

Doubtless this quality differs essentially in each of

the great families of mankind. They have emerged

from the dim workshop where the rough machinery

of nature has, in remotest ages, wrought into each

its inalienable heritage of natural gifts and aptitudes
;

—and by these must the character and limits of

their development in part be determined. But let

us not found more upon this truth than it will bear.

In our social and political speculations we are surely

apt to think too much of ethnology, and too little

of history. Sometimes from a kind of idleness,

sometimes from a kind of pride, sometimes because

the "principles of heredity "is now always on our

lips, Ave frequently attribute to differences of blood

effects which are really due to differences of surround-

ings. AVe note, and note correctly, the varying

shades of national character; and proceed to put

them down, often most incorrectly, to variations in

national descent. The population of one district is

Teutonic, and therefore it does this ; the population
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of the other district is Celtic, and therefore it does

that. A Jewish strain explains one peculiarity ; a

Greek strain explains another; and so on. Con-

jectures like these appear to be of the most dubious

value. "We know by experience that a nation may

suddenly blaze out into a splendour of productive

genius, of which its previous history gave but faint

promise, and of which its subsequent history shows

but little trace ; some great crisis in its fate may

stamp upon a race marks which neither lapse of time

nor change of circumstance seem able wholly to

efface ; and empires may rise from barbarism to

civilisation and sink again from civilisation into

barbarism, within periods so bi^ief that we may take

it as certain, whatever be our opinion as to the

transmission of acquired faculties, that no hereditary

influence has had time to operate. Now, if the

differences between the same nation at different

times are thus obviously not due to differences in

inherited qualities, is it not somewhat rash to drag

in hypothetical differences in inherited qualities to

account for the often slighter peculiarities of tempera-

ment by which communities of different descent may

be distinguished? Are we not often attributing to
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heredity what is properly due to education, and credit-

ing Nature with what really is the work of Man 1

So far, then, we have arrived at the double con-

clusion that, while there is, to say the least, no suffi-

cient ground for expecting that our descendants will

be provided by Nature with better " organisms " than

our own, it is nevertheless not impossible to suppose

that they may be able to provide themselves with a

much more commodious " environment." And this is

not on the face of it Avholly unsatisfactory ; for if, on

the one hand, it seems to forbid us to indulge in visions

of a millennium in which there shall not only be a

new heaven and a new earth, but also a new variety of

the human race to enjoy them ; on the other hand it

permits us to hope that the efforts of successive

generations may so improve the surroundings into

which men are born that the community of the far

future may be as much superior to us as we are to

our barbarian ancestors.

Our expectations, however, that any such hope

will be realised must depend largely on the efficiency

which we are justified in attributing to the " efibrts

of successive generations "—must depend, in other

words, on the value we are disposed to attach to the
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second or " nitioiial " theory of progress which I men-

tioned earlier in this paper. This theory assumes

that every comnu;nity, at least every self-governing

community, holds its fate in its hands, and is itself

the intelligent arbiter of its own destiny. Its efforts

may be as immediately and as effectively directed to

the work of promoting progress as the efforts of a

navvy to the work of raising a weight. AVhat is to

be done is clear; how to do it may easily be discovered

:

nothing more, therefore, is required to attain success

but strenuous and single-minded endeavour. Unfor-

tunately the world is not made on so simple a plan,

nor is the prol^lem to be dealt Avith one in ele-

mentary mechanics : so complex is it indeed that I

could not attempt on such an occasion even roughly to

formulate it in its entirety. But the most cursory

observation Avill show that in many cases endeavour is

not enough, even when endeavour is made. Consider,

for instance, the case of Art. Mr. Spencer cherishes

the belief that his "fully evolved" man will spend much

more time in aesthetic enjoyment than our toil-worn

generation is })crmitted to do. 1 hope he may. But

what art is he going to enjoy 1 Leisure and fashion

will produce audiences and spectators. We know of
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nothing that will produce musicians or painters : and

I sometimes fear that if Mr. Spencer's "fully evolved

man " ever comes into being, he will not only find

perfect " harmony with his environment " intolerably

tedious, but will be in the humiliating position of

having to depend for his higher pleasures on the

Poetry and Painting of his " imperfectly evolved
"

forefathers, whose harmony with their environment

was, perhaps, fortunately for the cause of Art, not

quite so perfect as his own.

Consider, again, the case of Knowledge. Growth

in Knowledge, like productiveness in Art, can hardly,

so far as its direct consequences are concerned, do

otherwise than subserve the cause of progress. But,

unlike productiveness in Art, it would seem to be

under some kind of control. It is true, no doubt,

that the greatest achievements in discovery, like the

greatest creations of the imagination, depend largely

upon individual genius ;—depend, that is, upon some-

thing which is, and which will proliably remain,

wholly accidental and incalcula1)le. Nevertheless a

community which, individually or collectively, was

sufficiently intei^ested in the matter, might apparently

be as cei"tain of having an annual output of scientific
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research and industrial invention, as a farmer is of

growing an annual crop of wheat or barley ; and,

within limits, this is probably the fact. I would only

note that the presupposed appetite for scientific

knowledge and the demand for industrial invention,

have been rare in the history of the world ; that

advanced civilisations have existed without them,

and that we certainly do not know enough of the

causes by which they have been produced to enable

us to say with any assurance that they will persist in

places where they are now to be found, or arise in

places from which they are now absent. But granting

their existence, may we assume that knowledge will

grow without limit ? In an age distinguished for its

scientific progress, and in the presence of some by

whom that progress has been largely promoted, I

scarcely dare suggest a doubt on such a question.

Indeed, with regard to one asjiect of it, I feel no

doubt. Unquestionably mankind will be al)le to

cultivate the field of scientific discovery to all time

without exhausting it. But is it so certain that they

will 1)0 able indefinitely to extend it? Industi'ial

invention need never cease. But will our general

theory of the material Universe again undergo any
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revolution comparable to that Avhich it has undergone

in the last four hundred years? It is at least un-

certain. We seem indeed even at this moment to

stand on the verge of some great co-ordination of the

energies of nature, and to be perhaps within a

measurable distance of comprehending the cause of

gravitation and the character of that ethereal medium

which is the vehicle of Light, Magnetism, and

Electricity. Yet though this be true, it is also true

that in whatever direction we drive our explorations

we come upon limits we cannot, as it seems to me,

hope to overpass. Consider, for example, the case of

Astronomy—the region of investigation in Avhich the

results already obtained are, perhaps, in some respects

the most unexpected and the most impressive. Far-

reaching as they seem, the theories dealing with the

constitution, movements, and evolution of the heavenly

bodies, are all, without exception, ultimately based

upon terrestrial analogies and upon laws of which in

some of their manifestations we have terrestrial ex-

perience. If these fail us, Ave are, and must remain, pei'-

fectly helpless. Supposing it to be true, for instance,

that the proper motion of the stars cannot in many cases

be reasonably attributed to gi'avitation. Does it not

s
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seem almost certain that we are here in 2)resence of a

force on which we can never experiment, and whose

Laws we shall never he able to determine ? Again, in

Physics, the admirable results which have been at-

tained, blind us sometimes to the fact that where we

have been successful has been in the case of phenomena

which, though in their reality they can never be di-

rectly perceived, are nevertheless analogous to objects

of sensible experience, which can therefore be readily if

not adequately imagined, and about which hypotheses

can be made simple enough to be treated mathematic-

ally. No man Avill ever see what goes on in a gas, or

knoAv by direct vision how ether behaves. But we can

all of us think of a collision or a vibration, and a few

of us can deal with them 1)}' calculation. But observe

how I'apidly the difficulty of comprehension increases

as soon as sensible analogies begin to fail, as they do

in the case of many electric and magnetic phenomena
;

and how quickly the difficulty becomes an impossibility

when, as in the case of the most important organic

processes, the operations to be observed are too

minute ever to be seen and too complex ever to be

calculated. It is no imperfection in our instruments

which here foils i;s. It is an incuraljle imperfection
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in ourselves. Our senses are very few and very im-

perfect. They were not, unfortunately, evolved for

purposes of research. And though we may well

stand amazed at the immense scientific .structure

which Mankind have been ahle to raise on the meagre

foundations afforded by their feeble sense-pei'ceptions,

we can hardly hope to see it added to without limit.

Xor is the time necessarily as far distant as we some-

times think, when we may be reduced either to

elaborating the details of that which in outline is

known already, or to framing dim conjectures about

that which cannot scientifically be known at all.

These passing doubts, hoAvever, as to the future

triumphs of Art and Science, be they well or ill

founded, need not, it may be said, affect our estimate

of the results which in other departments of human

activity may be expected to flow from the " eflforts of

successive generations," made through the machinery

by which alone in its collective capacity the community

can make a deliberate attempt at progress—I mean

the State. It is unnecessary to remind you what

immense expectations have been, and are, based upon

State action. We are all familiar with that numer-

ous class who see in political changes the main interest
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of the Past, and their main hopes for the Future

;

who, if asked what they mean by Progress, will tell

you Eeform ; and if asked what they mean by Reform,

will tell you, " An alteration of the State Constitu-

tion," and if asked why they desire an alteration of

the State Constitution, will tell you, "In order to carry

on more rapidly and efiectively the work of Progress."

For this view ordinary History is, no doubt, partly

responsible. Such history is largely employed in

giving an account of the mode in which political

institutions have from time to time been modified to

suit the changing wishes or the changing needs of the

community, or of some portion of it. It is full of

accounts of violent and often sanguinary disputes, in

the decision of which the two sides held at the time,

and the historian has held after them, that the most

important interests of the community Avere involved.

Yet, if this proposition is true at all, it is certainly not

true in the sense in which it is commonly accepted.

Consider, for instance, how different has been the

political history, and yet how similar is the social con-

dition, of Great Britain, France, Germany, Holland,

and Belgium. Though these five nations do not for

the most part speak the same language, nor profess
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the same religion, nor claim the same ancestry; though

the events by which they have been moulded, and

the institutions by which they have been governed,

are apparently widely dissimilar
;
yet their culture is

at this moment practically identical ; their ideas form

a common stock ; the social questions they have to

face are the same ; and such difFerences as exist in

the material condition and wellbeing of their popula-

tions are unquestionably due more to the economic

differences in their position, climate, and natural

advantages, than to the decisions at which they may

have from time to time arrived on the various political

controversies by which their peoples have been so

bitterly divided. AVe cannot, of course, conclude

from this that political action or inaction has no

effect upon the broad stream of human progress ; still

less that it may not largely determine for good or for

evil the course of its smaller eddies and subsidiary

currents. All that we are warranted in saying is

that, as a matter of fact, the differences in the

political history of these five communities, however

interesting to the historian, nay, however important

at the moment to the happiness of the populations

concerned, are, if estimated by the scale Ave are at
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this moment applying to human affairs, almost

negligible ; and that it must be in connection with

the points wherein their political systems agree that the

importance of those systems is principally to be

found.

Nor need this conclusion seem strange or paradoxi-

cal. For great as are the recent changes which have

taken place in "Western civilisation, they have been

almost entirely due to scientific discoveries, to in-

dustrial inventions, to commercial enterprise, to the

occupation by Europeans of new Continents, to the

slow and in the main consecjuential modification of our

beliefs, ideas, and governing conceptions. But to these

great causes of movement the State, in the cases to

which I have referred, has contributed little but the ex-

ternal conditions under which individual effort has been

able to operate urdiindered—conditions consisting for

the most part in a tolerable degree of security, and a

tolerable degree of freedom ; and the great political

movements with which the historian chiefly concerns

himself must be regarded as symptoms, rather than as

causes, of the vital changes which have taken place.

I hold, then, that the actual uses to which political

action within the community has been, and is being,
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put are in the main rather negative than positive.

Such action does not to any great extent supply the

causes which advance the world, it only provides the

conditions under which the world may be advanced.

Even those, however, who agree with this estimate of

what in fact has commonly happened in the recent

past, might hold, and in many cases do hold, that

much more than this may be made to happen in the

future. It is admitted, they might say, that the

destiny of each generation is, to an almost incalculable

degree, determined by the social conditions in the

midst of which it is born. It is admitted that these

conditions are principally the handiwork of man him-

self. It is admitted that no instrument at our com-

mand is more powerful than the collective action of

the community. Why not, then, employ it to create

the environment by which the progress we desire may

be hastened and ensured 1

Now to answer this question we must know both

whether the community whose intervention is invoked

has the requisite knowledge, and whether, if so, it has

also the power to turn this knowledge to account.

It is curious that the first of these problems hardly

seems to have presented itself to whole schools of
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political thinkers who flourished ;it the end of the

last century, and the beginning of this. According

to their view, an acquaintance Avith the " Law of

Nature " was enough, and the " Law of Nature

"

could be understood by all who brought to its study

an unprejudiced mind. This remarkable doctrine

even now survives to an astonishing extent ; and

there are still plenty of excellent gentlemen Avho

appear to be exclusively preoccupied with the task

of making the opinion of the community, or what

passes for such, act rapidly and effectively on the

administrative machine; never supposing, apparently,

that if it could be made to act rapidly and effectively

there could be any doubts as to what it ought to do.

And yet there is no sign that sociology, or even the

limited department of it concerned with politics, exists

or ever Avill exist except in the shape of a certain

number of valuable empirical maxims, and a few very

wide and not very trustworthy generalisations. The

science has been planned out by some very able

philosophers, much as a prospective watering-place

is planned out by a speculative builder. But the

streets, the squares, the theatres, and the piers of

this scientific city have so far no existence except in
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imagination— nor are they likely soon to be con-

structed. Much indeed of Avhat commonly figures

as the theory of Politics has nothing, properly

speaking, to do with Sociology at all. The whole

tribe of Utopias ; the innumerable theories deduced

from the abstract rights or moral obligations of

individuals or communities ; all speculations which

concern themselves, not with explaining what is, but

with telling us what ought to he, are, however admir-

able and useful, wholly alien to Science in the sense

in which that word is here used. Such speculations

have had, and are having, for good and for evil,

important political eflfects ; they are therefore among

the phenomena which political science must co-

ordinate and explain : but they are no more con-

tributions to that science than an earthquake is a

contribution to Geology.

Other investigations, commonly and not incorrectly

considered as contributions to Political Knowledge,

such as those which deal with Constitutional History

and Constitutional Law, stand in a different category.

Their business is to discover and classify political facts

of great significance and interest. They ought, there-

fore, it Avould seem, to be valuable preliminaries to
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the construction of a Science of Politics. Yet, as they

are usually conducted, it may l)e doubted whether

they do not obscure rather than illustrate its problems.

They bring into undue prominence certain kinds of

fact ; they wholly ignore other kinds of fact at least

as material to a true understanding of the real play of

social laws. For them the legal and theoretical at-

tributes of each organ in the body politic, the forms

and fictions of exoteric politics, are the main subjects

of interest, and supply the only principles of classi-

fication ; while the ever-varying social forces which

successively work through the same constitutional

mechanism, and which give to the latter its chief

significance, are comparatively neglected. That this

should be so is perhaps inevital)le. For while it is easy,

Avith the lawyers, to analyse the documents, or the

precedents on which are based the legal and constitu-

tional powers of every governing element in a State
;

while it is not difficult, with the historians, to trace

the formal growth and gradual transformation of these

various elements through successive generations, the

difficulty of any systematic inquiry into the essential

sequences of social phenomena are great, and perhaps

on any large scale insuperable. We are apt to be
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misled in this matter by a false scientific analogy.

We often talk, and sometimes think, as if its political

constitution was to the State what its anatomical con-

formation is to the living animal : and as if therefore

we might argue from " structure " to " function " with

the same degree of assurance in the one case as we

habitually do in the other. But there is little

analogy between the two. The trite comparison

between a community and an organism is doubtless

suggestive, and may be useful. But it can only be

employed in security by those who remember that

among the organs through which the vital energies

of society act, and by which they are conditioned,

those whose character is described in constitutional

text-books, and whose growth is traced in constitu-

tional histories, are among the least interesting, and

the least important.

If I desired to illustrate the consequences which

follow upon forgetfulness of these truths, I might

remind you of the al3surd controversies, dear to the'

debating societies of two generations ago, and not

perhaps cjuite foi^gotten in some political clubs even

now, on the relative merits of various abstract forms

of government—Monarchical, Eepublican, Aristocratic,
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Democratic, and so forth. But let me take a less

crude form of the same kind of error. We are

all of us prone to regard a political institution, for

instance, a representative chamber, as a machine

Av^hose character can be adequately expressed by

defining its legal constitution. When we have

mastered this, when we know the qualification of

its electors, its legislative powers, its relation to other

bodies in the State, and so forth, we conceive our-

selves to have mastered its theory, and to be qualified

to pronounce an opinion on the way it will work in

practice. But, in truth, we have only mastered a

certain modicum of constitutional law ; and Constitu-

tional law may (as I have said), be in some respects,

an obstacle rather than an aid, to the construction of

Political Science. The second is concerned with

the reality of things, the first with their form. The

subject-matter of one is Natural law, of the other

Statute law. The assumed line between the theory of

the political machine and its practical working, either

cannot be drawn at all, or cainiot be drawn at the place

where legal definition and enactment end. No statute,

for example, provides or could provide that a popular

assembly shall work through a few large and well-
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disciplined parties, rather than through a number of

small and independent groups. Yet its habits in this

respect are incomparably more important than any-

thing in its formal constitution. Xo statute provides

or could provide that the representatives composing it

shall, on the whole, be elected from among those who

do not regard politics as a means of making money.

Yet the habits of the electorate in this respect are

incomparably more important than any mere question

of the franchise. On the other hand, the constitu-

tion of most representative assemblies does assume

that the units who elect and the units who are elected

shall, as among themselves, possess equal fractions of

political power : and, accordingly, the law is careful

to draw no distinction between them. But here,

again, Law is no guide to fact. Legal equality has

no necessary connection with political equivalence,

and the most cui-sory observations, not of constitu-

tional forms, but of the realities of life, show that

organisation is the inevitable accompaniment of elec-

toral institutions, and that organisation, from the

very nature of the case, is absolutely incompatible

with uniformity.

All this goes to show that we are not yet in
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possession of an3'thing deserving the name of

political science ; that the intrinsic difficulties of

creating one are almost insurmountable ; and that

in most cases those Avho attempt the task employ

methods essentially arbitrary, and predestined from

the 1:)eginning to be unfruitful. But though it may

well seem doubtful whether a complete science of

politics (and (t fudiori of sociology) will ever exist, it

is quite certain that if it ever does exist it must be

confined to a small body of exj^erts. Is there the

slightest probability that in their hands it could ever

produce the practical results which many persons

hope for 1 It may be doubted. An acquaintance

Avith the laws of nature does not always, nor even

commonly, carry with it the means of controlling

them. Knowledge is seldom power. And a soci-

ologist so coldly independent of the social forces

among Avhich he lived as thoroughly to understand

them, Avould, in all prolxibility, be as impotent to

guide the evolution of a community as an astronomer

to modify the orbit of a comet.

It might indeed at first sight appear that while

the astronomer has no means of intervening in the

affairs of the star, it is always open to the sociologist
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to appeal to the reason of the community of which

he is a member. But this view depends, I think,

on an erroneous view of the influence which reason-

ins: has or can have on the course of human affairs.

To hear some people talk, one would suppose that

the successful working of social institutions depended

as much upon cool calculation as the management

of a Joint Stock Bank : that from top to bottom,

and side to side, it was a mere question of political

arithmetic ; and that the beliefs, the affections, the

passions and the prejudices of Mankind were to be

considered in no other light than as obstacles in the

path of progress, which it was the business of the poli-

tician to destroy or to elude. This is a natural and,

perhaps in some respects, a beneficial illusion. Move-

ment, whether of progress or of retrogression, can

commonly be brought about only when the sentiments

opposing it have been designedly Aveakened or have

suffered a natural decay. In this destructive process,

and in any constructive process by which it may be

followed, reasoning, often very bad reasoning, bears,

at least in Western communities, a large share as cause,

a still larger share as symptom ; so that the clatter of

contending argumentation is often the most striking
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(iccompanimcut of interesting social changes. Its posi-

tion, therefore, and its functions in the social organism,

are frequently misunderstood. People fall instinctively

into the habit of supposing that, as it plays a con-

spicuous part in the improvement or deterioration of

human institutions, it thei-efore supplies the very basis

on which they may be made to rest, the very mould to

which they ought to conform ; and they naturally con-

clude that we have only got to reason more and to

reason better, in order speedily to perfect the whole

machinery by which human felicity is to be secured.

Surely this is a great delusion. A community

founded upon argument would soon be a community

no longer. It would dissolve into its constituent

elements. Think of the thousand ties most subtly

woven out of common sentiments, common tastes,

common beliefs, nay, common prejudices, by which

from our very earliest childhood we are all bound

unconsciously but indissolubly together into a com-

pacted whole. Imagine these to be suddenly loosed

and their places taken by some judicious piece of

reasoning on the balance of advantage, which, after

making all proper deductions, still remains to the

credit of social life. Imagine nicely adjusting our
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loyalt}' and our patriotism to the stiindard of a

calculated utility. Imagine us severally suspending

our adhesion to the Ten Commandments until we ha^-e

leisure and opportunity to decide between the rival

and inconsistent philosophies which contend for the

honour of establishing them ! These things we may

indeed imagine if we please. Fortunately, we shall

never see them. Society is founded—and from the

nature of the human beings which constitute it, must,

in the main, be always founded—not upon criticism

but upon feelings and beliefs, and upon the customs

and codes by which feelings and beliefs are, as it were,

fixed and rendered stable. And even where these

harmonise so far as we can judge with sound reason,

they are in many cases not consciously based on

reasoning ; nor is their fate necessarily bound up with

that of the extremely indifferent arguments by which,

from time to time, philosophers, politicians, and I

will add divines, have thought fit to support them.

This view may, perhaps, be readily accej^ted in

reference, for instance, to Oriental civilisation ; but

to some it may seem paradoxical when applied to the

free constitutions of the West. Yet, after all, it

supplies the only possible justification, I will not say

T
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for Democratic Government only, but for any Govern-

ment whatever based on public opinion. If the

business of such a Government was to deal with

the essential framework of society as an engineer

deals with the wood and iron out of Avhich he con-

structs a bridge, it would be as idiotic to govern by

household suffrage as to design the Forth Bridge by

household suffrage. Indeed, it would be much more

idiotic, because, as we have seen, sociology is far more

difficult than engineering. But, in truth, there is no

resemblance between the two cases. "We habitually

talk as if a self-governing or free community was

one which managed its own affairs. In strictness,

no community manages its own affairs, or by any

possibility could manage them. It manages but a

narrow fringe of its affairs, and that in the main by

deputy. It is only the thinnest surface layer of law

and custom, belief and sentiment, Avhich can either be

successfully subjected to destructive treatment, oi'

become the nucleus of any new growth—a fact which

explains the appai'ent paradox that so many of our

most famous advances in political wisdom are nothing

more than the formal recognition of our j)olitical

impotence.
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Examples of this paradox from the history of

economic legislation Avill at once suggest themselves

to all. But consider an illustration which in this

connection may not seem so familiar, drawn from

the theory of toleration.

As we are all aware, this theory was never accepted,

unless now and then by the persecuted minority,

until quite recent times. It is doubtless one of the

most valuable empirical maxims of modern politics.

Yet the reasons given for it are usually bad. Some

will tell you, oblivious of the most patent facts of

history, that persecution is always unsuccessful.

Others appear to assume that there is an inherent and

inalienable right possessed by every human being to

hold and to propagate what opinions he j)leases—

a

doctrine which cainiot be held practically in an

absolute form, or logically in a limited one. Others

again, with more reason, point out that the persecutor

never can be quite sure he is right ; that new truths

have constantly been unpopular in their first

beginnings ; and that if every modification of received

beliefs or customs is to be destroyed as soon as it is

born, progress becomes impossible.

This is all very true. But it is far from going to
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the root of the mattei-. Persecution is only an

attempt to do that overtly and with violence, which

the community is, in self-defence, perpetually doing

unconsciously and in silence. In many societies

variation of belief is practically impossible. In other

societies it is permitted onl}^ along certiiin definite

lines. In no society that has ever existed, or could

be conceived as existing, are opinions equally free (in

the scientific sense of the term, not the legal) to develop

themselves indifferently in all directions. The con-

stant pressure of custom ; the effects of imitation, of

education, and of habit ; the incalculable influence of

man on man, produce a working uniformity of con-

viction more effectually than the gallows and the

stake, though -without the cruelty, and with far more

than the wisdom that have usually l)een vouchsafed

to official persecutors. Though the production of

such a community of ideas as is necessary to make

possible community of life, the encouragement of

useful novelties, the destruction of dangerous eccen-

tricities, are thus among the undertakings which,

according to modern notions, the State dare scarcely

touch, or touches not at all, this is not because these

things are unimportant, but because, though among
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the most important of our aftairs, we no longer think

Ave can manage them.

It would seem, then, that in all States, and not

least in those which are loosely described as self-

governing, the governmental action which can ever

be truly described as the conscious application of

appropriate means to the attainment of fully-com-

prehended ends, must, in comparison with the totality

of causes affecting the development of the community,

be extremely insignificant in amount. As a matter

of fact, it has, in the recent past, been in the main

confined to questions of administration and finance,

or to the removal, sometimes, no doubt, by revolu-

tionary means, of antiquated and vexatious restric-

tions. Far more than this may, of course, be

attempted. It is quite possible to conceive an

absolute government with a taste for social experi-

ments. It is quite possible, though not so easy, to

conceive a popular government in Avhich the strength

of custom and tradition shall have been seriously

weakened by criticism or other causes, and where the

sentiments which usually support what is, begin, by

a kind of inverted conservatism, to nourish and give

strength to some ideal of what uur/ht to he. Com-
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munities so situjited are in a condition of unstal)le

equilibrium. The}^ are in danger of far-reaching

changes. It is not asserted that the result of such

changes must l)e unsuccessful, only that it is heyond

our powers of calculation. The new condition of

things would be a political parallel to what breeders

and biologists call in natural history a "sport." Such

"sports" do not often survive; still less often do

they flourish and multiply. It can only be b}' a rare

and happy accident that either in the social or the

physical world they constitute a stable and permanent

variety.

We are therefore driven to the conclusion that,

as our expectations of limitless progress for the race

cannot depend upon the blind operation of the laAvs

of heredity, so neither can they depend upon the

deliberate action of national governments. Such

examination as we can make of the changes which

have taken place during the relatively minute fraction

of history with respect to which we have fairly full

information, shows that they have Ijeen caused by a

multitude of variations, often extremely small, made

in their surroundings by individuals whose objects,

though not necessarily selfish, have often had no
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intentional reference to the advancement of the

community at large. But Ave have no scientific

ground for suspecting that the stimulus to these

individual efforts must necessarily continue ; we

know of no law by which, if they do continue, they

must needs be co-ordinated for a common purpose or

pressed into the serAice of the common good. We

cannot estimate their remoter consequences ; neither

can we tell how they will act and re-act upon one

another, nor how they will in the long run aftect

morality, religion, and other fundamental elements

of human society. The future of the race is thus

encompassed with darkness : no faculty of calculation

that we possess, no instrument that we are likely to

invent, will enable us to map out its course, or

penetrate the secret of its destiny. It is easy, no

doubt, to find in the clouds which obscure our path

what shapes we please : to see in them the promise

of some millennial paradise, or the threat of endless

and unmeaning travel through waste and perilous

places. But in such visions the wise man will put

but little confidence : content, in a sober and cautious

spirit, Avith a full consciousness of his feeble powers

of foresight, and the narrow limits of his activity, to
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deal as they arise with the problems of his own

generation.

In thinking over the criticisms Avhich this hasty

survey of an immense subject might possibly provoke,

two in particular seem to require some special notice

on my part. To the first I plead guilty at once. It

will be objected that of many statements the proof

is not given at all, or is but barely indicated ; that

no notice has been taken of many obvious objections,

and that the treatment of the most important topics

has been so meagre that what I have said rather

resembles the syllabus of a course of lectures than a

lecture complete in itself. All this is perfectly true
;

and I can only urge in palliation that, as I could not

deliver a series of Kectorial Addresses, what I had to

say must either have been comj^ressed, as I have

endeavoured to compress it, or not be said at all

;

and further, that I had the good fortune to speak to

an audience who might be trusted to fill up the

lacurue which I had been compelled to leave.

The second criticism is of a different kind, and to

this I do not plead guilty. I shall be told, indeed I

have already been told, that the treatment of the
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subject was unsuited to the occasion, and to the age

of many among my audience ; that it was calculated

to chill youthful enthusiasm, and to check youthful

enterprise. Now I quite agree that it Avould be a

melancholy result of our meeting if any single

member of this assembly left it with a lower view of

the intrinsic worth of human endeavour. But I do

not believe this is likely to be the case. It is true

that, as I think, there is nothing in what we know

of the earthly prospects of humanity fitted fully to

satisfy human aspirations. It is true that, as I think,

much optimistic speculation about the future is quite

unworthy the consideration of serious men. It is

true that, as I think, the light-hearted manner in

which many persons sketch out their ideas of a re-

constructed society exhibits an almost comic igno-

rance of our limited powers of political calculation.

But I do not believe that these opinions are likely,

either in reason or in fact, to weaken the springs of

human efiort. The best efforts of mankind have

never been founded upon the belief in an assured

progress towards a tei-restrial millennium : if for no

other reason because the belief itself is quite modern.

Patriotism and public zeal have not in the past, and
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do not now, require any such aliment. True we do

not know, as our fathers before us have not known,

the hidden laAvs by which in any State the private

virtues of its citizens, their love of knowledge, the

energy and disinterestedness of their civic life, their

reverence for the past, their caution, their capacity

for safely working free institutions, may be main-

tained and fostered. But we dn know that no State

where these qualities have flourished has ever perished

from internal decay ; and we also know that it is

within our power, each of us in his own s2:)here, to

practise them ourselves, and to encourage them in

others. As men of action, we want no more than

this. Of this no speculation can deprive us. And I

doubt whether any of us will be less fitted to face

with a wise and cheerful courage the problems of our

age and country, if reflection should induce us to rate

somewhat lower than is at present fashionable, either

the splendoiirs of our future destiny, or the facility

with which these splendours may be attained.
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THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY i

The word Positivism, as used by us to-day, I under-

stand to carry with it no special reference to the

peculiarities of Comte's system, to his views on the

historic evolution of thought, to his classification of

the sciences, to his theories of sociology, or to those

curious schemes of polity and ritual contained in his

later writings, which have tried the fidelity of his

disciples and the gravity of his critics. I rather

suppose the word to be used in a wider sense. I take

it to mean that general habit or scheine of thought

which, on its negative side, refuses all belief in any-

thing beyond phenomena and the laws connecting

them, and on its positive side attempts to find in the

^ An Address delivered at the Church Congress, Manchester,

October 1888.
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'"worship of liumanity," or, as some more soberly

phrase it, in the " service of man," a form of religion

unpolluted liy any element of the supernatural.

Xow I do not propose here to discuss the negative

side of this creed. Those who confidently assert, as

do the Positivists, that there is one set of things

which we can know and do know, and another set of

things which we do not know and can never knoAV,

evidently suppose themselves to be in possession of

some valid criterion of knowledge. How far this

supposition is in their case legitimate, I have

endeavoured elsewhere to discuss from my own point

of view, in a Ijook the title of which has attracted

more interest than the contents. I do not mean to

refer to the subject here. What I have now to say

relates solely to what may be called the religious

element in Positivism, and its adequacy to meet the

highest needs of beings such as we are, placed in a

world such as ours.

Some will deny at the outset that the term religion

can ever be appropriately used of a creed which has

nothing in it of the supernatural. It is a ({uestion of

words, and, like all questions of words, a question

of convenience. In my judgment the convenience
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varies in this case with the kind of investigation in

which we happen to be engaged. If we are con-

sidering religions from their dogmatic side, as systems

of belief, to be distinguished as such both from ethics

and from science, no doubt it would be absurd to

describe Positivism, which allows no beliefs except

such as are either scientific or ethical, as having any

religious element at all. 80 considered it is a nega-

tion of all religion. But if, on the other hand, we

are considering religion not merely from the outside,

as a system of propositions, stating what can be

known of man's relations to a supernatural power,

and the rules of conduct to be framed thereon, but

from the inside, as consisting of acts of belief pene-

trated with religious emotion, then I think it would

be unfair to deny that some such emotion may centre

round the object of Positivist cult, and that if it does

so it is inconvenient to refuse to describe it as a

religion.

It is doubtless unnecessary for me to dwell upon

this double aspect of every religion, and of every

system of belief which aspires to be a substitute for

religion. For many purposes it may be enough to

regard religion as a mere collection of doctrines and
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precepts. It is often enough when we are dealing

with its history, or its development ; with the

criticism of documents or the evidence of dogmas.

But when we are dealing not merely with the evolu-

tion of religion or its truth, but with its function

among us men here and now, we are at least as much

concerned with the living emotions of the religious

consciousness as with the framework of doctrine, on

which no doubt they ultimately depend for their

consistency and permanence.

Now, as it is certain that there may be super-

naturalism without religious feeling, so we need not

deny that there may be something of the nature of

religious feeling without supernaturalism. The Deists

of the last century accepted the argument from

design. The existence of the world showed in their

view that there must have been a First Cause. The

character of the world showed that this First Cause

was intelligent and benevolent. They thus provided

themselves with the dogmatic basis of a religion,

which, however inadequate, nevertheless has been

and still is a real religion to vast numbers of men.

But to the thinkers of whom I speak this theory was

never more than a speculative belief. The chain of
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cause and effect required a beginning, and their theory

of a First Cause provided one. The idea of an

infinitely complex but orderly universe appeared by

itself to be unsatisfactory, if not unintelligible, so

they rounded it off Avith a God. Yet, while the

savage who adores a stone, for no better reason than

that it has an odd shape, possesses a religion though

a wretched and degraded one, the Deists of whom I

speak had nothing more than a theology, though of

a kind only possible in a comparatively adv^anced

community.

While there may thus be a speculative belief in

the supernatural, which through the absence of

religious feeling does not in the full sense of the

word amount to a religion, there may be religious

feeling divorced from any belief in the supernatural.

It is indeed obvious that such feeling must be limited.

To the variety and compass of the full religious con-

sciousness it can, from the very nature of the case,

never attain. The spectacle of the Starr}^ Heavens

may inspire admiration and awe, but cannot be said,

except by way of metaphor, to insjiire love and

devotion. Humanity may inspire love and devotion,

but does not, in ordinarily-constituted minds, inspire
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either admiration or awe. If we wish to find these

and other religious feelings concentrated on one

object, transfusing and vivifying the bare precepts of

morality, the combining power must be sought for in

the doctrines of Supernatural Religion.

It might be said in reply, that while some of the

feelings associated with a supernatural theology are

doubtless absent from the " religion of humanity,"

these have purpose and significance chiefly in relation

to the doctrine of a future life, and to those persons,

therefore, who see no ground for believing in the

possibility of any such life, seem necessarily meaning-

less or mischievous. Here, then, is the point where

I desire to join issue. The l^elief in a future state

is one of the most striking— I will not say the

most important— differences between positive and

supernatural religion. It is one upon which no

agreement or compromise is possible. It admits of

no gradations—of no less or more. It is true, or it is

false. And my purpose is to contribute one or two ob-

servations towards a qualitative estimate of the imme-

diate gain or loss to some of the highest interests of

mankind, which would follow upon a substitution of

the Positivist for the Christian theory on the subject.
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I say a qualitative estimate, because it is not easy

to argue about a quantitative estimate in default of a

kind of experience in which we are at present wholly

deficient. The religion of humanity, divorced from

any other religion, is professed by but a small and,

in many respects, a peculiar sect. The cultivation of

emotions at high tension towards humanity, deliber-

ately dissociated from the cultivation of religious

feeling towards God, has never yet been practised on

a large scale. We have so far had only laboratory

experiments. There has been no attempt to manu-

facture in bulk. And even if it had been otherwise,

the conclusion to be drawn must for a long time have

remained doubtful. For the success of such attempts

greatlj^ depends on the character of the social medium

in which they are carried on ; and if, as I should

hope, the existing social medium is favourable to the

growth of philanthropic feelings, its character is

largely due to the action of Christianity. It re-

mains to be proved whether, if Christianity were

destroyed, a " religion of humanity " could long

maintain for itself the atmosphere in which alone

it could permanently flourish.

I make no attempt, then, to estimate the magnitude

u
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of the gain or loss Avhich the destruction of a belief

in Providence and a future life would entail upon

mankind. I merely endeavour to characterise one

or two of the elements of which that gain or loss would

be composed.

But in doing so I do not propose to count, or at

least to consider, the feelings of satisfaction, or the

reverse, with which, according to their temper or

their creed, individuals may contemplate their per-

sonal destiny after death. My present business is

with thoughts and emotions of a wider reference, and

among these I count the effect which the belief that

physical dissolution is not the destruction of con-

sciousness, that death lets down the curtain at the

end of the act not at the end of the piece, has upon

the mood in Avhich we survey the darker aspects of

the world in which we live.

I. To say that the doctrine of Immortality pro-

vides us with a ready-made solution of the problem

of evil, is of course absurd. If there be a problem,

it is insoluble. Nevertheless there can be no doubt

that it may jn-ofoundly modify the whole attitude of

mind in which we are able to face the insistent facts

of sin, suffering, and misery. I am no pessimist. I
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do not profess to Aveigli against one another the

sorrows and the joys of humanity, and to conclude

that it had been better for us had we never been

born. Let any one try to perform such a calculation

in his own case (about which he may be presumed

to have exceptional sources of information) ; let him,

in the same spirit of unimpassioned inquiry in Avhich

he would carry on any other piece of scientific

measurement, attempt to estimate how much of his

life has been above and how much below that neutral

line which represents the precise degree of wellbeing

at which existence is neither a blessing nor a curse,

and he will henceforth treat with derision all attempts

to perform the same operation for the human race.

But though this be so, yet the sense of misery

unrelieved, of wrongs unredressed, of griefs beyond

remedy, of failure Avithout hope, of physical pain so

acute that it seems the one overmastering reality in a

world of shadows, of mental depression so deadly

that it Avelcomes physical pain itself as a relief

—

these, and all the crookednesses and injustices of a

crooked and unjust world, may well overload our

spirits and shatter the springs of our energies, if to

this world only we must restrict our gaze. For thus
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narrowed the problem is liopeless. Let us dream

what dreams we please about the future ; let us paint

it in hues of our own choosing ; let us fashion for

ourselves a Avorld in which war has been abolished,

disease mitigated, poverty rooted out ; in which

justice and charity determine every relation in life,

and we shall still leave untouched a residue of irre-

mediable ills— separation, deca}', weariness, death.

This distant and doubtful millennium has its dark

shadows : and then how distant and doubtful it is !

The most intrepid prophet dare hardly say with

assurance whether the gorgeous mountain shapes to

which Ave are drifting be cloud or solid earth. And

while the future hapiDiness is doubtful, the present

misery is certain. Nothing that humanity can enjoy

in the future will make up for what it has suffered

in the past : for those who will enjoy are not the

same as those who have suffered : one set of persons

is injured, another set will receive compensation.

Now I do not wish to be guilty of any exaggera-

tion. It may freely be conceded that many persons

exist to whom the knowledge that there are wrongs

to be remedied is a stimvdus to remedying them, and

is nothing more ; who can abstract their minds from
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everything but the work in hand, and remain, like

an experienced doctor, wholly undisturbed by the

sufferings of those whom they are endeavouring to

relieve. But I am not sure that this class is common,

or is getting commoner. The sensitiveness to social

evils is increasing, and it is good that it should in-

crease. But the good is not unmixed. In proportion

as the general sympathy gets wider, as the social

imagination gets more comprehensive and more

responsive, so will the number of those increase

who according to their temper either rush frantically

to the first quack remedy that presents itself, or, too

clear-sighted to be sanguine, but not callous enough

to be indifferent, yield themselves bondsmen to a

sceptical despair. For the first of these classes I

know not that anything can be done. There is no

cure for stupidity. But for the second, the faith

that what we see is but part, and a small part, of a

general scheme which -will complete the destiny, not

merely of humanity, but (which is a very different

thing) of every man, woman, and child born into the

world, has supplied, and may again supply, consola-

tion and encouragement, energy and hope.

II. It is true that Ave are sometimes told that a
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system by Avhich rewards and })unishments are

annexed in another "world, to the practice of virtue

or of vice in this one, appeals to the baser side of

human nature. And comparisons are drawn between

religions which appeal to such sanctions, and religions

which do not, entirely to the disadvantage of the

former. But this opinion, which lends itself naturally

to much easy rhetorical treatment, is open to more

than one objection. In the first place, it mistakes

the position which the doctrine of future retribution

holds in Christian theology, a position which, though

real and important, is nevertheless a subordinate one

in the hierarchy of religious motives. On this I do

not further dwell, since it obviously falls beyond the

limit of my present subject. But in the second

place, it seems altogether to mistake the true posi-

tion of rational self-love in any sound scheme of

practical morality.

Conceive for one moment what an infinitely better

and happier world it would be if every action in it

were directed by a reasonable desire for the agent's

happiness ! Excess of all kinds, dninkenness and

its attendant ills, would vanish ; disease Avould be

enormously mitigated ; nine-tenths of the petty vexa-
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tioiis which embitter domestic life -would 1)6 smoothed

away ; the competition for wealth would he lessened,

for wealth would be rated at no more than the

quantity of pleasure which it is capable of purchasing

for its possessor ; the sympathetic emotions would be

sedulously cultivated, as among those least subject

to weariness and satiety ; while self-sacrifice itself

Avould 1)0 practised as the last refinement of a judicious

luxury.

Now, love of self thus understood, we should be

right in ranking infinitely lower among springs of

action than the love of God or the love of man. But

we should assuredly be utterly wrong in confounding

it with self-indulgence, of which it is usually the

precise opposite, or in describing it as in any resjDect

base and degraded. The world suffers not because

it has too much of it, but because it has too little

;

not because it displaces higher motives, but because

it is itself habitually displaced by lower ones. But

though this be so, yet it must sometimes happen,

however rarely, that rational love of self conflicts with

the disinterested love of man, if results in this world

alone be taken into account. It is only if we are

permitted to assume another phase of existence in
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direct moral relation with this one, that the contra-

diction between these guiding principles of conduct

can be solved certainly and universally in a higher

harmony.

It is true that hopes are held out to us that a

judicious manipulation of the latent forces of public

opinion may supply us with a very efficient substitute

for Heaven and Hell, and may provide a method by

which any action disagreeable to the community shall

be made so intolerable to its perpetrator, that a perfect

accord will be produced between individual and public

interests. Now I am far indeed from asserting that

this scheme (which oddly enough meets with especial

favour from those Avho find something unworthy of

the highest morality in the ordinary doctrine of

future retribution) is wholly chimerical. The effect

Avhich the opinion of his habitual associates has upon

the ordinary man, who is neither a hero nor a scoundrel,

is almost limitless : and though I do not know that

their approval has been able as yet to give its object

a foretaste of Heaven, their disapproval may, Avithout

doubt, be so organised as to supply its victim with a

very sufficient anticipation of Hell. But is this a

l)0wer which any sober man desires to see indefinitely
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increased and placed in irresponsible hands 1 Is there

the slightest possibility that its operation would be

limited to questions of morals 1, AVould it not inevit-

ably trespass upon individual freedom in neutral

matters ? "Would it not crush out every germ of that

" tendency to variation " which is the very basis of

development 1 and can we seriously regard it as an

improvement in the scheme of the universe that

Infinite Justice and Infinite Mercy should be dethroned

for the purpose of putting in their place an apotheo-

.sised Mrs. Grundy ?

Dismissing, then, this substitute for future retribu-

tion as a remedy more dangerous than the disease,

let us take stock of the position in which practical

morality is left by the abolition of a future life. I

have sketched for you Avhat the world might be if it

were governed solely by reasonable self-love ; and a

comparison between this picture and the reality

should satisfy any one how feeble a motive self-love

is compared with the work which it has to perform.

In this lies the explanation of a fact which, strangely

enough, has been used as an argument to show the

worthlessness of Christianity as an instrument for

moralising the world. How comes it, say these
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objectors, thut in the ;iges when (as the}' read history)

the sufFerings and joys of eternity were present with

special vividness to the mind of Christendom, more

effect was not produced upon the lives of men ; that

licentiousness and devotion so often went hand in

hand ; that the terrors of Hell and the hopes of

Heaven were powerless to stay the hand of violence

and oppression 1 The answer is, that then, as now.

the conviction that happiness lies along one road and

misery along another, is seldom adequate to deter-

mine the path of the traveller. He will choose the

wrong way, knowing it to be the wrong way, and

well assured in his moments of reflection that he is

doing not merely what he knows to be Avicked, but

what he knows to be inexpedient. Surely, however,

this is not only conformable to the facts of human

nature, but to the doctrines of Christianity. If the

practice of the noblest conduct is a fruit that can

spring from the enlightened desire for happiness,

then have theologians in all ages been notably mis-

taken. But it is not so. HoAvcver closely in theory

the actions prescribed by self-love may agree with

those prescribed by benevolence, no man has ever

succeeded in performing them from the former motive
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alone. Xo conviction, for instance, that unselfishness

" pays " has ever made any man habitually and suc-

cessfully unselfish. To promote the happiness of

others solely as a means to our own, may be, and is,

a perfectly logical and reasonable policy, but it is not

a policy Avhich human beings are capable of pursuing :

and, as experience shows that the love of self must

be barren unless merged in the love of others, so

does the Church teach that rarely can this love of

others be found in its highest perfection unless associ-

ated "with the love of God. These three great

l^rinciples—great, but not co-equal, distinct in them-

selves, harmonious in the actions they prescribe,

gaining strength from a combination often so intimate

as to defy analysis, are yet, even in combination,

insuJSicient to control the inordinate ambitions, desires,

and passions over which they are de jure, but seldom

de fado, the unquestioned rulers. How, then, are they

dealt with by the Positivist creed 1 The love of self

is directly weakened as a motive to virtue by the

abolition of supernatural sanctions in another life.

The love of others is iiuliredhj weakened by the possi-

bility of conflict between it and the love of self.

The love of God is summarily suppressed. Surely
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those who can coiitemjolate this result with eqvia-

nimity must either l)e very indifferent to the triumph

of morality, very ignorant of human nature, or very

sanguine about the issues of the struggle between the

opposing forces of good and evil.

III. In considering, however, the efiect of any

creed on human actions, it is a great though a common

error to limit our view to the bare substance of the

morality it advocates, or to the direct method by

which moral action is to be produced. Scarcely less

important is the manner in which it presents the

results of human effort to the imagination of men.

The question. Is life worth living ? when it is not a

mere exclamation of weariness and satiety, means or

should mean, Is there any object worth striving for,

not merely as a matter of duty, but for its intrinsic

greatness 1 Can we look at the labours of man from

any point of view which shall satisfy, not the

conscience merely, but also the imagination 1 For if

not, if the best we can say of life is that, though

somewhat lacking in meaning, yet where circumstances

are propitious, it is not otherwise than agreeable,

then assuredly in our moments of reflection it Avould

not seem worth living ; and the more we contemplate
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it as a whole, the more we raise ourselves above the

distractions of the passing moment, the less worth

living will it seem.

This, I apprehend, would not be denied by any

Positivist, but he would claim for his creed that it

had an ideal object, vast enough to absorb the whole

energies of mankind, and splendid enough to satisfy

its highest aspirations. In the work of building up

a perfected humanity, every one may Ijear a part.

None indeed can do much, yet all may do something.

During his brief journey from nothingness to nothing-

ness, each man may add his pebble to the slowly-

rising foundations of an ideal world, content to pass

into eternal darkness if he has hastened by a moment

the advent of the golden age Avhich, though he will

not live to see it, yet must surely come.

Though personally I prefer a system imder which

we may share the millennium to which Ave are invited

to contribute, I should be the last to deny that

conduct thus inspired has much in it that appeals to

the highest imagination. But though the ideal is

grand, is it also " positive "
1 I have never been able

to discover that there is any foundation in the known

laws of nature for these flattering anticipations, or for
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any confident expectation that if j^erfection be attain-

able Ave are in the right way to attain it. Consider

for a moment the complexity of human affairs : our

ignorance of the laws which govern the growth of

societies ; the utter inadequacy of any power of

calculation that we possess to apply with confidence

our knowledge of those laws (such as it is) to the

guidance of the contending forces by which the social

organisation is moved. The man who would sacrifice

the good of the next generation for the greater good

of the generation next but one is a fool. He neglects

an age of which he may know a little, for the sake of

an age respecting which he can know nothing. He

might, if he pleased, stumble along in the twilight

;

he prefers to adventure himself in the blackness of

utter night. Yet what is a generation in the history

of man'? Nothing. And we, who cannot be sure

whether our efforts will benefit or injure our grand-

children, are quietly to assume that we are in the

way to contribute to the fortunes of the remocest

representatives of the human race.

It will perhaps be said that if Ave do our best, all

these things shall be added unto us ; and that, Avithout

conscious contrivance on our part Ave shall be gently
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led towards the final consummation by that modern

Providence the principle of Evolution. But I have

never been fortunate enough to persuade myself that

evolution, in so far as it is a scientific doctrine, pro-

mises all or any of these good things. I am aware

that occasionally evolutionists also find themselves

among the prophets ; and I take it that some of these

anticipations are conceived in the spirit of prophecy

rather than in that of natural philosophy. But what

guidance in this matter is actually given us by science •?

We are taught that the successive developments of

species have not been along one main channel, but

in countless branching streams, like those that inter-

sect the delta of some great river. We also know

that at some point or other on the way towards the

development of a higher intelligence all these streams

but one have been checked. The progenitors of man,

and they alone, would seem to have hit off the

precise line of flow, which could produce an Aristotle

or a Newton. But because man, more fortunate than

his cousins, has got thus far, is his future progress to

be indefinite ? If he differs from the animals only in

degree, will not his fate only diff'er from theirs in

degree also 1 He too will reach a point, if he has not
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reached it already, beyond which no variation will

bring with it increased intellectual grasp, increased

vigour of imagination, increased moralisation of will,

increased capacity for social life. Xor does it seem

to me that the study of history leads us to more

encouraging results. There, too, progress has not

been along one line of descent. Eaces and nations

have in turn taken up the burden of advancing

civilisation, borne it for a certain space, found it too

heavy for them, and have laid it wearily down.

Many peoples have degenerated, many have become

stationary, and I am wholly at a loss to know why

we—the group of AYestern nations—and we alone,

may hope to escape the common destiny of man.

If we, then, regard the Universe in which we have

to live as a mere web of connected phenomena,

created for no object, informed by no purpose,

stamped with no marks of design other than those

which can he imitated by Xatural Selection, I see no

ground for the faith that all honest effort will work

together for the production of a regenerate man and

a perfected society. Such a conclusion cannot be

drawn from the notion of God, for Ijy hypothesis

there is no God. It cannot be drawn from any
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general survey of the plan OJi which the world is

framed, or of the end for which it is constructed :

for the world is framed on no plan, nor is it con-

structed to carry out any end. It cannot be drawn

from a consideration of the histories of individual

species or nations, for the inference to be drawn

from these is that Nature has set bounds beyond

which no alteration brings with it any sensible

improvement. It cannot be deduced from what we

know of man, for we have no knowledge of man more

certain than that he is powerless consciously to bend

towards the attainment of any remote ideal, forces

whose interaction he is powerless to calculate or to

comprehend. To me, therefore, it seems that the

" positive " view of the world must needs end in a

chilling scepticism concerning the final worth of

hiunan effort, which can hardly fail to freeze and

paralyse the warmest enthusiasm and the most

zealous energy.

IV. But I do not think that its efiects in starving

what I may perhaps be allowed to call the " moral

imagination" end here. There are some who hold

that the wider range of vision given to us by history

and science has diminished the credibility of a religion

X
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which comparative theology tells us is only one

among thousands that have flourished on a planet of

which astronomy tells lis that it is only one among

indefinite millions scattered through limitless space.

For my own part, the conclusion I draw from these

undoubted facts is jirecisely the opposite one. Comte

was, I think, well advised when, in his later writings,

he discouraged research into matters remote from

obvious human interest, on the ground that such

research is inimical to the progress of the Positive

faith. Not Christianity, but Positivism, shrinks and

pales in the light of increasing knowledge. For,

while the Positive faith professes to base itself upon

science, its emotions centre in humanity, and we are

therefore treated to the singular spectacle of a religioQ

in which each great advance in the doctrines which

support it dwarfs still further the dignity of the

object for which it exists. For what is man, con-

sidered merely as a natural object among other

natural objects'? Time was when the fortunes of

his tribe were enough to exhaust the energies and to

bound the imagination of the primitive sage. The

gods' peculiar care, the central object of an attendant

imiverse, that for Avhich the sun shone and the dew
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fell, to which the stars in their courses ministered; it

drew its origin in the past from divine ancestors, and

might by divine favour be destined to an indefinite

existence of success and triumph in the future.

These ideas represent no early stage in human

thought, but we have left them far behind. The

family, the tribe, the nation, are no longer enough to

absorb our interests. Man, past, present, and future,

lays claim to our devotion. What, then, can we say

of him 1

Man, so far as natural science by itself is able to

teach us, is no longer the final cause of the universe,

the heaven-descended heir of all the ages. His very

existence is an accident, his story a brief and dis-

creditable episode in the life of one of the meanest

of the planets. Of the combination of causes which

first converted a piece or pieces of unorganised jelly

into the living progenitors of humanity, science

indeed, as yet, knows nothing. It is enough that

from such beginnings Famine, Disease, and Mutual

Slaughter, fit nurses of the future lord of creation,

have gradually evolved, after infinite travail, a race

with conscience enough to know that it is vile, and

intellio-ence enoue;h to knoAv that it is insignificant.
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AVe survey the past and see that its history is of

blood and tears, of helpless blundering, of wild revolt,

of stupid acquiescence, of empty aspirations. We
sound the futiu-e, and learn that after a period, long

compared with the individual life, but short indeed

compared with the divisions of time open to our

investigation, the energies of our system will decay,

the glory of the sun will be dimmed, and the earth,

tideless and inert, will no longer tolerate the race

which has for a moment disturbed its solitude. Man

will go down into the pit, and all his thoughts Avill

perish. The uneasy consciousness, which in this

obscure corner has for a brief space broken the con-

tented silence of the Universe, will be at rest.

Matter will know itself no longer. Imperishable

monuments and immortal deeds, death itself, and

love stronger than death, will be as though they had

never been. Nor Avill anything that remains be

better or be worse for all that the labour, genius,

devotion, and suffering of man have striven through

countless generations to effect.

Now this Positivist eschatology, like any other

cschatology, need of course have little obvious or

direct bearing on the great mass of ordinary every-
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day interests and emotions. It need not overshadow

every thought and action of him who accepts it, any

more than the knowledge that death must come some

time, and may come soon, thrusts itself obtrusively

into the business and enjoyment of the average man.

But this does not mean that its influence can be dis-

regarded. One of the objects of the "religion of

humanity," and it is an object beyond all praise, is

to stimulate the imagination till it lovingly embraces

the remotest fortunes of the whole human family.

But in proportion as this end is successfully attained,

in proportion as we are taught by this or any other

religion to neglect the transient and the personal,

and to count ourselves as labourers for that which is

universal and abiding, so surely must the increasing

range which science is giving to our vision over the

times and spaces of the material universe, and the

decreasing importance of the place which man is seen

to occupy in it, strike coldly on our moral imagina-

tion, if so be that the material universe is all we have

to do with. It is no answer to say that scientific

discovery cannot alter the moral law, and that so

long as the moral law is unchanged our conduct need

be modified by no opinions as to the futiu-e destiny
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of this planet or its inhabitants. This contention,

whether true or not, is irrelevant. All developed

religions, and all philosophies which aspire to take

the place of religion, Lucretius as well as St. Paul,

give us some theory as to the destiny of man and his

relation to the sum of things. My contention is that

every such religion and every such philosophy, so

long as it insists on regarding man as merely a

phenomenon among phenomena, a natural object

among other natural objects, is condemned by science

to failure as an effective stimulus to high endeavour.

Love, pity, and endurance it may indeed leave with

us : and this is well. But it so dwarfs and im-

poverishes the ideal end of human effort, that though

it may encourage us to die with dignity, it hardly

permits us to live with hope.

I have now endeavoured briefly to indicate certain

salient points in which, as I think. Positivism must,

even within the limits of mundane experience, prove

inferior as a moralising agent to Christianity. Of

the inmost essence of Christianity, of the doctrines

dealing with the personal relations between God and

man, in which it differs not merely from Positivism,

but from all other forms of religion, I have said little.
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For Positivism, not Christianity, is my subject, and

over this region of religious consciousness Positivism

claims no sway. I have contented myself with

inquiring which of these two is in truth the better

" religion of humanity " ; which is the religion most

fitted, in the face of advancing knowledge, to con-

centrate in the service of man those high emotions

and far-reaching hopes from which the moral law,

as a practical system, draws nourishment and strength.

That such a method of treatment is essentially incom-

plete is of course obvious. It arbitrarily isolates, and

exclusively deals with, but a small fraction of the ques-

tion at issue between supernaturalism and naturalism.

It leaves out of account the greatest question of

all—namely, the question of comparative proof, and

directs attention only to the less august problem of

comparative advantage. Such a limitation of treat-

ment would in any case be imposed by the character

of the occasion, but I am not sure that it is not in-

trinsically useful. A philosophy of belief, I do not

mean of religious belief, exclusively or even princi-

pally, but of all belief, has yet to be constructed. I

do not know that its foundations are yet laid ; nor

are they likely to be laid by Positivist thinkers, on
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whose minds it does not for the most part seem yet

to haA'e dawned that such a philosophy is in any way

required. Until some j^rogress is made in this work

I must adhere to an opinion which I have elsewhere

defended, that much current controversy about the

possibility of miracles, about the evidence for design,

about what is commonly, though very absurdly,

described as the " conflict between science and

religion," can at best be only provisional. But when

the time comes at which mankind shall have attained

some coherent method of testing the validity of those

opinions respecting the natural and the spiritual

worlds on which in their best moments they desire

to act, then I hazard the guess, since to guesses we

are at present confined, that adaptation to the moral

wants and aspirations of humanity will not be re-

garded as wholly alien to the problems over which

so many earnest minds are at present disquieting

themselves in vain.

But even apart from the question of relative proof,

it may be said that the comparison between Chris-

tianity and Positivism has been very incompletely

worked out. This is true, but let it he noted that

the incompleteness of treatment is unfavourable, not
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to Positivism, but to Christianity. "We have com-

pared Positivism where it is thought to be strongest,

viith. Christianity where it is thought to be weakest.

And if the result of the comparison even there has

been unfavourable to Positivism, how Avill the account

stand if every element in Christianity be taken into

consideration? The "religion of humanity " seems

specially fitted to meet the tastes of that compara-

tively small and prosperous class, who are unwilling

to leave the dry bones of Agnosticism Avholly un-

clothed with any living tissue of religious emotion,

and who are at the same time fortunate enough to be

able to persuade themselves that they are contributing,

or may contribute, by their individual efforts to the

attainment of some great ideal for mankind. But what

has it to say to the more obscure multitude who are

absorbed, and wellnigh overwhelmed, in the constant

struggle with daily needs and narrow cares ; who

have but little leisure or inclination to consider the

precise rule they are called on to play in the great

drama of "humanity," and who might in any case be

puzzled to discover its interest or its importance 1

Can it assure them that there is no human being so

insignificant as not to be of infinite worth in the eyes
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of Him who created the Heavens, or so feeble hut

that his action may have consequence of infinite

moment long after this material system shall have

crumbled into nothingness 1 Does it offer consolation

to those who are in grief, hope to those who are

bereaved, strength to the weak, forgiveness to the

sinful, rest to those who are weary and heavy laden 1

If not, then, whatever be its merits, it is no rival to

Christianity. It cannot penetrate and vivify the

inmost life of ordinary humanity. There is in it no

nourishment for ordinary human souls, no comfort

for ordinary human sorrow, no help for ordinary

human weakness. Not less than the crudest irre-

ligion does it leave us men divorced from all com-

munion with God, face to face with the unthinking

energies of nature which gave us birth, and into

which, if supernatural religion be indeed a dream, we

must after a few fruitless struggles be again resolved.

THE END

Printed hy R. & R. Clark, Edinburgh
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wiser for taking into view.'—Freeman.

Notes and Sketches of Northern Rural Life in the Eigh-

teenth Century, by the Author of ' Johnny Gibb of Gushetneuk." In i vol.

Fcap. Svo, 2S. 6d., 2s., and is.

'This delightful little volume. It is a treasure. . . . We admire the telling

simplicity of the style, the sly, pawky, Aberdonian humour, the wide acquaintance

with the social and other conditions of the northern rural counties of last century,

and the fund of illustrative anecdotes which enrich the volume. The author has

done great service to the cause of history and of progress. It is worth a great many
folios of the old dry-as-dust type.'—Daily Review.

Chronicles of Glenbuekie, by Henry Johnston, Author of ' The
Dawsons of Glenara." Extra Fcap. Svo. 5s.

•*»* A book of humour and pathos, descriptive of the social, political, and ecclesi-

astical life in a Scottish parish of fifty years ago.

'A genuine bit of Scottish literature."- Scottish Leader.

Scotch Folk. Illustrated. Fourth Edition enlarged. Fcap
Svo, price is.

' They are stories of the best type, quite equal in the main to the average of Deau
Ramsay's well-known collection. —Aberdeen Free Press.

Rosetty Ends, or the Chronicles of a Country Cobbler.
By Job Bradawl (A. Dewar Willock), Author of ' She Noddit to me.' Fcap.

Svo, Illustrated. 2s. and is.

' The sketches are amusing productions, narrating comical incidents, connected by
a thread of common character running through them all—a thread waxed imto

occasional strength by the ' roset" of a homely, entertaining wit."

—

Scotsman.
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LITTLE BROWN BOOKS.
Foolscap Svo, Sixpence each.

The Religion of Humanity : An Address delivered at the Church
Congress, Manchester, October 1888, by the Right Hon. Arthur J. Balfour,
M.P., LL.D.,etc., 6d.

'We have called the pamphlet a sermon because it is one, though the fitting text,

"The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God," is courteously omitted ; and we
venture to say that of all who will read it, not one per cent, ever read or heard one
more convincing or intellectually more delightful.'

—

Spectator.

[A large type edition o/this may also be luid in cloth at SJ.]

Fishin' Jimmy, byA. T. Slosson. 6d. ^A choke storyfrom America'
' A story from which, in its simplicity and pathos, we may all learn lessons of

wisdom and charity."

—

Freeman.

'Apathetic but pretty little story, telling the simple life of one possessed of a
profound veneration for all things heavenly, yet viewing them with the fearless

questioning eyes of the child.'

—

Literary World.

' Maes ' in Galloway. By Patrick Dudgeon. 6d.

Rab and his Friends. By Dr. John Brown. 6d.

Marjorie Fleming. By Dr. John Brown. 6d.

Our Dogs. By Dr. John Brown. 6d.

' With Brains, Sir.' By Dr. John Brown. 6d.

Minehmoor. By Dr. John Brown. 6d.

Jeems the Door-Keeper. By Dr. John Brown. 6d.

The Enterkin. By Dr. John Brown. 6d.

Plain Words on Health. By Dr. John Brown. 6d.

Something about a Well : with more of Our Dogs. By
Dr. John Brown. 6d.

WORKS BY DR. JOHN BROWN.
Horae Subsecivse. 3 Vols. 22s. 6d.

Vol. I. Locke and Sydenham. Sixth Edition, with Portrait by James Faed
Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Vol. II. Rab and his Friends. Fourteenth Edition. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Vol. III. John Leech. .Si.vth Edition, with Portrait by George Reid, R.S.A.
Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Rab and his Friends. With India-proof Portrait of the Author
after Faed, and seven Illustrations after Sir G. Harvey, Sir Noel Paton, Mrs.
Blackburn, and G. Reid, R.S.A. Demy 410, cloth, gs.

Marjorie Fleming ; A Sketch. Being a Paper entitled ' Pet
Marjorie ; A Story of a Child's Life fifty years ago.' New Edition, with
Illustrations by Warwick Brookes. Demy 410, 7s. 6d. and 6s.

Rab and his Friends. Cheap illustrated Edition. Square i2mo
ornamental wrapper, is.
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SCRIPTURE HISTORY, ETC.

Rev. John Ker, D.D.
Sermons : First Series. 14th Edition. Crown 8vo, . . . 6s. od
Skkmons : Second Series. Fifth Thousand. Crown 8vo, . . 6s. od.
Thoughts for Heart and Life. Second Edition. E.x. Fcap. 8vo, . 4s. 6d.
Letters: 1866-1885. Second Edition. Crown Svo 4s. 6d.

Rev. Geopge Bowen, of Bombay.
Daily Meditations. New Edition. Sm. 410, 5s. od.
Love Revealed. New Edition. Sm. 410, 5s. od.

Thomas Erskine, of Linlathen.
The Letters of. Edited by Dr. Hanna. New Edition. Cr. Svo, . 7s. 6d.
The Brj\zen Serpent, or Life Coming Through Death. Cr. Svo, 5s. od.
The Internal Evidence of Revealed Religion. Cr. Svo,. . 5s. od.
The Spiritual Order. Cr. Svo, 53. od.
The Doctrine of Election. Cr. Svo 6s. od.
The Unconditional Frbbness of thb Gospel. Cr. Svo, . . 3s. 6d.
The Fatherhood of God. Ex. Fcap. Svo, is. od.

William Hanna, D.D., LL.D.
The Earlier Years of our Lord. Ex. Fcap. Svo,
The Ministry in Galilee. Ex. Fcap. Svo,
The Close of the Ministry. Ex. Fcap. Svo, .

The Passion Week. Ex. Fcap. Svo
The Last Day of our Lord's Passion. Ex. Fcap. Svo,
The Forty Days after the Resurrection. Ex. Fcap. Svo
The Resurrection of the Dead. Ex. Fcap. Svo, .

Memoirs of the Rev. Thos. Chalmers. 2 vols. Cr. Svo,

ss. od.

5s. od.

ss. od.

5s. od.

5s. od.

5s. od
5s. od.

I2S. od.

Rev. Walter C. Smith, D.D.
The Sermon on the Mount. Cr. Svo, . . . . . 6s. od.

Professor Blaekie.
On Self-Culture. Fcap. Svo, , . 2S. 6d.

Principal Shairp.
Studies in Poetry and Philosophy. Cr. Svo, . . . .7s. 6d.
Sketches in History and Poetry. Cr. Svo 7s. 6d.
Culture and Religion. Fcap. Svo, 3s. 6d.

Professor Hodgson.
Errors in the Use of English. Cr. Svo, 3s. 6d.

Mrs. M. M. Gordon.
Work ; or, Plenty to do and how to do it. Fcap. Svo, . . 2s. 6d.

Rev. Archibald Scott, D.D.

Buddhism and Christianity. Demy Svo, 7s. 6d.

The Duke of Argyll.

What is Truth ? Fcap. Svo, is. od.
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SCOTTISH HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY.

Celtic Scotland : A History of Ancient Alban. By William
F. Skbnb, D.C.L., Historiographer-Royal for Scotland. In 3 vols. I. History
and Ethnology. II. Church and Culture. III. Land and People. Demy 8vo,
45s. Illustrated with Maps.

Scotland under her Early Kings. A History of the King-
dom to the close of the 13th century. By E. William Robertson. In 2 vols.
8vo, cloth, 36s.

The History of Liddesdale, Eskdale, Ewesdale, Wauchope-
dale, and the Debateable Land. Part I., from the Twelfth Century to 1530.
By Robert Bruce Armstrong. The edition is limited to 27s copies demy
quarto, and 105 copies on large paper (10 inches by 13), 42s. and 84s. net.

The Castellated and Domestic Architecture of Scotland,
from the Twelfth to the Eighteenth Century. By David M 'Gibbon and
Thomas Ross, Architects. 5 vols., with about 2000 Illustrations of Ground
Plans. Sections, Views, Elevations, and Details. Royal 8vo. 42s. each vol. Net.

Scotland in Early Christian Times. By Joseph Anderson,
LL.^D., Keeper of the National Museum of the Antiquaries of Scotland.
(Being the Rhind Lectures in Archaeology for 1879 and 1880.) 2 vols. Demy
8vo, profusely Illustrated. 12s. each volume.

Scotland in Pagan Times. By Joseph Anderson, LL.D.
(Being the Rhind Lectures in Archaeology for 1881 and 1882.) In 3 vols.
Demy 8vo, profusely Illustrated. 12s. each volume.

The Past in the Present—What is Civilisation? (Being
the Rhind Lectures in Archaeology, delivered in 1876 and 1878.) By Sir
Arthur Mitchbll, K.C.B., M.D., LL.D. Demy 8vo, with 148 Wood-
cuts, 15s.

Scotland as it was and as it is : A History of Races,
Military Events, and the rise of Commerce. By the Duke of Argvlu
Demy 8vo, illustrated, 7s. 6d.

Major Eraser's Manuscript. His Adventures in Scot-
land and England ; his Mission to and Travels in France ; his Services in the
Rebellion (and his Quarrels) with Simon Fraser, Lord Lovat, 1696-1737.
Edited by Alexander Fergusson, Lieutenant-Colonel. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo, :2s.

Ecelesiologieal Notes on some of the Islands of Scot-
land, with other Papers relating to Ecelesiologieal Remains on the Scottish
Mainland and Islands. By Thomas S. Muir, Author of ' Characteristics of
Old Church Architecture," etc. Demy 8vo, with numerous Illustrations, 21s.

Early Travellers in Scotland, 1295-1689. Edited by P.
Hume Brown. Demy 8vo. 14s.

Tours in Scotland, 1677 and 1681. By Thomas Kirk and
Ralph Thoresbv. Edited by P. Hume Brown. Demy 8vo. 5s.

Scotland before 1700. From Contemporary Documents. Edited
by P. Hume Brown. Demy 8vo. 14s.

A Short Introduction to the Origin of Surnames. By
Patrick Dudgeon, Cargen. Small 4to. 3s. 6d.
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OPEN-AIR BOOKS.

How to Cateh Trout. By Three Anglers. Illustrated, is. & 2s.
' The aim of this book is to give, within the smallest space possible, such

practical information and advice as will enable the beginner, without further

instruction, to attain moderate proficiency in the use of every legitimate lure.'

'A delightful little book, and one of great value to Anglers.'—Scotsman.
'The advice given is always sound.'

—

Field.
' The most practical and instructive work of its kind in the literature ol

angling.'

—

DxDidee Advertiser.
'A well- written and thoroughly practical little book.'

—

Land and Water.

lona. By Elizabeth A. M'Hardy, with Illustrations by the Author.
Ex.-fcap. Svo. IS.

Horses in Accident and Disease. By j. Roalfe Cox.
Demy Svo, Illustrated. 5s.

Timbers, and How to Know Them. By Dr. Robert Hartig.
Translated from the German by William Somerville, D.CEc, B.Sc, etc.

Illustrated. 2s.

On the LinliS ; being Golfing Stories by Various Hands. With
Shakespeare on Golf. By A Novice. Also two Rhymes on Golf by Andrew
Lang. Fcap. Svo, is.

The Art of Golf. By Sir W. G. Simpson, Bart. In i vol.

demy Svo, with twenty plates from instantaneous photographs of Professional

Players, chiefly by A. F. Macfie, Esq. Price 15s.

' He has devoted himself for years with exemplary zeal to the collecting of

everything which a true golfer would like to know about the royal game, and

the result of his labour is worthy of the highest commendation. . . . The pro-

minent feature of the volume is the set of illustrations. For the first time, by
means of instantaneous photography, are produced on paper the movements
made by players with a classical style in the process of striking a golf ball."

—

Scotsman.

The History of Curling. By John Kerr, M.A. This volume
has been prepared under the authority of the Royal Caledonian Curling Club,

and has been compiled from official sources. Illustrated. Demy Svo, los. 6d.

Royal Svo, 31s. 6d. net.

' The book is one of high value. It represents much work of learning and

inquiry into an obscure subject, and it illustrates the character of the Scot and

the social history of Scotland in a manner that is not the less instructive for

being pleasing as well as scholarly.'

—

Scotsman.

Modern Horsemanship. Three Schools of Riding;. An
Original Method of Teaching the Art by means of Pictures from the Life. By
Edward L. Anderson. New Edition, re-written and re-arranged, with 40
Moment-Photographs. Demy Svo, 21s.

On Horse-Breaking. By Robert Moreton. Second Edition, is.

A Year in the Fields. By John Watson. Fcap. Svo, is.

' A charming little work. A lover of life in the open air will read the book with

unqualified pleasure.'

—

Scotsman.

lona. With Illustrations. By the UuKE OF Argyll. Fcap. Svo, is.

Walks near Edinburgh. By Margaret Warrender. With
Illustrations by the Author. Ex.-fcap. Svo. 3s. 6d.

The Gamekeeper's Manual ; being an Epitome of the Game
Laws of England and Scotland, and of the Gun Licences and Wild Birds Acts.

By Alexander Porter, Chief-Constable of Roxburghshire. Second edition,

crown Svo, 3s. net

' A concise and valuable epitome to the Game Laws, specially addressed tu

those engaged in protecting game.'

—

Scotsman.
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